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BWR SYSTE!MS 

LESSON PLAN 

A. ZC, 1.0-R R'r'SE ?'ON!TOR (P.-L , SYSTE?' 

B. REFERENCES 

1. BWR Systems Manual - Chapter 5.3 

2. GEK 32551 - Power Range Monitoring System - Brown's Ferry 

3. GEK 32552A - Power Range Neutron Monitoring System Components 
Brown's Ferry 

4. NED" - 10806 - Reactor Fundamentals Training Manual - Volume 6.  

_.5 -GEl - 92823B - Nuclear Engineer's Manual 

6. Final Safety Analysis Report - Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant 

7. Brown's Ferry Procedures 

a. Ooerating Instruction 0.1. 92 

b. Tecnnicai Instr.uction T.I. -, #5, --II 

E. Ccrd File - 5.3 

C. B0JECTiV'cES 

I . To understand power'in core, neutron moni-oring instruments (LPRs) 

7-o 'rý 4catzrs, alar-,s ant in-erlocks oricina:'nc in 

7. To understanG administrative and related LPRMI Technical 

SEecifications.  

0. -•R7EF DESCRIPTiCi; 

Puroose 

a. Subsystem of power range monitoring systen which consists of: 

I) Local Power Range :lonitcrs (LPR-1s.,
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3) Rod Block Monitors (RBMs) 

b. Continuously monitor local thermal neutron flux 

c. Alarm on excessive flux condition 

d. Assist in the evaluation of local heat flux conditions 
and calculation of Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) 

e. Provide local power indication inputs to the APRM and 
RBM subsystems and Process Computer.  

2. General Description (Figure 1) 

a. Detector 

1) Purpose - Detects local thermal neutron flux and converts 
it to an equivalent analog current signal.  

2) 172 detectors in core 

b. Dezector Assembly (LPRM String) 

1) Houses 4 Local Power Range Monitor (LPPJi) detectors, 
detector cables and calibration dry tube for Traversing 
In-core-Probe (TIP) detector.  

2) -3 assemblies in core 

c. Power Supplies 

2 Zurpose 

a• Drovide deUector Yias 

n) Provide amplifier, incication and trio unit oower 

2) Lcca:ed in Power Range Monitoring System cabinets in tWe 
control room panel 9-14.  

a. Flux -moiifier 

1) Duroose - Converts detector current signal to an analog 

voltage signal.  

, a-.c in 0n i-1-.  

e. Trio 0n4-s
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1) Purpose - Provide alarm signals upon abnormal conditions 

2) Located in Panel 9-14.  

E. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

1. Detector (Figure 1) 

a. Fission Chamber 

1) Similar to SRM and IRM with minor differences 

2) 2.0" long (sensitive length) x .23 in diameter.  

3) U23 5 0 (90% enriched) electroplated to outer electrode 
(Rase , approximately,'l rilligram of U235 per detector.  

4) Argon filled to-1.3 atmosphere (91.5 cm Hg.,19.1 psia) 

5) Ionization Chamber 

b. Operating Specifications 

1) Operating bias (DC voitage acrcss electrodes) 75 - 200V 

DC normally set at looV DC.  

2) Neutron sensitivity 1.0 x 10-l17 ampere/NV'at beginning 

of life decreasing approximately lO0 per 300 flWd/t 

average core exposure due to uranium detection.  

3) Gamma sensitivity 2.0 x 10-14 amperes/R/hr. - Doesn't 

chznge with life, as it is not affected by uranium 

depletion, bu: is a functicn Iof arson pressure. which 

does not change with life.  

•) Beginning of life sensitivity 

a) Mlaximum neutron flux in core i..3 x 10' 1V so: 
1.0 x 10"17 ampere/NIV x 1.3 x IO'4NIV = 1.3 x 10-3 ampere 

b) -Hence maximum expected detector current from neutrons 
: 1300 microamps.  

c) Maximum yfiux-in core 6.5 x 108 Rlhr. so: 
2.0 x I0"Il amo/R/hr. x E.5 x lOR/hr. = 13 x 106 amp 

Su re - `-.r - a 

= 3microamps.

e' Beginning of life neuzron zo carnmna signal ratio 100:1.
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5) End of life sensitivity 

a) Minihum usable full scale detector current is 
75 microamperes.  

b) Gamma current, being a function of argon gas 
pressure, doesn't change with life, so remains 
at 13 microamperes.  

c) End of life neutron current is then 75-13 or 

62 microamperes.  

*d) End of life neutron to gamma signal ratio "-3:1.  

e) End of detector life criteria are based on current 
output and neutron to gamma signal ratio.  

(1) Current drops too low, gain cannot compensate 

(2) If gamma is too high, response is not good to 
changes in power, since a* 

6) Detector assemblies in high flux areas must br reolaced 

at approximately 3 year intervals. (-,3.78 x 102 VlVT) 

2. Detec:or Assembly 

a. Locations 

1) Narrow-narrow gaps (Figure 2) 

':0TE: Soac4ngs (water gazs) "'t.,een fuel bundlie-S are 
no =-II :ne sare.  

a) The caps which the control rods fit into are wider 
than the cap caused by the top guide.  

b) The center of the control rods are at :he intersection 
of the wide gaps (called the wide-wide water gan).  

c) The neutron instrumentation is at the intersection 
of zhe narrow gaps (hence narrow-narrow gap, 

d) Nothing is located in the wide-narrow gaps.  

"-, -sr " - ', ,-: 'e .  

a, ,:ry discussed is :eth mirror arc r- zationai.  

•5 Rots s7MetricaTy lccated in core.  

0 •s jCn "r-cuc: cecay an: is t"Us
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c) Rod patterns are symmetrical.  

d) Therefore flux patterns are symmetrical.  

e) LPRM assembly locations are'nottsynmnetrical.  

f) Instead, assemblies are positioned so that every 
location or its symmetrical counterpart in another 
quadrant is monitored. - 7 

g) This symmetry Uis shown by phantom symbols in upper 
right quadrant of Figure 3.  

5) Axidl Location (Figure 4) 

a) Located to give 'best estimate-of axial flux profile.  

b) Level Desionation Location-Above Bottom of Active Fuel 

D 126" 

C 90" 

B 5d'' 
A 18" 

c) Assemblies are fixed in core and:do not.retract like 
SRIi and IRM detectors.  

b. "echanical Description of Detector Assembly (Figure 5) 

1) 3O•SS tube, aporoximateiy 42 feet overall length.  

21 :"szalled into in-core :uide tWbe fro. acove 

;) Too is sDring loaded into recess in :op guiae.  

2) Bottom end sealed into thimble with three seals.  

a) Thimble sealed to fiange with "0" ring.  

b) Detector sealed metal to metal into mating surface 
in thimble.  

c) Moisture-sealed out of connection sleeve with teflon 
seal compressed by nut.  

e: ...- .. te• , 4.e. ncles drE M=•-•'s =•'.,_ . ,_ . -cr Me-ctcr ":cccl .  

e) -Mector connections insi- e sleeve.  

7:: 70 be-corinected wi~h fla~re fittingcsO=
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c. Cross Section (Figure 6) 

1) 0.700- O.D., 0.640" I.D. (.030" wall thickness) 

2) Contains 

a) 4 LPRH detectors 

b) Detector cables 

c) Dry tube for TIP detector transit 

3. Power Range Neutron System Cabinets (Figure 7) 

a. Purpose - Contain all circuitry associated with the Power 
Range Neutron Monitoring System 

b. Location - In control room, Panel 9-14.  

c. Hold LPRM bias supplies and amplifier cards 

d. Hold APRM Channels A-F, LPRM Channels A+B, RBM Channel 
A+B equipment.  

e. 5 Standard Equipment Racks 

1) Each rack holds 2 Channels i.e.  

a) 2 APRM channels, or 

b) 1 ?RM channel and 1 L=RI vroup, or 

&1 2 REM channels 

2) Each channel made uo of :wo card racks called pages 
(Figure 8) 

N•HT: Printed circuit cart rack called a page since 
front page swings ou: like a page of a book.  

a) Front page contains LRM amplifier cards.  

b) Rear page contains deteczor bias supplies.  

c) rezer on front nage exzends through cabinet door.
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3) Number of LPRrM amplifier cards in APRMl channels or 
"LPRPM groups: 

Channel Number 

APRM Channel A- 2 
APRM Channel C ,21 
APRM Channel E 21 
APRM Channel B 22_ 
APRMI Channel D 22 
APRH Chainel F 22 
LPRM Channel A 21 
LPRM Channel B 22 

172 total cards 

4) The 172 amplifier cards correspond to 172 detectors in 
core.  

5) No LPRMs are assigned to the Rod Block Monitors and 
hence no LPRM cardsare contained in the RBIM pages.  
The RBTs selectively use outputs from all LPRMs assigned 
to APRIM channels and LPRM Channels.  

" Power Suppl-ies 

a. Sources 

1) All power for LPRM circuitry is supplied from the APRU.1 
or LPRM channel'to which it is assigned.  

2 There is one bias (high voltage) supoly for each LPRM 
(ez:h detector). All other DC Dower suoplies are 
cor-on to all LR!-s assicred to an -APR.M cr LPRX :rcu.  

"-' The bias supplies cet power from, the page into which they 
are inserted.  

b. Ei-as Supply 

) Supplies high voltage to de.ector 

2) Variable 75 - 200V DC (normally set at 100 volts)' 

at a maximum load cf 3 ma.  

- "- ie- Printed Circuit Card (Ficure 1)
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1) To convert small detector output into signal large 
enough to drive trip units and indication downstream.  

2) Converts detector current ouzput signal zo analog 
voltage signal of 0 - 10 volts DC which normally 
corresponds to, fel cladding surface heat flux of 
0 - 125 watts/cm 

b. Ranges 

i) Amplifier has 3 ranges to accomodate depletion of uranium 
in detector over its lifetime.  

"Range Input Current for 10 Volts Out When Used 

"•,•-"Ga i-n. 800 ½3 o1A ; - Begi nning-of V'ife 

., - 1- -nMiddeofi fe 
Hi Gain 50 - 250uA End of-life 

2) Selected with range switch using a screwdriver.  

3) Adjustment over range made with gain adjustment 
potentiometers (also by screwdriver) 

c. Function Switch S-1 

IP Location - Front, too edge o- ampli-ier 

2) Purpose - To allow for calibration of LPRM amolifier 
and for bypassing inoperative LPRM.  

3, Three zositicns 

a) 0 (Operate) 

b) C (Calibrate) 

c) BY (Bypass) 

-) Three decks (section) SLA, $-13 SIC 

a) "ll decks operate together when thumbwheel is turned.  

b) SLA on output of flux amplifier.  

- on in:-,: ctnuroi !oc z.  

=)SI on ir:•: to fiux. •:pii-ier.
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5) 0oerate Position 

a) SLA - Connects flux amplifier to averaging circuit, 
REP select matrix and process computer.  

b) SIB - Connects -- 15V to-count circuit through resistor 

giving current signalbto count ariplifier (count circuit 

part of APRM system) and-15V to averaging circuit 

(part of APRM system) .7 

c) SIC - Connects detector-current from power supply 
to flux amplifier.  

6) Calibrate Position 

a) SLA - Disconnects output of flux amplifier from 

averaging circuit, RBM select matric and process 
computer. -

b) SIB - Sends -15 volts to calibrator, interrupts 
-15 volts to count and averaging circuits.  

c) SIC - Connects output of calibrator to input 
of-flux amplifier.' 

d) Output of flux amplifier can now be read on 

panel meter during calibration without effecting 

computer, APRM or REM,, indications.  

7) Bypass Position 

a) SLA Same as calibrate position.  

:) SIB - Sends -15 vci:s to trip inhibit circuiz 

which inhibits upscale and downscale trips and 
generates bypass signal.

c) SIC - Same asCaiibrate.  

d. Outputs from Flux Amplifier 

1) APRM Averaging Circuits 

a) LPR!s assigned to LPRM chahnels A + B do not go to 

an averaging circuit. -The LPR! channel pages furnish 

.c',er, tut no av.erage cmw uis wrocuce:.  

: 7 This-arrangemen: is 'ecause only six A--s are 

necessary, and Whe L..Y channels house :nose L.-.s no

used Dv ARM.s
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2) Process comouter for use with traversing in-core 
Probe System to establish core flux shape.  

"- Rod 5lock -cnitor System 

a) Signals al-l go to a relay selection matrix 
(discussed later under Rod Block Monitor System).  

b) Isolated by buffer amplifier to keep select relay 
noise from being backfed to the APRM input from 
the select matrix.  

4) .Panel Meter Selection Switches 

Individual LPRM outputs can be displayed on meter.  
(Discussed further under APRM presentation) 

5) Upscale and Downscale Trip Units 

e. rip Units 

I) Located on Amplifier Card 

2) Operate by Comparing Reference with input Signal.  

3) Two types 

a) Upscale trip 

b) Downscale trip 

- Uoscale zrip unit trips ,)n.en input rises above 
re-erence -.iZO wazts/c-4 

2 Downscaie trip unit trics when input falls below 
reference (3 watts/cm2 ).  

B 5oth -rio units have two types of outputs.  

a) Seal-in (must be manually reset) 

b) Auto Reset (Reset as soon as input returns to 
normal range.) 

Actual LPRPJ uoscale trio setings are different for each 
:n- are tase s on :e - ;c,,a:e ,e-: 

c, .e'r- e. ne " area c7 n e :e ec :c.
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7) Seal-in outputs drive local indicator lights located 
aoot Panel 9-14.  

:U .-u rst out;uts drive iights on full core disolay 
(Panel 9-5).  

F. INSTRUMENTATION 

SI. Panel 9-5.  

a. Full Core Display (Figure 9)" 

1) 2 alarm lights for each LPRM detector 

a) Amber light (Hi) 
Upscale trip 1 00/125 of scale 

b) White light (Lo) 

Downscale trip 3/125 of scale.  

2) Botn are auto reset.  

b. Four Rod Display (Figure 10) 

1) 16 LPRM Output Meters 

a) :ibroose - To displayv'the four LPR'' string ouzguts 

around the selected rod, showing local fuel cladding 
surface.heat flux indications.  

b' In.•ut LPRI1s are seiected by Rod Elock "onitor 
S.'szem selection -.a.rix.  

c Ciaibrated in watts!c,2 (fuel cladding surface heat 

flux), not 1; power.  

2) 16 ',:hize "LPRX. Bypassed" lights Beside Meters 

a) Illuminated whenever LPR;l output to RBM is bypassed 

b) -ypass conditions discussed in de-ail uncer RP" Syszem.  

2. Panel 9-14 

-• - j - re , 

-j Lf'-Derh
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(1) White light 

(2) Illuminated when function switch on LPRM card 

in bypass.  

b) Center Light 

(1) White light 

(2) Downscale trip indicator - seal-in (setpoint 
3/125) 

c) Right Light 

(1) Amber light 

(2) Upscale trip indicator - seal-in (setpoint 
100/125) 

2) Label Under Lights 

a) Indentifies LPRM1 2 Ways 

(!) Core location 

(2) Meter selection switch position 

b) First number indicates L-R? Selector Switch (described 
later under panel meter) position for the LPR1I.  

c) Letter indicates 2 Things 

'l •1eter functicn switc:osition 

(2) Axial level in ccre.  

d) Last 4 numbers (xx-xx) indicate LPRMI string position 
in core.  

3) Other lights (associated with LPRM4) atop 9-la will be 
discussed under APR., System.  

b. V'eter Seczion (Ficure 12) 

l) Three different meters are used.  

-' O.ne for L crou.s.  

0, One for LP;-',! erouos.
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c) One for Rod Block Mlonizor 

2) The one shown here is an APRM meter. All three will 
te discussed in detail later under APRPM and Rod Block 
Monitor, Systems.  

3) Meter Input Selection 

a) The meter is usually left to read APRM output, but 
can be selected to read the output from any LPRH 
assigned to that APRM.  

b) To read individual LPRM output: 

(1) Set function switch tolevel (axial core height) 
that LPRM of interest is located at (A, B, C or D) 

(2) Set LPRtMselector switch to number corresponding 
to first number in label under associated alarm 
lights on top of Panel'.9-14,(numbers go from 
i to 5).  

c) The menes will read level clad surface heat flux in 

watts/cm on'the-O - 1251z scale.  

•) LPRM Bypassed Light (Figure 12) 

a/ ifidicates LPR1I4 selectea with function switches and 
displayed on meter-'is bypassed.  

5) Meter Expand Light 

. ndica:es -7,e:er is '0 x -.ore sens'itve --tan -he 'ixl 
calibrazicn indicates 'caJsec ovy swizzn in -. Rr).  

54 Trip Reset Pushbutton 

=) Resets all seal-in trips on tcp of panel associated 
with that APRM or:,LRM croup; 

c. LP•..' Amplifier Car:i (Figure 1) 

Functon Thumbwheel- Switch 

a) Three Positions

rC ,
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(3) By (Bypass) 

b) Pllc,.;s LPRM to be removed from PPRMi input for 
calibration or if it has failed.  

2) Gain Switch 

a) Three Positions 

(1) Hi 

(2) Med 

(3) Lo 

b) Allows change of gain adjustment range to compensate 
for depletion of 6 2 3 5 in detector.  

3) Gain Adjustment Potentiometers 

a) One per range of gain 

b) Adjust gain or flux amplifier to compensate for 
burnup.  

:) Allows" calibration of individual LPR;'.s.  

G. RELATIONISHiPS TO OTHER SYSTEMlS 

1. Power Supplies 

A- )-'i .e• suoolied 'rcm rela:ed APR1 or L o-oup.  

2. Sys:em Cutputs (Figure 1) 

a. R'-I I 

b .PRA : (if assigned to APRM) 

c. Pro:ess Comouter 

d. Back Danel 9-1a- Meter 

e. Trip Indication to Full Core Display and Top of Panel 9-14.  

t... v,.1 Cvi I L?,, s are ocwered `rorý zs-ocia:ed P or PRM' 
.,annel .  

a .:ra z on .:-_rre=z from APRV1. or 'r- ,' Channel ',iscus"-= under 
-na- Dr-e-eq'a'iZTL,
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M. ;..echanicai Interface 

a. TIP uses dry tube in detector assembly when traversing 

core.  

H. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

1. There are no technical specifications that apply to the LPRMs 

except as they apply to the APRMs and RBM. (APRM and RBM 

covered in a separate lesson.)
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BUR SYSTEM1S 

LESSON PLAN

A. AVEPAGE POlIER RANGE MO-,ITOR (APRM) SYSTEMi 

B. REFERENCE 

1. B;.IR Systems 'Ianual -Chapter 5.4.  

2. GEK - 32551 - Power Range Monitoring System - Brown's Ferry.  

3. GEK 32552A - Power Rang-e•Monitorinf'System Components 

Brown' s Ferry.  

4. GEK - 13956B - APPR Flow and Auxiliary Unit 

5. Finai'Safety-Analysis Report - Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant.  

6. GEK - 32556 - Reactor Protection System - Brown's Ferry 

7. Brown's Ferry Procedures 

a. Operating Instructions - 01 92 = 

b. Surveillance Instructions -- &..B-l, 1.l.B-2, 4.1.B-15.  

c. Technical Instructions TI 6.  

8. Brown's Ferry Technical Specifications.  

C. O=-jECTi'JES 

i. Gain a functional understanding 'of APF:` System desicn ard 
L.,I ea Leiock.  

"Understand all -PPC' alarms, trips -and interlocks.  

-. Understand adminiszrativCe nid Technical :S-ecification requiremenTs 

associa-ed with the APRI• System.  

GEIERAL DESCRIPTION101 

, - .r-4.,s : %.- r • •n- 
c -..-.. .  

2. •esi-n :as~s
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a. The design of the APRMs shall be such that for tne worst 
oermitted input LPRM bypass conditions, the APR.IMS shall 
"=e c-:able of generating a scram trip signal in response 
:o average neutron flux increases resulting from abnormal 
operational transients in time to prevent fuel damage.  

b. The design of the APRMS shall be consistent with the re
quirements of the safety design basis of the Reactor 
Protection System.  

c. The APRMS shall provide a continuous indication of 
average ,reactor power from a few percent to 125% 
of rated reactor power.  

d. The APRMS shall be capable of providing trip signals 
for blocking rod withdrawal when the average reactor 
power exceeds pre-established limits set to prevent 
scram actuation.  

e. The APRIIS shall provide a reference power level for 
, .se in the Rod Block ;,onitor Subsystem.  

3. System Description 

a. APRM System receives inputs from: 

2 L.RM System 

2) Recirculation System flow elements 

b. The APR.M System cenerates 

, Indications of core bulk -nermal power.  

2) Signal proportional to total recirculation loop flow.  

Z Flow biased rod blocks anG scram trips (with mcde 
switch in Run) 

:!OT-': Flow biased means trip setpoints are a function 
of recirculation flow.  

a! Constant power rod blocks and scram trips (with mode 
switch in Startup and Refuel.) 

-,=a n", . v.e-'e ' :c,) tri ps .  

c. T.e LF0'4 Sys:em sencs -hese si:nals to:

-' eco-e-s on Panel .
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2) :'eters on' Back Panel 9-I.  

3) Process Computer 

4) Rod&Block Monitor System (referetice APP14 input) 

.5) Reactor Manual Control System (Rod Blocks) 

6) Reactor Protection System (Scnam-trips) 

d. APRM System consists of 6 APRM channels (A + F) (Figure 1) 

e. Basic Components (Figure 2) 

1) Averaging circuit - averages assigned LPRM inputs to 
give output signal proportional to core bulk thermal 
power.  

2) 'C-ount circuit - Produces'output proportional to number 
of assigned LPRMs active (not bypassed with thumbwheel 
" switch). h 

3) Flow converter --'Produces output signal proportional to 
recirculation loop floýi.  

-) Trip urits 

a) Compare aIverage-core power signal with recirc loop 
flow signal to give flow biased trips in Run mode.  

b) Give constant power trips in Startuo mode.  

-" Calirator - Produces calibrazion current .-'or ca, iIra:irn 

assigned LPRMs.  

"Z :n"ication 

a• .ecorders shared %.1it, DI?,s on Panel 9-5.  

b)" Mezers on panel 9-I".  

1. LPRM, assignments to APRM Channels and LPRfM Channel.  

A. r ' C l C 
q-i LPR:"• . Channel A 

: Ch4.nei and 
I, .. .h n 

•p LP-,.• C~hannel ~-
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b. "ethods of Assignment (Figures 3 and 4) 

1) Orderly pattern across core.  

2) Selected so every APRM will give good core average 
power signal.  

3) Assignments are symmetric on diagonals through LPPI4 
string at core location 32-33.  

4) APRM Channels A, C and E and LPR-I Channel A on one set 
of diagonals.  

APRM Channels B, D and F and LPR4 Channel B on the 
alternate set of diagonals.  

5) Each LPRM detector assigned to only one APRM or LPRM 
JChanneland substitution between APRMs and LPRM Channels 

cinnot be made: 

c. .Reason for LPRM Channels 

1) 172 detectors need to properly monitor local flux 
patterns in core.  

2) Approximately 20 LDRIs needed for each APRM, Channel.  

3) Only six APRM Channels needed: 

a) A needed for 1 out of 2 twice logic.  

b• Cther two needed so t~hat one APRPI in either RPS 
Cnannel A or 3 can ze :Yoassea for maintenance 
during normal operation.  

c) Extra LPR:4s needed for local core monitoring bu: 
rot needed for AD", inputs are assigned :o L-" 
Channels.  

":> LPR1. Grouos are assigned to APRI System since they 
also receive pcwer from RPS Buses.  

2. Averaging Circuit (Figure 2) 

a. -ur-ose 

c poruc.e a scnal :•e :z :re averace of =l1 

inDu.s :o tne circuit.  

2' -is sicnai, which is a core average neu:ron flux signal.  

is calibrated so that 0 - 2 voi-s cc rres onds to - 125.  
cf razed core tnerm-al e ..
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b. Operation 

! Easch L sM signa'l has its .own input- and feedback resistor.  

2) These resistors are connected to the averaging amplifier 

by a relay which is picked up when the LPRM "thumbwheel" 

function switch is placed in Operate.  

3) Theadditional feedback-resistor added when an LPRM is 

placed in Operate decreases the amplifier's gain just 

enough to offset the increase in output caused by the 
additional input signal.  

4) This keeps the output'signal equal to the average of 

those LPRM inputs feeding the averaging amplifier, 
regardless of how many'LPRMs are bypassed.  

3. Count Circuit 

a. Purpose - To generate-a signal which is used to: 

1) Indicate the number of LPRMs assigned to an APRM 
Channel that are in Operate.  

-2) Generate an' Inop trip if the number of LPRMs in Operate 
is-too low.  

a) This trip is required to insure that the APRM cets 
a representative sampling of flux across core.  

b) Az least l of tie LPRs assicred to an APR•,' must.  

be in Operate.  

b. Operation 

1) Each LPRM sends the count circuit a fixed current signal 

when its function swi.:cn is in Operate.  

2) Count amplifier changes curren: inputs to voltage output.  

3) Feedback resistor sets aain of amplifier so that each 

current input will yield 5f. on meter scale which gcoes 

from 0 to 125S (meter circuit described later).  

- . 1l.: Cnvjer:ers and Flow ýrit.hnetic • ...  

s:;aseo rod block and scram trmi `znctons.

. cera: on
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]) Flow Arithmetic Unit 

a) Gets 10 - 50 ma signals from flow elements in both 
recircuiation loops.  

b) Takes the square root-of each signal, developing 
at 10 - 50 ma signal linearly representing 0 -125% 
flow.  

c) Sums signals, so that both arithmetic flow units develope 
total recirculation loop flow; which is the sum of 
A and B loop flows.  

2) Flow Converter Unit 

a) Converts this signal into 0- 10 volt signal which 
corresponds to 0 - 125% flow.  

b) Outputs of converters are compared as a check on 
proper operation.  

c) if either varies from the other by 10% it will 
generate a trip causing a flow converter Inop 
Rod Block.  

d) T- either converter output reaches i!0 it will also 
cenerate a trip causing a flow converter Inoo Rod 

lBlock.  
c. Arrangement 

"2 'nl ,. two fow conver-ters toa, . c-:h shown on Fi:ure 2.  

2) Flow conver:ers Unit A feeds: 

A•)iR:I Channels A, C and 

5) Rod Block -'onitor (P.R-' Channel A 

-, lo;. converters Unit B feeds: 

a) APRII Channels B, D and F.  

b) RB:l Channel B 

-. Tri: '2i-s..  ar o
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7) To provide scram signals to the Reactor Prczeczive 
System or Rod Withdrawal Blbck t signals tothe 
Reactor 'anual Control System when a measured 

parameter exceeds (or drops below for downscale 
trips) a preset level.  

2) 'To provide Inop trips upon detection of malfunction 
internal to system circuitry.  

b. Operation 

1) Input sigtl is compared'to reference signal.  

a) On upscale trip, unit will trip-when input exceeds 

- reference.  

b) On downscale trip, unit will trip when input falls 

below reference.  

2) Each trip unit has two outouts.  

a) Seal in 

(1) Output stays tripped until ,reset-by pushbutton 
on local panel.  

(2) Drives local alarm lights.  

b) Auto Reset -' 

(1) Output resets as socn as trip condiZicn clears.  

(2) Drives alarms on Panel. 

(3) Feeds Reactor ,anual Control System or Reactor 
Protection Syszem.  

6. ,Sl'o:e and Bias Circuit (Figure 2) 

a. Purpose - Provides flow biased reference for APRP1 Hi and 

Hi-Hi trips.  

b._'Operation (Figure 5) 

C" Cnve~ts flow signal from fiow conve-:er in-o reference 

7Ct C• an s • n ons n re Z .l 

" A' 'itr no slow, scram re-erence i -" eerence) is5, 

Roo Elock reference (H i referencee is -2. .
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3) Both reference functions rise linearly with flow 
until flow signal reaches 100", when scram line 
reaches 120% and Rod Block line reaches 108%.  

4) Hence, both lines rise 66% while flow rises 100%, 
so slope is .66% x recirculation flow (W).  

5) The flow biased scram signals limited to this value 
and cannot go above 120%.  

7. Mode Switch Contacts (Figure 2) 

a. Purpose 

1) The mode switch modifies trips and interlocks consistant 
with the mode of reactor operation (Run, Startup, Refuel, 
Shutdown).  

2) The safety limit for core thermal power below 800 psia 
or less than 10% of rated core flow is 323 iMWt (-25% 
rated thermal power).  

3) Reactor will scram if mode switch placed in Run with 
reactor pressure less than 850 psig due to MSIV closure 
and resultant scram.  

4) Scram trip reference is fixed at 15% when the mode 
switch is in other than the Runposition where the 
reactor can be less than 800 psia.  

7- Thus. the aode switch in:erlock here assures that reactor 

.ower wi not exceed 15% wnen reac:or pressure is below 
300 osia.  

:. erazion 
) ;izh the mode switch contacts open {mcde switch in Startup, 

:efuel or Shutdown) fixed reference signals (12% Rod 
Block, 15% scram) are generated by resistive voltage aividers 
and fed to the respective trip units.  

2) With mode switch contacts closed (mode switch in Run), the 
"flow biased reference overwhelm the voltage dividers and 
the 'ixed reference have no effect on trio setooint, 
ever. t-ougn :hey are sti2 c1c~ ei.  

Cai:bcor ,ne: per AP::! Channei or LR, Channel , 3 Total) 

Jjzcure 33
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a. Puroose - Provides a-calibrated current signal for use in 

ca!Oratinq LPRM flux ampDlifiers to compensate for detector 

cepietion due to Uranium burnup.  

b. Operation 

1) Operates on the theory that fixed voltage across a 

fixed resistor will produce a~fixed current signal: 

2) Generates a carefully regulated 10 volt signal.  

3) 10 volts fed to a precision resistor assembly controlled 

by thumbwheel switches. Read on meter by depressing 

"Monitor" Switch (Figure 9), adjusted by "Adjust" Control.  

4) Current output from this assembly is variable from 1 

to 3999 microamperes (vA or 10 A) in steps of 1 -A.  

W) Current output --,A isnequal to number dialed into 
:humbwheel switches.  

5) Outout current directed to proper flux amplifier by 

selection switches discussed later under controls.  

7) Calibration of LPR!'s will be discussed under Traversing 

.n-Core Probe-(TIP) Sys-em.  

9. APRrI Calibration Devices (Figure 9) 

a. 0;wer zest - with AWR.1 operate swi:ch in ?ower Test.  

-0 - x anlifier irnputs are removed from the 

averaging amplifier.  

2" Pc'P.er" adjust is SUDStituted for averaying amplifier 

b. -loy. Tesz - in "PWR Flow" Test posi:ion 

I1 kcvion as described above for "Power' test.  

,_ Flow" adjust is substituted for recirculation flow 

into the slope and bias circuits.  

' W 

"" eac-er :'otectienl Sys-e-, .PS• 5us ; supDlies 120'.' &C tc:
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a) APR.M Channels A, C and E 

3) LPRM Channel A 

c) Flow converter Unit A 

d) This includes all local indications and LPRM Hi 

and Lo lights on full core display.  

2) RPS Bus B supplies 120V AC to: 

.a) APRM Channels B, D and F 

b) LPRM Channel B 

c) Flow converter Unit B 

d) This includes all local indications and LPRM Hi 

and Lo lights on full core display.  

3) Instrument bus supplies: 

a) Hi-Hi, Hi, Downscale and Bypass lights on apron 

section of 9-5.  

a) Uninterruorible Power supolies recorder power.  

b. Distribution 

1) Internal power supplies located in Power RanGe Monitoring 
cabine:s trans-orm and rc-:ify 120V AC RPS bus voltace 

in:: suitacle voltages for lioic ind indicator !i:,-:s.  

2) Each APRM Channel, LPRM Channel and flow converters has 
its own power supplies.  

3) Te _ APO.,. or LPR., Channel suDolies furnishes power to -:e 

associated LPR!-1 circuit cards and detector bias su.-iies.  

". :STRUFIENITATION 

1. Control Room instrumentation (Panel 902-51 

item Device Ranae 

"-,ecorcer (• 
.-snared '..Izn .- . :ow.er (32o3 -,-)
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2. Sianificant Alarms, Interlocks and Trips 

a. Control Room Annunciators (Panel'9-5) 

Annunciator Setpoint 

APP.M HIGH .66W +'42% (Run mode 

12% (other-than 
Run mode) 

SAPRM DOWNSCALE 3% of scale

Function/Remiarks 

'Rod Block 

Rod Block (Run Mode) 
scram with companion 

"IRM Hi Hi (any other 
Mode)

APRI' FLOW BIAS 10% mismatch or Rod Block 
OFF NORMAL 110% either channel

APM HI HI OR .. 66 '+ 54: (Run Scram 
ifOP -mode)* 

.15% (other than 
-;Run mode)* 

*Inop Trips Listed Inder Trips and Interlocks Below.  

b. Alarms Other than Annunciators 

l) All alarms on Panel 9-5 are auto reset; all local alarms 
are seal in and must be manually reset locally.  

2) Set:oints for alarms will be outlined under tri:s and 
interlocks, so they will not be mentioned here.  

3) Each APRM has a set of four alarm liqhzs on Panel 9-5 
apron section below recorders: 

a) Hi-Hi (Red light) 

b) Hi (Amber light) 

c) Downscale/Inop (White liont) 

d) Bypass (White light) 

_ c h has a set of fi:.e '•: .. s cn :ne 
9-It (Fi6ure 6): 

a Hi-Hi 'Red,
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b) Hi (Amber) 

c) ýownscale (White) 

d) Inop (White) 

e) Bypass (White) 

5) Each flow converter has these two lights on the top 
panel 9-1A: 

.a) Comparator (Amber) 

b) Upscale/Inop (Amber) 

c. Interlocks and Trips 

1) Rod Blocks

Block Setpoint W)hen Bypasseo

< 3',

> 12%.6 2 
>.661-1 + 42:

Shutdown, Refuel, 
Startup modes 

Run Mlode 
Shutdown, Refuel, 
Start 'Iodes-

1. Module unplugaed Never 
2. Less than 1, o1 

ass-ed L~ 1s in 
0Derazz 

3. Function switch 
not in Ccerate

Flow Ccnverter:1.  
'is'a:ch.  

Hi
i nop

'0rflow mis-a:ch lever 
110 eitner chan
nel 
flodule unplugged

2) Scram TriDs

Scram Setpoint

io%- S C 
io

When Bypassed

S:ar:-:. -cdeC

Run mode 
Shut~cwn. ;e-ue'

Hi--i

APRM: 
Downscale

Hi 

Inop

and
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Scram Setpoint When Bypassed 

Sinop 1. jilodule un- Never 
`` plugged.  

2. Less than 14 
• of-assigned 

-LPRMs in 
Operate 

3. Function 
Sswitch not-

in Operate 

* Technical Specifications specifies that the flow 

biased rod block and scram will never be bypassed.  
The way the circuitry is wired, either the flow 

biased trips or the fixed trips are always connected.  

Since the fixed references are more restrictive than 

the flow biased references,-this condition is satisfied.  

** Each IRH is assigned a companion 4APRM (and vice versa).  
Assignments are as Follows: 

APRM CHAN•NEL !RM CHANNEL 

A A 
C C 
E E 

E G 
B B 
B H 

D 
F 

3. Controls Provided 

a. Recorder --witches on Panel 9-5 recorders 
-'Is and 1s.  

b. Bypass s-witches on Panel 9---" 

1) Joystick type 

2) Allow bypassing only one APRM per RPS Channel at a time.  

-.0 CnecK, :-shuton -:arse Z! 

" I :nserts Fcd block zrio level to recc-se- incut in :;ace 
of core =o.-er sianal.
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2) Allows operator to check how far core power is from Rod Block 
triD level.  

d. Meter unit on Panel 9-14 (Figure 7) 

1) Trip Reset - Resets all seal-in trips at the top of Panel 
corresponding to that APRM, or assigned LPRM.  

2) LPRM Bypassed Light - Indicates LPPJI selected by selector 
switch and indicating on meter is bypassed.  

3) .Meter Expand Light - Indicates meter sensitivity has been 
increased by a factor of 10 (now reads 0 - 12.5% or 
0 - 1 volt).  

-4) LPRM Selector Switch - Used in conjunction with function 
switch to select individual LPRH output for display 
on meter.  

5) Function Switch - (Figure 8) 

a) Seven Positions 

(1) Average 

(2) Count 

(3) Flow 

,ýA) A. B, C, D 

" _ qveraoe ?osi-ion - "e=-er reads core bulk thesrai power 
[averaging amplifier output).  

c) Count Posit:icn - t.eter indicates number of assigned 
D;ý4..s wh'cn are in ooerate (5: per LPR.-1) 

d; Flow Position - lleter reads per cent oý rated -:zal 
reclrculation loop flow (output of -low converter) 

A., B, C & D Position 

Used in conjunction with LPRII selector switch to: 

Route 4 ndicua l, L ouz uz -ret -e r . (-eer 
.il1 rsea in -C Z:.; 

(2} Route calibration current to LPPMl 

Rcute - 15 volts -o calibrator f, furnishes -ower 
-:o cel i- -'rzor)
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e. inside Door on 9-14 (Figure 9) 

; A?,,M ilode Switch 

a) 5 Positions 

(1) Operate

(2) Standby 

(3) Zero 

.(4) Power 

(5) Power Flow..  

b) Operate Position APRMI operates normally as previously 
described.  

c) Standby Position - Same 'as Operate except that it gives 
an-lnop trip to warn operator if channel has not been 
bypassed - will-giveI/2 scram-if channel not bypassed.  

d) Zero Position.- Disconnects all inputs to averaging 
amplifier to check-amplifier and meter zero adjustment.  

e) Power Position 

(1) Substitutes pow'er-potentiometer output for LPRM 
outputs as the input to averaging amplifier.  

,2)- Used ..nen aajustinn s-,ope and bias circuit.  

f) Power Flow Position 

(0) In addition to e)(1) above, substitutes fiow 
cotenzio-meter output for the *fiow comparazor 
output as. the input .to the slope and bias circuit.  

(2) Also used when adjusting slope and bias circuit.  

2) :Mleter Expand Switch 

a) Three Positions 

S -ever$e 

(2) :Normal 

(� x 10
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o) Reverse Position 

(1) Meter reads copcsite of its nornal nolarity, 
i.e. signal which read below zero before now 
will read above zero.  

(2) Meter scale is expanded by a factor of 10, i.e.  
meter reads 0 - lV DC instead of 0 - loV DC.  

c) Normal Position - Meter reads just as scale is 
marked (0 - 1OV DC, 0 - 125%).  

•d) x 10 Position - Meter scale is expanded by a factor of 
10.  

e) This switch affects meter sensitivity only, and does 
not effect trip setpoints.  

3) Power Potentiometer - Adjusts test power signal when 
function switch is in power or power flow.  

4) Flow Potentiometer - Adjusts test flow signal when function 
switch is in power flow.  

5) Monitor Pushbutton - Displays output of 10 volt regulated 
supply in calibrator on meter so that it can be adjusted 
with adjust potentiometer.  

6) Adjust Potentiometer - Adjusts 10 volt regulated suoply 
in calibrator.  

7) Calibrazor TnurJwneei Switches - Adjust caibrazor cu::ut 
current.  

E. RAERT :A:L SUMMARY 

.This se:-ion wiili briefly discuss :hese topics: 

a. Coeration of System During Startuo 

b. Calibrazion of APRMs 

c. Rationale Behind Flow Biased Trip Levels 

I.•esr:i n- Durirg Startuo 

-5-: . ... 2 Cver!•: 

i) Acproximately C Cecade 0verlac
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a) APR", onscale (by definition and trip setting) at 
3K' Dower.  

b) IP.M Overlap - IRM reading (on range 9 or 10 : APRM 

x 2.564 i.e. IRM reading of 50 on range 10 = 19.5% : 
AP RMi 

2) Limiting Condition (with HIode Switch in Run) 

a) APR!1 must be onscale before companion IRM1 goes Hi-Hi.  

b) IRM Hi-Hi with companion APRM downscale gives scram.  

b. Transition from Startup to Run 

I) More restrictive operationally tha'n overlap discussed 
above.  

2) Must be made with all APRMs between '3% and 15%, perferably 
between -'- and 12'.: since: 

a) <3% in Run gives rod block thereby inhibiting further 

increases in power level from rod withdrawal.  

b) >15': not in Run gives scram.  

c) >1'2- not in Run gives rod block.  

3. Calibration of APRMs.  

*. "'e--od of Calibration 

"Atll swiitcnes are left in their norm.ai operating positions, 

except that APRIA being 'calibrated is byoassed from panel 9-5.  
7: % I -I *"- :al nce ty Proce-ss 

c .u-a tnerm.al :owe," is obta ned -fro,-. ea- .a c by 

So-.Duzer, and Gain ,djustment factors (GAF, are de-erm..ined 

a) GLF = desired readino : thermal Dower he-t balance 
ac-ual readinc razed thermal power 

00S- APP.rr'eadina.  

b) GAF is comouted by computer program 0D2.  

a, :ne--"al :;ower Trom neatý Dalance!razed zhernal Dower x 
'" ~ror
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b) APR11 reading x GAF from OD2 printout.  

:) AdJusz gain pozentiomater for APR"I's until desired 

reading is achieved on panel 9-14.  

5) Remove bypass from panel 9-14.  

b. Calibration of Trip Setpoints 

1) APRM channel is bypassed and function switch is taken 
to power flow position.  

2) "By running power and flow potentiometers up and downscale, 
trip reference from slope and bias can be checked and 

adjusted at several points on the flow curve.  

3) Function switch is returned to operate, trips reset and 
channel returned to service.  

.) This is the reason for 6 APR!. channels. Even wi:h one 
from each RPS channel bypassed there are still enough 

to satisfy one out of two twice logic configuration 
(requires 4 operable channels).  

c. Freouency oF Calibration 

l) Done at least weekly to compensate for Xenon, paz:ern 
changes, etc.  

2) Checked and recalibrated if necessay after bypass-in: 
an inou: L-Ri as 

a) Sypassing a low reading L:RMI will make AP'M rea, 

higner, and 

b) y`:assing a high reading LDR,'i• make AD ... ra l.  

d. Calibrazicn of scram and FRod Block Setpoinz at TPF >0T:F 

1) Technical Soeci-ication requires a reduction in . scram 

and Rod Block Setpoinz if the core total peaking factor 

is creazer than the design :ozal peaking factor of 2.63 
(Second section I for formulas) 

- -r::~:~~'/ ts is- 'cre ~ 

a) Ca.cuiating the AP?.• scram anc rcd tlocr. le',..s 
:or >': flow 

,) •y:s�i�ng :re APR!., sharnel to be caira=-=
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c) Placing APRM rdde switch to PWR Flow.  

r) Adjusting flow to I00', Power to scram zrip 
level calculated in a) 

e) Adjusting "scram trip" adjust (slope and bias circuits) 
to trip the scram trip unit.  

f) Adjust power to trod block trip le'vel' calculated 
in a) 

- g) Adjust "rod block trip" adjust to trip the rod 
-block trip unit.  

h) Check setpoint by adjusting power.  

i) APRM mode switch to operated.  

j) Unbypass APRM and repeat for other APRM's.  

e. Functional Test 

1) Functional tests for nuclear instrumentations are 
exempted from the'definition given in Section 1.0 

of Technical Specifications, as no input to prirary 
sensor (detector) is required.  

2) instead, output is run to scram trip level using power 
Dotentio6eter with' function switch in Power position.  

2 The functional test causes half scram. Tnis verifies 
;rc:er operation of al, trip relays.  

) -unctional tes~t is required weekly on APRfIs.  

"PRati:nale Ee'ind Fiow 'iased Trip -cin.  

a. Pesin ,osition 

I) Flow biased scram and rod-blocks are not required, i.e.  
no way to exceed fuel thermal limits with constant 120%" 
scram.  

2) ' o credit takenrfor flow biased trip levels in transient 
-navysis.  

Z, Later nlants (:.JR 6's) with h:per 
tensizies will require flow biased scram.  

-' These flow biased scrams will Ce delayed w-:-n a circuit 

•. c-e time constant ,.i-I =;roxi-.atE the f-e0 time ccnsran-.
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This will be called a thermal power trip. The 
120% scram will remain as an instantaneous backuo 
to this thermal scram. These thermal power trips 
are being isstalled on some late model BWR/4 plants, 
and BWR/S'-s.  

b. Selection of Trip Level Slope and Bias 

1) Slope of trip line was selected to be parallet-to 100% 
'load line and higher power levels (60% or greater).  

2) *After slope was set, biases were selected so that at 
100% flow: 

a) Scram = 120% 

b) Rod Block = 108% 

* c. Reason for Use of Recirculation Loop Flow Instead of Core 
.Flow 

1) -Core flow signal noisy, i.e. much short term variation.  

2) This noise would cause a number of spurious scrams.  

3) Recirculation loop flow much steadier, so chance of 
spurious scrams greatly reduced.  

"d. Relationship of Trip Lines to Core Flow (Figure 10) 

i) Core flow is not directly proportional to recirculation 
loop flow for 2 reasons: 

a) IJatural circulation effect due to decrease in density 
of coolant in core causes increase in flow with power 
at low power levels.  

b) Increased hydraulic resistance to flow caused by 
large void fraction at hicner cower levels causes 
decrease in flow with power.  

c) Hence, core flow is a fraction of both recirculation 
loop flow and Dower, and trip lines are not exactly 
linear when plotted on power-flow mao.  

c Fu 2ased .. od .,c•k and Sc.  
lines olotted on pcwer ficw map.
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H. RELAT7IOSHIPS TO OTHER SYSTEMS 

1. 'incu-s from Other Systems 

a. Flux Inputs from LPRM System to Averaging Amplifier.  

b. Flow Signal from Recirculation Loop Ven turisito Flow Converter 

c. Mlode Switch Contact Closure from Mode Switch Which Changes 

Hi and Hi Hi Trip Reference Inputs According to Reactor 
Mode (Run or Other than Run)-.  

"2. Outputs to Other Systems 

a. Scram Trip to Reactor Protection System.  

b. Rod Blocks to Reactor Manual Control System.  

c. Core Average Power to Process Computer.  

d. P.eference APR!! Signal to Rod Block 'Monitor.  

e. P-ower for LPRM Circuitry.  

f. Current Calibration Signal to LPRM System.  

3 .Power Suoplies 

a. ?PS Bus A 

". APRD Channels A, C, E.

_, LR!, Channel 2% 

b. PP•S Bus 5 

-) : Channels E, D, F 

2) LPR" Channel B 

c. instrument Bus - Alarm lights on aoron section of Panel 9-5.  

d. Essential Service Bus - Recorder power.  

.- ' ZO -a-tery Eus - "nnunc:a-cr ecover.
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i.TEC IC. L r-SPECIFICATION:S 
1. Section 1.1, Safety Limit; 2.1 

Se:iing (In part) 

a. SAFETY LIMIT

Limiting Safety System 

LIM1ITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY 2.1 FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

Applicability 

Applies to the inter
related variables 
ass6ciated with fuel 
thermal behavior.  

Objective 

To establish limits 
which ensure the 
"integrity of the fuel 
cladding.  

Specifications.  

A. Reactor Pressure 
>800 psia and Core 
Flow >l0' of Rated.  

'hen the reactor 
Dressure is greater 
tnan 000 psia, the 
existence of a minimum 
critical Dower ratio 
(RCPR) less than 
1.0E shall constitute 
violation of zne fuel 
cladding integrity 
safety limit.

Applicability 

Applies to trip settings of the 
instruments and devices which are 
provided to prevent the reactor 
system safety limits from being 
exceeded.  

Objective 

To define the level of the process 
variables at which automatic pro
tective action is initiated to 
prevent the fuel cladding integrity 
safety limit from being exceeded.  

Specification 

The limiting safety system setzing 

shall be as soecified below: 

A. Neutron Flux Scram 

1. APc' Flux Scram Trip Setting 
(Run Mode) 

When the n1ode Switch is in 
tne RUN position, tne APRM 
flux scram trip setting 
shall be: 

S(0.66W + 54%) 

where: 

S = Setting in :ercent 
co rated tIer"al
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SAFETY LIIM!T L'v*h!,TG SAFETY SYSTEM S--:-;G 

"- L_,,-rT'. I;,:T'-ECRTTY 2 .1 FUEL -LA•••!-1G INTEGRITY 

4W = Loop recirculation 
rate in percent 
of rated (rated 
loop recirculation 
flow ra e equals 
34.2xlO• lb/hr) 

In the event of operation 
with a maximum total peaking 
factor (MTPF) greater than 
the design value of 2.63 the 
setting shall be modified as 
follows: 

S<[0.66W + 54c] 2.63 
flTPF 

where: 

,1TDF = The value of the 

existing maximum 
total peaking 
factor.  

For no combination of loop 
recirculation flow rate and 

-core thermal power shalll be APR!4 
'lux scram tri4: se::-nM be 
allowed to~exceed i20:: of 
rated-therrral Dower.  

2 A•,DRM - When the reactor mode 
switch is in the STARTUP 
"posi.ion, the A,,RII scram shall 
be set at less than or equal 
to 15. of rated power.  

-2. Core Thermal Power 3. APR'! Rod Block Trip Settino 
Limit (Reactor 
Pressure <800 psia) The APPS Rod block trip setting 

shall te: 
.;her. :r.e re=-c-or 

:r-es J'e .is ,ess or 

ecual to 2MO psia or 
core coolant flow is 
less znan 10' of 
razed, tne core 
noe"a] :cer E 
r~otc exzeed c23 "''t
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SAFETY LIMIIT LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING 

,--L L'A• I:G .'-iTEGR ITY FUEL, CL.D"G I:,-E•;•,T• 

(about 25M of - SRB<(0.66W + 42%) 
rated thermal 
power). where: 

SRB = Rod block setting in percent 
of rated thermal power 
(3293 MWt) 

W = Loop recirculation flow rate 
in percent of rated (rated 
loop recirculation flgw 
rate equals 34.2 x 10' lb/hr) 

In the event of operation with a 
maximum total peaking factor (MTPF) 
areater than the design value of 
2.63 the setting shall be modified 
as follows: 

SRB<[0.66w : 427J] 2.63 

,1TPF 

where: 

MTPF : The value of the existing 
maximum total peaking 
factor.  

b. 2.1 Bases (:noart) 

In Summary: 

)' ::eu-ron Flux Scram 

'I, APRM High Flux Scram Trip Settinc (Pun Mode) 
The average power range monitoring (APR.) 
system, which is calibrated using heat balance 
data taken during steady-state conditions, reads 
in percent of rated Dower (3,293 titWt). Because 
fission chambers provide tne basic input signals, 

' z- -. re* . -: 

-re SýRse I- 'S cCZ: o O 'e'ce 
neutr;n flay. -u-ing ar-_nsien n, :s e ir, s -,:na nesu-!
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rate of heat transfer from the fuel (reactor thermal 
power) is less than the instabtaneous neutron flux 

due to the tine constant of the fuel. Tnerefore, 
during transient-induced by disturbances, the 

thermal power of the fuel will be less than that 

indicated by the neutron flux at the scram 

setting. ,Analysis reported in Section 14 of the 

Final Safety Analysis Report demonstrated that 

,with a 120-percent scram trip setting, none of 

the-abnormal operational transients analyzed 

violate the fuel- safety limit and there is a 

substantial margin from fuel damage. Therefore, 
use of-a .flo61-biased scram provides even additional 

. . marginn. Figure 2-.12 shows the flow biased scram as 
a function of coreflow.  
An increase in the-APRM scram setting would 

decrease.the margin percent before the fuel 
cladding integrity safety limit is reached. The 

APRM scram setting was determined by an analysis 

of-margins-required to provide a reasonable range 

for maneu6ering6during operation. Reducing this 

operating margin would increase the frequency of 

spurious.scrams, which have an adverse effect 

on reactor'safety~because of the resulting 

-thermal-stresses. Thus, the APRil setting was 

selected because it Drovides adeouate margin for 

the fuel cladding integrity safety limit yet 

allows operating margin that seduces the 
possibility of unnecessary scrams.  
The scram trip setting must be adjusted tc ensure 

that the LHGP transient peak is not increased 
for any combination :)-: MTPF and reactor core 

thermali Dower. The scram se::ina is adjusted 
in accordance with' the formula in Specification 
2.I.A.1, when the miaximum total peaking factor 
is creater than 2.63.  
Analysis of the limiting transients show that no 

scram adjustment is recuired to assure'N'CPR > 

1.05 when the transient is initiated fron 
MCPR >1.25.  

(2) APRM Flux. Scram TriD Setting (Refuel or Start 
& Hot Standby mode) 

For o e-.atin in rt. t : rsa 7 de 1h re!. - r 

IS at lowI -ress0r e.zne A scram sec:i c T - f " 

-percent of rated po,=- provides adeauate tnermal 

margin between the setooint and tne safety limit, 

25 percent of ratea. The martin is adeouate to 

accommodate anticioated maneuvers associated 
witn rower Diant s:azuD. E-fectt of increasinc 

pressure at :ero or l void :cntent are minor
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cold water from sources available during 
startuo is not much colder than that alreaay 
in the system, temperature coeffecients are 
small, and control rod patterns are constrained 
to be uniform by operating procedures backed up 
by the rod worth minimizer and the Rod Sequence 
Control System. Worth of individual rods is 
very low in a uniform rod pattern. Thus, all of 
possible sources of reactivity input, uniform 
control rod withdrawal is the most probable 
cause of significant power rise. Because 
the flux distribution associated with uniform 
rod withdrawals does not involve high local 
peaks, and because'several rod must be moved 
to change power by a significant percentage 
of rated power, the rate of power rise is very 
slow. Generally the heat flux is in near 
equolibrium with the fission rate. In an 
assumed uniform rod withdrawal approach to the 
scram level, the rate of power rise is no more 
than 5 percent of rated power per minute, and 
the APRM system would be more than adequate to 
assure a scram before the power could exceed 
the safety limit. The 15 percent APRM scram 
remains active until the mode switch is placed 
in the RUN position. This switch occurs when 
reactor pressure is greater than 850 psig.  

b) APRM Control Rod Block 

Reactor power level may be varied by moving control rods 
or by varying the recirculation flow raze. The APR,'! 
system :rovides a con:roi rod block to preven: rod 
withdrawal beyond a given point at constant recirculation 
flow rate, and thus to .rotect against the condition 
of a PCPR less than 1.05. This rod block trip setting, 
whicn is automatically varried with recirculation looo 
Cow rate, prevents an increase in the reactor oower 
level to excess values due zo control rod wi-horawal.  
The flow variable trip se::ing provides substantial 
margin from fuel damage, assuming a steady-state 
operation at the trip setting, over the entire re
circulation flow range. The margin to the Safety 
Limit increases as the flow decreases for the specified 
trio setting vesrus flow relationshipz therefore, the 
:.ORS casE -CO; 'jnc, I cjci ccur during ta-stae 
cperatin is at 112 of rated t.era .:owe- zscause 
of tne AR;M rod block triD setting. M.e actual pc;..e"
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distribution in the core is esta-_ished-by sceci4ied 
control rod sequences and is monitored continuously 
bv the in-core LPRM.system. As with the APRM scram 
trip setting, the APR! rod block trip sezzing is 

adjusted downward if the maximum total peaking factor 

exceeds 2.63, thus preserving the APRM:rod block 
safety margin.
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2. Section 3.1

TABLE 3.1.A (In part)* 
REACTOR PROTECTI -C SYSTEM (SCalr) IiS7RUSE7:TA U iO!E RE"u:RE'1ET:T

Min. No.  
of 

Operable 
Inst.  
Channels 
Per Trip 
System

Modes in Which Function 
Must Be Operable 

Shut- Startup/Hot 

Trip Function Trip Level Settinq down Refuel Standby Run

APRM 
High Flux 
High Flux 
Inoperative 
Downscale

See Spec. 2.1.A.1 
<15% rated power 

(13) 
>3 Indicated on 

Scale

X X 
(11)

X 
X 

(11)

X (15) 
X 

X(12)

N1otes For Table 3.1.A (Inpart) 

11. The APRM downscale trip function is only sctive when the 
reactor mode switch is in run.  

12. The APRM downscale trip is automatically bypassed when the 
iR* instrumentation is operable and not nigh.  

13. Less than 14 operable LPR:i's will cause a trip system trip.  

15. The APPM 15' scram is bypassed in the Run Mode.  

. 3.1, Basis (in -art) 

Each Protection trip system has one more APR.M than is necessary 

zo meet The minimum number recuired oer channel. This allows 
:ýe Lyassinc of one APP'" per protection trip system for 

maintenance, testinq or ca~iiration.

a.

2 
2 
2, 
2
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Z. Section 3.2 

a. TABLE 3.2.c (In part) 
,,--I ,E,•TATION THT !I!1ITIATES ROD BLOCKS 

Minimum No.  
Operable Per 
Trip Sys (5) Function Trip Level Setting 

2 APRM Upscale (Flow Bias) <0.66W + 42% (2) 

2 APRM Upscale (Startup Mode) (8) 712% 

2 APRM Downscale (.9) -3- , 
2 APR1 Inoperative T100) 
2 Flow Bias Comparator <10r difference S~in recirculation 

flow 

2 Flow Bias Upscale <110% recircu
Tation flow 

Notes for Table 3.2.C (In part) 

2. 1. is the recirculation loop flow in percent of desion. Trip 

level setting is in percent of rated power (3293 MWt).  

Total peaking factor greater than 2.63 are permitted at 

reduced power.. See Specification 2.1 for APRM control 
rod block setpbint.  

5. One instruvent channel; i.e., one AFR,, or iR;1 or REM.. per 

trip system may be bypassed except only one of four SRM3 

nay be bypassed.  

S. This function is bynassed when the mode swizch is Dlaced in Run.  

9. This function is only active w.-rhen the mode switcn is in Run.  

This function is automazically bypassed when the IRM instru

menzation is operable and not hich.  

13. Tne inoperative trips are produced by the following functicns: 

(1) Local "operate-calibrate" switch not in ooerate.  

(2) Less than 14 LPRHl inputs.  

t2) Circuit boards not in circuit.  

S..r. par-.  

The •P R" rod bIock function is flow biased and prevents a 
svnificant'reduction in !,ICU, especiaily during o:eration at
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BWR SYSTEIS 

LESSON PLAN 

A. TRAVERSING IN-CORE PROBE SYSTEM 

B. REFERENCES 

1. BWR Systems Manual Chapter 5.6 

2. BFNmP Traversing In-Core Probe CalibrationfSystem, GEK-32554 

3. Flux Probing Monitor, GEK-13971H 

4. indexing Mechanism, GEK-34546B 

5. Valve Control Monitor, GEK-62956A 

6. BFNP FSAR 7.5 

7. R.eference Card File 5.6 

0. OBJECTIVES 

1. Learn the•Purpose of the System.  

2. Lea-n t-e FProose and Function of the Components and Controls.  

3. Uncerstand the Operation of the System.  

D. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. S YS:-Em =ur:cse 

a. Five identical traversing in-core probes (TiP's) are used to: 

" .,easure and record the axial neutron.flux procfile _ 43 
raciai iccazions.  

2i Calibraze the fixed in-core detectors (-ccal Power Range 

:,on,4 i tors) 

. Sys-.es Description 

a. Detector is a miniature fission chamber attached to a flexible 
. e- o :. i s -iatuar !ead.
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b. Shield Chamier 

iormai , at-rest housing for de:eczor 

2) Provides personnel radiation shielding from irradiated 
detector.  

3) Twelve foot minimum distance ensures that all parts of 
possibly irradiated detector or cable is shielded.  

c. Drive Mechanism 

.1) Fractional horsepower motor 

2) Drives detector from shield through guide tubes to top 
of core and back to shield.  

d. Ball and shear valve provides the means to isolate the guide 

tubes if a TIP in-core dry tube should leak.  

e. Indexer selects which dry tube will be used on a traverse.  

f. 4itrogen :urge is used to maintain the relative humidizy in 
the cuide tubes constant over the length of detector travel.  

9. Operaticn is either automatic or manually :ontroiled.  

3. Sys:em Layout (Figure 2) 

a. The TIP, system was designed :o achieve rela-ri-e ease o-" access 
-o :.i'iCal compcnents waile 7aintaining necessary radiazion 

'n spatially ,iiited en-irons.  

b. The under-vessel guide tubes are the nost cri-icl comoonents 
as -:n,. are easily damaged and are inaccessible suring normal 

c. index ,=ecnanisms are also inaccessible during reac:or o:eration, 

tuz are rug:ed and reliaole.  

d. All otner comoonents are accessible.  

E. COMiPONENT DESCRIPTION 

.. i'-' - -2- e f7S.ion cna,:er sinrlar - ; 

t*. :rns--ruc-=:. of ,-itaniumn.
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c. Czaceo in-ernaily with highly, enriched uranium, 90; U23 
(U2 3 5 content: 0.6 mg. Max.)' 

%' d. insulating material - Forsterize 

e. Filled with Argon gas under pressure of 91.5 cm Hg.  

f. Active portion is~about 0.2" O.D. by 1" long, 

g. Neutron sensitivity 8.17 x 10-18 Amp/nv + 20% 

h. Gamma ,sensitivity 3 x ,10-14 Amp/R/h max.  

12 14 
i. Neutron Flux Operating range 2.8 x 1012 to 2.8 x 10 

-maximum.  

j. Operating voltage (detector polarizing) 100-200 VDC 

k., Traverses the entire-active length of the core through a 

-,dry tube in the LPRMI detector tube.  

2. Detector Drive Cable/Signal Lead-(Figure 3) 

a. Coaxial cable about 0.25" O.D. by 150' length 

b. Helical wrap of carbon steel covers entire length of drive 
ca: e 

1) Provides a low friction means of driving detector.  

SProtect sional cable.  

., .Dry ;,Dricated Aitn moiycdenu. disulfie.  

C. Se th s •r, Iess .... 1 

. 'rrer csncuctor stainless szeel 

e. Insulatino'material magnesia 

f. O -erating enviror,menz"t 

1) Relazive humidity Less than 50" 

, --. •- e 10 

: :.:o~urC Liei:v
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Drive "iechanism (Figure 4) 

-. T.,- :urp:se cf rne drive .ecnanis- is to :rovide firward 
or reverse and high or low-speed detector cable drive on 
commands from the drive control unit.  

b. Consists of an air tight metal enclosure housing an Eaton 

drive motor and a Gleason cable reel assembly.  

c. Drive flotor 

1) The 1/2 Hp. drive motor provides power to the output 
shaft through an eddy-current clutch.  

2) The eddy-current clutch shaft is connected through a 
gear reducer and a 1:1 chain drive to the output load 
shaft.  

3) The output load shaft feeds a friction-slip clutch.  
The clutch disc is directly couoled to a hobbed wheel 
which drives the detector by engaging the helix wrap 
on the detector cable.  

-1) -The shaft of the friction slip clutch passes through 
the drive box housing and is chain anc sprocket coupled 
to: 

a) Veedor-Root Counter 

b) 40 turn mcten-iometer 

The -ric-icn-slip clutcn ii--,: -.- e :r4'e -crque a:ied 
to the detector caDie.  

Caution: Slip clu-ch is normaily :orqued -o E5 in.- ,bs.  
The helix on :he T7" :=zte ;•ii a and u --o 
100 in.-Ibs. torcje efocre ,ef~rmin;. r'ncer 
no case should the slip clu:-h be set >250 in.-ibs.  
Exceeding this ii4-4will immedia.eiy destry 
the detector cable.  

6) !,ctor is reversible by rotaticn. phase reversal 

7) Provides two soeeds.

1) O'I0 in1
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c) By an internal eddy-current clutch.  

i. The degree of coupling between the shaft and 
load is proportional to the-current in the 
clutch coil.  

ii. The current is determined by either automatic 
sensors or manual controlsIon the drive control 
unit.  

iii. The clutch controls the torque between the 
armature-shaft and the clutch-shaft quills by 

magnetic induction.  

8) The motor is equipped with a fail-safe friction broke 

to preIvent inertial overshoot.  

;d. Veeder-Root Counter 

l) Purpose is to provide a digital display readout of detector 

position on the Drive Control Unit.  

2) Signal is from four identical, ten-position switches. (0000 
to 9999) 

e. Fortv-tjrn Potenticreter 

1) Purpose is to supply a d-c voltage analog signal of detector 
position to: 

a) x-y recot:er on TIP Control £Onoie (back panel) 

b) Plant pigocess computer 

"- Gle-son Reel Asseroly (Figure 5) 

a. CcnsiStS cf: 

I) A :akeuo reel 20" diamezt'r which st&res the detector C'rive 

cable. 

2) A tie plate mounted on the taKeup reel, that is a signal 

connector between the drive cable'and smooth (unwrapped) 
triaxial signal cable.  

% ,r..'•-:-.&.er s r store -. e _f,,ooth ir,:. S:Z.  

)Drum "A is physically aztached tc the zakeuo -eel 

:) Dru- "'" is stationrry anr stcres n.o.: o. -ne s-cct.h 

Si.na- EASC ..,hen the - i ii. '.ý-' e
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4) The transfer pulley distributes smooth signal lead me:.,een 
the smaller drums when detector cable is moving.  

b. Operation 

1) As the detector is driven forward by the hobbed wheel of 
the drive mechanism, the linear motion of the cable causes 
the takeup reel and attached drum "A" to rotate.  

2) Moving drum "A" exerts a tensioning force on the smooth 
cable through the transfe-r pulley.  

.3) This force causes the transfer pulley assembly to rotate 
in the same direction as the takeup reel.  

a) Strips smooth cable from stationary drum "B" laying 
it on rotating drum "A".  

a) Smooth cable continues to be stripped off the stationary 
drum "B" and wrapped on the rotating drum "A" as the detector 
is driven toward the core.  

5) Both the takeup reel and transfer pulley tension the springs 
when rotating "forward" to prevent backlash and cable slack.  

c. The reel assembly was designed to eliminate sicnal loss and 
noise associated with rotating signal pickups (converzs rotary 
motion -o linear cable travel).  

1) Uses physically fixed couolings at zhe tie •la:e and drive 
I.ec.ianitsm nousing.  

2) Si crai lead transfer between fixed connectors ccmncensates 

for rotary motion and provides a stationary signal pickup.  

3= a 7 -i Ca-'er c-igure 5) 

a. :ur:cse cf the shieid charoer is to provide personnel shieiding 
from a rEcen:ly withdrawn detector.  

b. Small cask, about 14" diameter by 20" long.  

c. Filled with lead shot (total weight = cham.ber and lead 1150 lbs.) 

,l :cr: fzr ,=ad.  

S-as a :i-i ev e fo r: c,.

a. The cui:e t:ne :asses throucn -',e radial -e.
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e. The lini- switch in lcncitOdinal center.  

1) Prevents further withdrawal (reverse)-of, de:eczor.  

2) Opens ball valve when detector is moved forward and 
drive motor is energized. 

3) Lights In-Shield light on Drive Control Unit of TIP 
Control Panels (back panel area). I 

4) 'The limit switch is actuated by the dete'ctor, or drive 
"cable.  

a) When either is under the switch circuits are completed 

to open the ball valve provided drive power is available.  

b) When the detector is behind the ,limit switch contacts 

are opened in-the'reverse circuits de-energizing the 
drive motor.  

Caution: This limit switch has been known to fail such tnat 

the detector fails to:szop in-shield., Difference in 

known digital in-shield position to in-shield light 

on Drive Control Unit could be indicative of tnis 
problem.  

E. Shear Valve (Ficure 7) 

a. Purpose is to provide an emergency means of sealinc a guide zube 
if: 

1) The 7:P dry tube (in-core) =shoula½ 1E=k and" 

2; The TiP detector cannot be rezracted preventing bail valve 
cl cs ure.  

5'-. E key-lock s'ai--h -. -ne Valve Conr.rc, ":n-cr 
drawer.  

c. ExrlosiVe valve 

1) Squib detonation c-ircuit

2) Two primers; two firing circuits; one indication circuit 

"A' : ) -- cui• :. -nri-cre-n.  - :r,".zia icn circuit is cz.:ir. s'" - cicr• 
:ro;.en, when scuib is #_e-cr-'-ei, :Y indica-inc "i-,.
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d. Fire" position applies >4 amos to squib.  

e. 'Iedge shaped guillotine ensures guide tube seal even with 
ce:eczor caDle insiae.  

1) Aluminum seal - after is deformed to seal detector cable 

to guide tube space.  

7. Ball Valve (Figure 8) 

a. A solenoid-operated valve that is installed in the detector 
guide tube between the drive mechanism and the indexing mechanism 
to prevent leakage of contaminated coolant from the reactor 
-vessel into the drive mechanism if a leak develops in the reactor 
core.  

b. Purpose is to provide the normal means of sealing guide tube.  

Normally shut except during traverses.  

c. Held closed by a fail-safe spring 

d. Opened by application of 110 VAC power to the solenoid coil 
supplied from the drive mechanism.  

e. Circuitry ailcws five seconds for ball valve to open. If not 
full oCen as detected by limit switch: 

i) De-energizes drive mechanisms 

2) Preventing detector and drive caole damage.  

T.;Cex "e_:n.,isz (Figure 9) 

a. Purpcse is to provide precise coupling Detween a fixed guide 
zte arnd ary one of ten rerovable Tuide tubes t'a-: !E=d to 
in-a-e Dosizions.  

b. O., :zne'n:s 

1) Gui.•e paths to and fron indexer 

a) Fixed guide tubes link the irdexer to tne drive mechanisms.  

b) Stationary guide tubes provide patns from :he indexer to 
the core. These cuide -ub--_s are 'e.cvable for-.under vessel 
;c rk and are nu- , , z: - e: -- ,.on.
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2) Mechanically consists of a Geneva - gear and a movacle guide 
-ube.  

- lectrical.Iy comprised of 

a) Drive motqr 

b) Limit and position switches necessary for control circuits.  

c. Control of Indexer 

1) Controlled by channel selector switch (10 position) on the 
Drive Control' Unit.  

2) Applies power to the motor.  

3) The motor turns a gear with a locking cam and a crankpin.  

4) The locking cam imparts. motion to the Geneva - gear.  

5) As the Geneva - gear turns.tne crankpin engages continuing 
the motion.  

6) At a-half revolution the locking cam engages the next posi
tion.  

7) Rotation continues until the signal from position switch S-I 
matches the channel selected cn the Drive Control Unit. (S-i 
is hidden from view on Figure 9).  

a) S-1 is driven by a chain and sprocket directly off the 

Geneva-gear.  

•) S-i is a triple deck, I10 :osition rotary sw;wzcn.  

"i. eck 1 sends' a si:nai to zhE Drive Control Unt concrol 
ci rcui*rv.  

ii. DecK 2' is used to de-eser-ize the motor when indexer 
is at selected pcsiticn.  

ill. Deck 3 is not used.  

8) However, limit switch S-3 keeps the motor energized until the 
crankpin actuates S-3.
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> Pur--e System (Fi=ure 10) 
a. Purpose is to maintain the relative humidity in the guide tubes 

=- a cons-ant value over the length of detector travel and main
tain a dry atmosphere in the drive mechanism and indexer enclosures.  

b. 1) Eliminate corrosion of helical wrap (carbon steel).  

2) Reduces chance of insulation breakdown and signal loss.  

b. Drive Mechanism Purge System 

1) Uses dry air from the Control Air System (-40 0 F dewpoint) 

a) Pressure is reduced from about 95 psig to 5 psig 

b) Flow is controlled to each drive mechanism at 1.5 SCF/HR 

2) Drive mechanism enclosure is airtight.  

3) Dry air atmosphere reduces helical wrao corrosion of stored 
detector cable.  

Caution: Before opening drive mechanism enclosure secure purge 
system to prevent possibility of radioactive contamination 
soread from activated corrosion orodiicts.  

c. indexer Purge System 

1) ;12 system s~upoiied to" each indexer.  

a) inlexer enciosure is air-ight (icgure 9, 

•) Inpernal pressure control valve maiinzains 7" H2 0 above 
drywell containment pressure.  

, . ......... :'out ,a,',e c-•ers i-" in exer- pressure , ,-i 

Ac:ve :on-ainnent.  

a, Yax-mu,7 fow ra-te of- 140 C F. per dayv allowed t.rouch tqe 
Sncexers and tne cuide t'bes.  

2) System maximumflow rate is set at l!0 SCF per day.  

a) By opening exhaust valve an- adjusting flow through 

F - so;- -s -, uffi sient to a - ;i n :ressure in re-- ainr 
ird2x, s -line to one indexer ruj:ures or oressure 
:n-:rc" ia.ve fai.s.
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3) When in-.=a[lingc or re-irs-talling remova.le-guide :,u.es -he 
indexer purge system is activated and the guide tube to dry 

"tube •enetration connection is cracked to purce and fill 

guice ZuDes.  

4) Controlled by'purge switch on the Valve Control Monitor.  
(Opens solenoid valve on Figure 10).  

10. Four-Way Connectors (Figure 11)' 
a. Purpose of the connectors is to provide a path for five indexers 

to the common channel (10) at coreposition 32-33.  

b. Guide tubes from TIP indexers A,'B, and C meet at first four-way 
connector.  

c. Guide tube from first four-way connector and TIP's D and E meet 
at second four-way connector.  

d. Guide tube from second four-way connector leads to core position 
32-33 (Channel '10).--

11. Guide Tubes 

a. Part of LPPR detector assembly 

•. inner surface of the guide tubing between the reactor vessel and 

the drive mechanism is coated with a ceramic bonded lubricant to 
reduce friction.  

c. Gu, de -•be inner surface is nitrided witnir the reactor vessel.  

F. : RO AL JCS IC i N .......U..E..I TL ...  

1. Consists of (Fi:ure 12) 

a. F x -, _.; Korizor 

t. Valve Ccn-ýro! "-onitor 

c. Drive Control Unit 

d. X - Y Recorder 

e. lant Process ComDuter
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2. -i'x Probing Monitor (Figure 13) 

a. ~Pjr:ose is to supply hic- voizaae -o :he 7P de:ec:ors and 
amplify the flux signal from the detectors.  

b. Components 

1) Two low voltage power supplies for flux amplifiers.  

2) A calibration card for calibrating the flux amplifiers.

3) A high voltage power supply and 
TIP detector.  

c. Signal output of flux amplifiers is 
the Process Computer.

flux amplifier for each 

fed to X-Y Recorder and

d. Controls and Indication

Device

1) Switch S-1 
(meter selector 
switch)

2) S-eitch 5-2 
(Channel selector 
switch)

Position 

A Bus -

A Bus + 

B Bus 

Z Bus

Channel A thru 
Rha sel t 

(?:efers to TiP 
subs ystem)

Off

Cee A :hru 

,Refers" 7

3nne U £t .

Function

Connects meter M-1 to -10V DC 
output of low voltage power 
supply PS7.  

Connects meter ;I-I to -iOV DC 
output of pcwer supply PS-.  

Connects meter M-I to -10V DC 
output of power supoly PS8.  

ou-p ut of power supply ,=8.  

Cor~rerzs meter,-1 l to cail:-: 
ý;-' oF filx a--ii-ier for 
cstec::l _ (UsC 

curing ca~ira:.zn, 1 

Disconnects X-Y Reccr.er from 
IJ.. system.  

- ~ Y= 
Z, Z.  

--', =- - .. '.e = - .'-' r ,- -

- , --- - - -1
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Device

3) Met er " "-I

Position 

0 -125 (upper 
scale) 

0 -ý 10 (lower-
scale)

Ftuncti on

indicates "percent power" 
,,hen S-i is at Channel A thru 
Channel E position.  

Indicates power supply voltage 
when S-I is in any of the "Bus" 
,positions. (During calibration 
indicates flux amplifier output 
when S-I is in Channel A thru 
Channel E)

3. Valve Control Monitor (Figure 14) 

a. Purpose is to house control and indication circuits for the shear 
valve, ball valve and N2 purge system.  

b. Each drawer has controls for two 7IP subsystems except for one 
drawer ,.,hich has only TIP (Channel E).  

c. Shear Valve Control and Indicatior

Device

1) Key Lock Switch 
5-i

Pos i ti on 

Hloni tor

Fi re

2) Squib -"onizor 

3) Snear Valve

Lit 

Lit

Function

Key switch is open.

Detonates explosive shear valve 

indicates scuib '.as detonated 
or circuit to x:_isive char--e 
is open.  

indicates shear valve has actu
ated.

d. := , Va'.,e- ;ndication

ros iti on uncti on

i) 2all Valve Open 
(light)

3j Ti-e DeIay

Li: Trdicates bali E.: e is cpen.  

"r, dicates ball velve is cOer, 
and inzerlock ci rcui is cor
.•ete.

Lit
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4) - " 
£ "ii nJmr:a:ec 
,use) 

e. Nitrogen Purge 

Device 

1) Purge Switch 
S-3) 

2) Purge 
(light)

Position Functior 

Lit Indicates tnat the Grouo :T 
containr--.: isolation r3us 
fuse has not blown.  

System Control and Indication 

Position Function 

Off Deactivates Indexer Purge 
System. (See Figure 10) 

On Opens solenoid valve in 
Indexer purge system.  

Lit Indicates indexer purge 
system is activated.

,.. Dri.e Conntroi Unit (Figure 15) 

a. Purpose of the unit is to examine switch positions, automatic func
tions and oredetermined core dimension limits :o logically issue 
drive signals which will not damace the detector or drive cable.  

b. Comoonents: 

i) Detector Position digital display 

2) Core Limit digital display 

- "nvica-inc Li on:s 

,, Channel Select switch 

:, ore Limilt s,,A:cn 

5) :*anual switcn 

"7anual Valve Control swit:h 

2 Mode switcn 

9) Ready light 

Lu-:- S--art su:z 

* * can -witch 

_ •..-1speed s i
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c. I.:odes of Operation 

1) Automatic Mode drives the detector from the shield chamber 

to the selectec in-core pcsition anc piots the neutron flux 

profile as the detector is withdrawn automatically.  

2) Manual Mode is an alternative to automatic scanning of the 

core and provides incremental positioning of the detector 

at the selected in-core position.  

-d.- Definitions

1) Channel - A position of the channel select switch (1 - 10) 
that corresponds to the particular in-core position of a TIP 

dry tube (inside LPRM string). Each channel select switch 

,position, is a different in-core position.with the exception 

of Channel 10 which is commlon.

Examole:

TIP Machine 

A 

B 

C 

D 

r

Channel Selected 

2 

2 

2 

10 

10

In-Core Position 

61 - 49 

08 - 25 

2e - 09 

32 - 33 

32 - 23

2' DeZector Position Di:ica is:lay 

a) 0000 - Reference point. about one lfoot' 'behind the indexer 

,aw"av from, the ccre., 

C -,•_.., - TIn-shield Z i-C- l - Counter increases as ceZector 

"is driven forward ',towar•d corez) passing reference a': inexer 

anc continues to increase.  

3)- Core Bottom Limit Some zredetermlned'positive e t 

resconas to the bottom of -=c-ive fuel'. Differs for eacn TIP 

channel (including 10) because length of run from shield to 

"core position is different.  

-s' cre To: i - Sane 4s ' -'i- 2u: "r :disa-es :cc -,Z 

active fuel fcr s :n-re •
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5) Scan - Withdrawal of detector frcm core cop to core bottom 
wizh Dlot of neutron flux profile - usually with su-seouent 
storage of data by Drocess computer.  

e. Controls and Indication

Device

1) Channel Select 
(switch, S-1) 

2) Auto Start 
(pushbutton, S-2) 

3) Manual 
(switch, S-3)

I) Scan 
(switch, S-4)

5) :Ow (speed) 
/switch, 5-5)

6) Core Limit 
(switch, S-6)

Position 

1 thru 10

Pressed

Off 

FWD 

REV

Off

On 

Off

On

Top

Bot tom

0 aoE_

Function

Selects in-core position to 
which indexer must align.  

Provides automatic detector 
drive when Mode Switch S-7 
is set to Auto and Manual 
Switch S-3 is set to Off.  

Enables the Auto position of 
Mode Switch S-7.  

Drives detector to top of 
core - overrides Auto position 
of Mode Switch S-7.  

Drives detector from core top 
to shield - overrides Auto 
position of Mode Switch S-7.  

Oiakes scan (record) a fýunction 
of detector position and inde
pendent of operator control.  

Niakes a scan (record) i: de
tec:cr is between core limits.  

MaKes low-speed drive a ýunc
tinn of 4etector position and 
ince~enoent of onerazor control 

ninZ4ites conrinuous low-Speer 
detector drive.  

Permits aigital aisplay of 
selected channel pre-programmed 
top-core limit.  

As above, exceot core botzom 
I-i . I js D ole4zs;I i-=s ..  

:e-energ-,zes oe •lisn 
Drive Con-_rolU i .



Function, 

Positions detector in conjunc
tioni with the FWD and REV posi-i: 
tions of Manual switch S-3.  

Permits automatic mode of opera
tion when Auto start S-2 is 
pressed.

8) Manual Valve 
Control 
(switch, S-9)

Closed Closes ball valve.

Open

9) Detector Position 

10) -Core Limit 

11) Ready 
(light) 

1i2) Core Top 
(light) 

16) Low (speed) 

17)R(riht) 

17) Rev (reverse)

.Illuminated 
dicits 

illuminated 
digits

Lit 

Lit 

-Li 
Li. 

Lit 

Lit 

Lit

Opens ball valve without ener
gizing the drive motor in the 
drive mechanism.  

Continuous digital display of 
detector position.  

Static digital display of pre
programmed core-top or -bottom 
limits of selected channel.  

Indicates that indexer is pro
perly aligned :o selected 
channel.  

Detector is at top of core.  

Djete-or is a-cce core-bottc
limit.  

Detector is in shield charcer.  

Axial flux profile is being 
recorded.  

Detector is being driven at 
low-speed (15/min.).  

Detector moving away from 'op 
of core.  

e-=ccr e.oo 
core.

Lit dimly :2 valve a

, r, ̀

- 17 -

Position 

Manual 

Auto

Devi ce
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. -Y Recorder (Figure 16) 

a. Purpose is to plot a graph of neutron flux versus detector position.  

b. Components are: 

1) The plotter 

2) An X-axis and a Y-axis control section 

a) Range switch 

b) Vernier adjust 

c) Zero adjust 

d) Test jacks 

3) Power switch 

d) Pen switch 

5) Chart switch 

c. Operates during *core traversing cycle.  

I) Automatic mode, on detector withdrawal from top of core.  

2) a) Mode switch at Auto.  

b) Scan switch at Off.  

cj ,7? being run is selected cr Flux roting >Xcnizor, :hannel 
Selector Switch S-2 (Channel , thru Channel E).  

3) Operates any time the Scan switch is On and rhe deteczor is be
-ween core-bo:tom and core-too li'its recardless of '.'cme switch 
ýosizion (Auzc or M¢anual).  

d. Drawer Controls 

Device Position Function 

1) Power (switch) On Power applied to recorder 
servo's.  

zc-qer zo servo's "r:
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evice Focition Function 

) -o,,er (lig.t) Lit (red) Same as On.  

3) Pen (switch) -Down Places pen on chart paper.  

Up Pen drops automatically to 
chart paper when detector 
reaches core-top limit.  

4) Chart (switch) Hold Electrostatic charge holds 

"paper on recorder.  

Release Charge is dissipated.  

5) All other controls'to be adjusted by qualified instrument personnel 
only.  

6. .Process Computer 

a. Purpose to: 

I) Calculate gain adjustment factors (GAF's) for LPRM's; needed 
as LPRM detector fuel depletion occurs (about every 30 full 
oower days).  

2.) Calculated substitute data for an out-of-service LPRM.  

3) Uses TIP trace (scan) data for 1) and 2).  

b. :r, u.s to Compuzer .rcm TIP Svs-e.-.  

"2 Detector position signal from Drive Control Unit.  

) eur.. flux level sional -r-m Flux Prcbing Monitor.  

C' nar n e selec-ed frcm Indexer switch S-l through Drive Control 
Unit.  

c. C:.-.uter: 

2 Types out-data -cr each TIP trace (scan) run.  

a) Which TIP machine 

c) Core coordinates of selected channel 

c) ',euzron flux level at 2- ncdes over the in-core ,enoth of 
,•e-.•ector t 'Eez v
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2) ComDuter also stores the above data in its memory circui:s.  

G. SYSTEM OPERATION 

1. Modes of Operation 

a. Automatic Operation Sequence (Figures 13 & 15) 

1) Channel selected on Flux Probing Monitor (Figure 13).  

2) a) Sends selected TIP signals to X-Y Recorder.  

b) Corresponds to TIP detector being run.  

2) Mode switch at Auto (Figure 15).  

3) Manual switch at Off.  

") Low-speed switch in Off.  

5) Channel selected - corresponds to desired core location.  

6) Ready light lit.  

7) Press Auto Start pushbutton.  

3) Detector moves from shield chamrber through indexer at low 
speed (15'/min.).  

2 Zas: indexer (reference point of 0000) speed switcnes to fast 

1-) ,t core bottom limit speed changes to slow.  

z- core too limit detector sto'cs and rev.'erses dire::ion.  

"2) '-Y Recorcer pen drocs autematically to paper.  

.o":e: Szan or '.ecorý (T:, :race; is made n:z, beca-se zoD o÷ 
core is a better reference and even :=nsicn is exerted 
on the detector orccucina s-oozher -ravei.  

121 Scan light lit.  

:-z -'- -=• e o I, .i• -h w-e cinreases to-c as:.
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5 ) Detector stops at 0000 reference - about 1' behind indexer 
(toward shield).  

16) New channel may-be selected and-process repeated.  

b. Manual Operation Sequence (Figures 13, 15) 

1) Used when - .  

a), The-flux level.at a-specific LPRM (A, B, C, or D) must be 
known.  

"b) Suggested when traversing the.common channel (10) at core 
location 32-33.  

i. Runs are longer.  

ii. At least one four-way connector must be traversed.  

2) TIP being run must be selected on Flux Probina Monitor 
(Figure 13).  

3) Mode switch in Man (manual).  

4) Low-speed .switch at either Off or On.  
Nlote: Low speed is preferred for channel-l0 traverse.  

5) Direction and drive controlled by Manual switch; Fwd or Rev 
(forward or reverse).  

6) Drive detector to top of core by Manual switcn at. Fwd.  

- De:ector stops automatically at core top limit.  
J.1ote: Detector may be stopped at any point by goin- to 

Off Mizn Manual switch.  

-, Scans automaticallv on witndrawai (Rev).  

;• Detector will drive to shield charmber unless szooped a
irdse.,er refere.ce point /kQ0o).  
Note: Manual Rev is the only way to move detector from 

Indexer -o Shield uponrcompletion of TIP scans re
gardless of mode of operation.  

'- u rive i 

,-sec zo prooe :.uide tube runs Zo cEtermine core-toD lin-1Is.  

Drive cr,ainrfrcm drive imechanism cear head to ,echanical slip 
c'.:-:n-us- be removed. -
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3) Xanual Valve Control switch on the Drive Control Unit must 
be at Open to open ball valve (Figure 15).  

4) Detector is moved by attaching a hand crank to the load shaft.  
Note: All necessary precautions should be observed before 

opening Drive Mechanism enclosure.  

2. TIP Traces (Figures 17, 18 & 19) 

a. Purpose is to produce a visual representation of neutron flux 

profile.  

b. Coordinates (Figure 17) 

1) Y-axis is watts/cm2 

2) X-axis is fuel length expressed in: 

a) Fuel length in inches from core bottom.  

b) Nodes, a computer scale equal to 6" of lengtn, numbered 
from core bottom.  

c) Rod position, equal to 3" of length, numbered from core 
top.

c. S/p 

1) At the bottom margin, indicate fuel rod spacers.  

2; bout 13" intervals 

3) Ti trace usually snows shacows or flux dips from ,h, 

-} :c,:ated on "i-ure 17 at Asout rod -osiion 3'.  

) :i-•icazed by a-:ro:ýria:e letter in a rexaoon at corr 

2) At botzom margin 

3) The shadow cast by LPRPM B is indicated on Figure 17.  

1' Da:e and time of traverse.  

2) ',.hicn T : machine was used.

ese soacers.

_c- core
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3) The channel selected and 

" 7 The location of the LPRM string.  

5) The cross and numbers indicate the heights of the control 
rods around the LPRM.  

f. Common Channel Traces (Figures 18 & 19) 

1) During an LPRM ,calibration the common-channel is first 
traversed by each TIP machine.  

2) 'The computer normalizes or averages the'five scans to cross 
calibrate-the TIP's themselves before using TIP outputs to 
calibrate LPRM's.  

3) Figures 18 & 19 should overlay to show why this is necessary.  

u) ucleate boling begins about node'4"oh these-figures (node 11 

on Figure 17) which leads to slight, local, instantaneous flux 
changes and accounts for the differences in the traces.  

.. SYSTE"M I,,TERPATIOSHIPS 

1. Local Power Range Monitoring System 

a. The TIP's are used primarily to calibrate'LPRM's: 

b. LPRM's must be recalibrated: 

!) At each testing plateau during Startup Testing.  

S .,Everv ui Power r1ionzh to recover sensitivity lost due to 
dezector-fuel depletion.  

aý The-e is less U.235 in the detector to fissior :v --he sarme 

r.umner of neutrons.  

c -icaal is increased elecz-oniCEllV to ccr-:ensaz =cr thiS 
chrance.  

" .4 When control rod se-uenc is exchanced from A :o Z o, back.  

..hen operating mode has changed sicnificantly.  

ax8-Ols .Ouic :e 0f a 

""se an incr e ne ase on a cces ~z-Yh*cni.-:, t..a: 
".:e corouzer is ua,,e to Peri ,e a vallue for P :,., from 

.. e last--1T nor-ali::-ionl data that compares f-avorabby 

to neat oaaance core :r.
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5) After refueling: 

a) Usually a number of LPR,1's are replacec during a -efuel 
outage.  

b) Core.has been altered and radial and axial profiles have 
been changed.  

c) Two months have usually elapsed and electronic circuits 

should be checked prior to power range operation.  

2. Process Computer 

a. At equilibrium xenon and steady state power TIP scans are performed 
according to the procedure for On-Demand Function-Ol of the process 
computer.  

b. The computer compares the TIP data to present LPRM readings.  

c. The computer calculates gain adjustment factors that will make 

:he LPRMI's agree with the TIP data.  

d. Gain adjustments are performed on the LPRM cards by a cualified 
instrument technician.  

3. Electrical Supplies 

a. 120 VAC Instrument and Control 

b. 21 VDC System 

.,itroen Purge 

a. From inerting makeup suoply line 

Cr:'rc" `ir ?urce 

.Grou: 8 :solation 

a. •i tiatec by -2 psi in :ryweii 

b. On :his signal any TIP not in the shield chamber: 

1) is automatically transferred to tne Manual Reverse mode of 

,zern-tion. IPesu~t of reIavy locic in Drive ont-.1 Unin



2) When the detector is In-Shield-as indicated by the limit 

switch the ball valve is closed.' 

I. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

a. There are no Technical Specifications associated with the TIP system.

-L

L

a
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FIGURE 1. TRAVERSING IN-CORE PROBE SYSTEM
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Date 

BWR SYSTEMS 

LESSON PLAN

-A. RODWORTH MINIMIZER 

B. REFERENCES - -.  

1. BWR Systems Manual Chapter 6.1 

2. Process Computer GEK 39439B 

3. Brown's-Ferry Technical Specifications 

j. Reference Card File #6.1 

C. CBJECTIVES 

1: Fully understand the purpose of the system and-its design basis.  

2. Learn major system components.  

.Understand significant interlocks and blocks.  

"J. Relationships between the rod worth minimizer and other systems 

7.ecnicai scecifications governing the' system.' 

D. GEE ".AL DESCRIPTION 
, pesizr, •asis - The design b'asis of the rod woý6rth minirizer -. 4) 

is -0 sez e as ES backu: to procedural control -3 limit ccnz-oll 

"rod .;or-ns curing startup and low power opera-ion, so tnaz in the 

event o' a con-rol rod drop "from the 'reactor core the reactivity 

addition rate would not lead 'to damage of the primary coolant 

s~s~no- :o: to sicnifica•t fuel daiagce.  

a. -he RWO acts as an-enforcer of pre-.stored-rod patterns and 

generates rod blocks if significant'deviation from the program 

:.attern (sequence) is detected.  

-he Drccramned withdrawal seeuence is-designed to iirit tne 

-aximu, -,,or-h of anvy'single' control rod.  

7. The :oenroI rod velccit"yAlimiter limits the rate of reactivity 
adcition in the event of a rod drop accident by limiting 

na.imufl roG aroo s•eed to 3.11 feet per second.
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d. The RWM in conjunction with the control rod velocity.limiter, 
limits the amount of fuel damage that would occur during a 
rod drop accident.  

Note: The rod sequence control system (RSCS) is a backup system to 
the RWM. It independently imposes restrictions on control 
rod movement to mitigate the effects of a postulated rod 
drop accident. See the RSCS lesson plan for details.  

3. Rod drop accident 

a. A control rod drop accident is postulated to occur as follows: 

1) The control rod drive mechanism separates from the control 
rod blade.  

2) The drive mechanism is withdrawn.  

3) The blade sticks in the core and does not follow the 
drive mechanism.  

4) The blade then breaks free and drops to the position of the 
drive mechanism, rapidly inserting reactivity and generating 
heat in the fuel.  

5) The negative doppler coefficient will turn the oower 
excursion and a reactor scram will complete :he shutdown.  

b. The accident is.analyzed over the full spectrum of power 
conditions with results presented in the FSAR for three 
sets of initial conditions (for an in sequence rod) 

Ij Reactor critical at i0'60 power, moderator and fuel at 
6SCF; rod worth for dropped rod = 0.025 LK.  

2) #.eac:or critical at i0- sower; moderator and fuel a: 
547=F: rod worth for dropped rod = 0.025 !K.  

3) Reactor critical at 10:Z power; moderator ano fuel at 5t7:F 

rod worth for dropped rod = 0.038 _K.  

c. Several assumptions were used in the analyses 

"2 :he velocity at which :he control rod falls zut o' -he 
core is assumed to :e 5 ft/sec.  

':oze: This is conservative in that tne control roc veloci:y 
limiter limits rod falling speed to 3.I1 f-;sec.
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2) Control rod scram motion is assumed to start at 
-.200 msec after' neutron flux has attained 120% 
of rated flux.  

Note: This assumption allows the power .transient to be 

terminated by the doppler coefficient and is 

particulary conservative for the very low power 
level cases since-the IRM high flux level scram 
would be reached'earlier than the 120% scram.  

3) No credit is takenfor.the negative reactivity resulting 

from moderator.increased temperature or void formation 

'-since the time constant for heat transfer between fuel and 

moderator is-longg'compared with the'time required for 
rod motion.  

4) Ho credit is taken for prompt negative reactivity effect 

of heating in .the moderator due to gamma heating and 

neutron thermal ization.  

d.' Fuel damage is defined' as perforation of the cladding allowing 

fission products to .the coolant.  

Condition Enthalpy of fuel (cal/gram) 

ciaddinc perforation 170 

-onset ofUo 2 centerline - 220 
melting 

uo2 mel-ing complete 2 2S0 
T-102 4.' 

,nzrzanzafl.cus fra.c-entation -25 

and dispersai.of.,fuel, rods 
ýdue to VC0 vaoor pr essure) 

e.- ';je' daraze will probably occur as a result of zne worst case 

r'Za drop accident which is the hot standby critical case.  

i) it has been calculated that '-330 fuel rods will have 

enthalpies 5170 ,cal/gram.  

2) M1aX imum I 02 'enthalpy is cIcuated to be 220 cal/cram.  

", 7 ssentially no fuel wiill meit bedause-fuel melting occurs 

in the range _2072'0 cali-hram 
-. The power transient at lO.? power'is less severe than at hot 

standby: 

I ".50 fuel rods nave enthalices >170 cal/cram
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2) Peak u02 enthalpy is 250 cal/gram.  

3' -,50 :ounds ofUo2 have enthalpies -220 cal/gram.  

4) Because fewer fuel rods are perforated and because shutdown 
cooling would be in operation allowing no reactivity release 
to the main condenser, the radiological results of the 
cold rod drop accident are insignificant when compared to 
the hot standby case.  

h. All of the peak enthalpies are far below 425 cal/gram, which 
is .the threshold for immediate rupture of fuel rods due to 
.uo9 vapor pressure, and are well below the design limit of 
28D cal/gram so that no damaging pressure pulses occur as a 
result of a rod drop accident and the only expected damage 
is the failed fuel rods.  

i. If a rod drop accident were to occur, plant response would be 
automatically initiated to contain'fission products and limit 
the severit- of the transient as indicated by figure 2.  

1) This does not include the effects of the negative doppler 
coefficient which would be the first plant response to a 
rod drop accident.  

2) The maximum radiation exposures at the site boundary have 
been conservatively calculated to be well below the valves 
set forth in 10 CFR 100 for all analyzea .-c drop accidents.  

S.%Anj discussion of tne RWM system makes use of a nu.-ber of terms 
)ecLlar to the RWM. Tnese terms are listed and defined belot,.  

a. ;erating Sequence. The operating sequence is :he schecule to 
be followed by the plant operator when withdrawing or insertirg 
control rods. The sequence is precalculated to minimize indivi

dual r,: .ro-ths and reactivity insertion razes, based on the 
:;re di:-ensions of the particular plant a- whicn it is used.  
It is printed out for the operator's use wnen starting up or 
snutting down the reactor, and is also loaded into the computer 
memory for use by the RWM program. The sequence identifies the 
control rods by X-Y coordinates and specifies the notch position 

,even nummers between 0 and 43) to which each rod should power, 
rods are inserted in reverse order of their wi:hdrawal. Although 
se;encr i ,-iB oecending on individual reactor size and char
c-:er-s-ics. they all generally begin by withGrawing fuy 

-:o posi:icn 3) aporoxinately half the rods in the core. At 
.nis :oint, the ro- oosition distribution is referred to as zne 

'b.lack/whn:e pa=zern', so-called because zne fu i1v withdrawn 
I^Cds are dis:ributed in a checkerboard pattern across the core 
:r:ss-section, sucn that every other rod along either an X or 

o ...... te wil be fully w*thdrawn ..:hile tie alternate rods
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remain fully-inserted. Attainment of this pattern, which is 

also referred to as 50% rod density, brings the reactor to or 

slightly-beyond the point of criticality..' From this point, the 

remaining fully-inserted rods will be withdrawn in the order 

and in :the increments specified'y 'the operating swquence, 

until-full power operation haslbeen'achieved.- So long as the 

* Dower level-is below the 16w power-set point '"the rod movements 

specified in the sequence will be'enforced by the RWM system.  

b. Rod Group. -Rod groups are 'the sequential subdivisions of-an 

operating sequence. -'A rod group consists of a number of 

specified control rods '(from one to a dozen or more) and a 

set of insert and withdraw position limits that apply to each 

"- rod in the group. The-groups are numbered in the order in which 

they are to be-followed when going~up in power. For example, 

ý.froup 1 -of an-operating sequencecontains the rods which are 

"- to be withdrawn first when.the-startup~procedure is begun with 

all rods fully inserted. -The insert limit for this group is, 

therefore, 0 (the fully~inserted position),and since the 
.. general-pattern followed by most sequences is to first withdraw 

". Tully about half-,the r6ds,,.the withdraw limit for group 1 will 

- probably be A18, or the fully withdrawn position. When all the 

rods in group 1 have been withdrawn 't the group 1 withdraw 
•- '.limit,.the operator proceeds to group 2. Thus, at any point 

- (group i) in the sequence, assuming the' sequence has been 

strictly followed, all -the' rods in group I 'through i-l should 

be-at the withdraw limit for their respective groups, while all 

"the rods in groups -i+l throu6h the highest numbered group should 

be at the,-respective group-insert limit. After the black/white 

n-pttern had been achieved.(general Iyi n ° group) the span be;ween 

irsert and 4ithdraw limits for higher crouPs generally becomes 

1 0onsrderably smaller, so -ha: a-given rod-cr set of rods may 
comorise more than onegroup. In thiscase, the withdraw limit 

for a rod ir, a given-group wi IIbe" the same- as the insert limit 

÷or the nex'-higher group in' wnich• t;he r6d appears.  

c. '.c-ch Li4i-s. A"li-rods 'in croups higher than the grouD in which 

t-.he ack/white pattern is achieved, up to the group in which 

the power level -exceeds 'the low power set point, have notch control 

restraints superimposed on-thfe normal g'roup limits. This means 

that in additon to r~maining'within the-gtoup limits, any rod 

contained in one of-these notch control groups must also remain 

, -- " w one notch position of every other rod in the same groun.  
' su:i a ro *is:-,oved so as tovioiate this restriction, a 

&;0, ERRC, R- iicnt onthe RWM 'operator's panel will be liz and 

* a '. rod imovement o-her than that required to correct tne notcn 

error .i-ll De, Diocked. Should a situation arise in whici a vio

,azion of croup limits is detected concurrenr with notcn errors, 
the notcn errors must be corrected ori6r to correction of tne 

crouo limi-:.ioilation.- Provision -is made for printout on the 

a -ar, :::.e. o zne :ruOU numbers of all nctch control zroups
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(up to a miximum of six) currently having notch errors.  
Provision is also made for taking any notch control group 
out of service. This can be done from the R,.414 operator's 
panel by depressing the GROUP IN/OUT OF SER button, pro
vided one of the-rods in the group is currently selected.  
Removing'a group from service has the effect of dropping 
that group out of the operating sequence. Selection of any 
rod in the out of service group will result in withdraw and 
insert blocks being applied. A group previously removed from 
service can- be placed back in service by first selecting one 
of the rods in the group and again depressing the GROUP IN/OUT 
OF SER button.  

d. Nominal and Alternate Group Limits. In addition to the 
nominal insert and withdraw limits for each rod group which 
are specified on the printed sequences provided for the 
operator's use, each rod group is assigned within RWM 
software a set of alternate insert and withdraw limits.  
"All the alternate withdraw limits are defined as being one 
notch positon less than the corresoonding nominal limit.  
A notch position is one of the even-numbered axial positions 
between 0 and 48 at which a rod can be stopped. To illustrate, 
assume that the nominal withdraw limit for a given rod group 
is ýpecified as position 26. The alternate withdraw limit for 
this group will then be position 24. The same holds true for 
the alternate insert limits, with the exception of the 
alternate limits for groups naving a ncminal insert limit of 0.  
For these groups, the aiternate insert limit is position 2.  
Assignment of these alternate limits is well within the RW,4 
desion specification, which allows for a tclerance of_- 2 notch 
Ocsi:ions on the nominal limits. Since zhe RWM program wi:, 

zcnsider a rod to be at the orcuD limit anen it is in ei:ner 
tne nominal or alternate limit position, the addition of 
alternate limits materially reduces the changes that the program 
will generate unnecessaev rod blocks due to failure of a rod 
:osiz-c- sensoe az one o- the arcuo limiz oosit.ons. As a 
f-r:rer safeguard agains: rod position sensor failure, mne R'NM 
Drogram will automatically read from drum a substitute rod 
position for any rod with bad scanned position data, provided 
that a substitute position for this rod has been previously 
stored on drum by operation of program 0D-14.  

e azcred ^roup. The latched group is the hi.nes: numbered group 
•..1rin 7ne ooerating secuercce comDaible az a aiven time with 

--. exisrinc distribution of control rod oositions. As control 

rods are beina moved to -aise or lower the reactor power level.  
,*i:nin: of tne next hicher or next lower group is done internally 
b' The :-..M orogram. the rogrm wiln chance dcwn (latcn the next 

lower z'oup) wnen all the rods in the presently lazched grouc.  
nA.e -.een inser:ed :o the crout insert limit as the reacz3r is 

i. ee " *I( - A-
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-next higher group) when, with the reactor.Tgoing up in power, all 

the rods in the currently latched group and in all lower groups, 

save two rods, have been withorawn to.their respective group with

draw 'limits. "The number of currently latched group is displayed 

"in the ROD GROUP windows on the ,RWM operator's panel. An 

evaluatior'of~the current rod position distribution to determine 

the group that should be latched is performed by the RWM program 

at system-'initializatifon and ar ,various ,other times during normal 

program operation to ensure that-the.power group is latched at 

all times.  

--f. Lo,. Power Set Point. 'The low power set point (LPSP) is the core 

"average power level below which-the RWM~program is effective in 

forcing adherence to the operating sequence of rod withdrawals 

or insertions. When the core~power level is above the LPSP, the 

RWM program does-not impose any constraints sequence ceases to 

"be 'enforced above the LPSP.ý-Rod blocks due to hardware failure, 

however, are applied at all powerlevels.? -The low power set 

:oint is determined by a steam flowmeasurement, and is resettable 

. y adjustment of this sensor. The LPSP is typically set at about 

25.": of rated core power.

o. Low Power Alarm Point. The low power alarm point (LPAP) is the 

core power level aoove which all RWM functions except hardware 

-ailure-initia'ted rod blocks are inoperative. The low power 

alarm boinz setting is based on-reactor, steam flow, and is 

adjustable by calibration.of the-steam flow sensor in the feed

-water control system.- A nominalhvalue-for the LPAP setting is 

*35:: of rated core power; itis always-set at some point higher 

-e.an the L•SP settino. -The-AUTO lights on the RWM operator's 

:a.he is lit whenever the-reactor is ooerating above the LPAP, 

ir.dicatinq zha-: the ,M functions-are automatically bypassed.  

h. Transition Zone. Transition zone (T.Z.)-is the name given to the 

rance of Dorer lve s above ;the ow oower set ooir.t but below tne 
c.e: oz.e- e.2 sr o in:. .ihen tne reactor is operat'nc in this 

v--aoe h t.e "" does not enforce -the operating seauence (althouch 

roc blccks due to~hardware failure will stil~l be applied), but 

the system alarms and displays, except for the WITHDRAW ERROR 

windows, are operative and are updated every five seconds.  

i. .4i-hdraw Error.- A-d.ithdraw-error can\occur either when a rod 

zznt=ained in the currently latchled-group~or-any lower group is 

,.W horawn :--st the '"Ithdraw- ih-4fcr theo:rou! , or i a rod 

:nr.-_ined in a grouD nicner than Tne-one.tnat is latcned is 

..- ,rawn cast the insert limit for the hicher crouo. In most 

*,,s:ances, these two actions amount -o the same thing, since by 

"-.:,drawaý of a roc past -a grcup withdraw' limit, a higher group 

is- -n=rv enter-ed (assurino that -zhe,'e is, in fact, a higher 

r n .-,nl.nch tne rod is also contained). ."Jhen a witndraw 

r,-or occurs -;•- -he reactor oceratinc below the ' S .the. X-Y 

7_c--.;inates of the ,od resoonsible for tne error are displayed
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in the WITHDRAW ERROR window on the operator's panel.  

!-nset Error. An insert error occurs when a rod contained in 
the currently latched group is inserted past the insert limit 
for this group, or if a rod contained in a group lower than 
the one that is latched is inserted past the withdraw limit 
for the lower grouo. The RWM operator's panel contains two 
digital display windows for identification of rods responsible 
for insert errors.  

k. Withdraw Block. A withdraw block is imposed by the RWM whenever 
the program determines that a withdraw error has been made, and 

is also-applied if, with three inserterrors existing and an 
insert block having previously been applied, any rod other than 
one of the insert-error rods is selected. In each case, the 
purpose of the block is to force correction of the withdraw or 
insert errors before allowing withdrawal of any other rods.  
Withdraw blocks are alarmed on the RWM operator's panel by a 
WlITHDRAW BLOCK indicator light.  

1. insert Block. An insert block is applied by the RWM program 
when, with two insert errors having previously been made and 

left uncorrected, a rod is moved so as to cause a third insert 
error. An insert block is also applied in two other instances: 
when a withdraw error has been made and a withdraw blcck applied, 

and a rod. other than the error rod is then selected; and also 
when, witn the reactor coming down in power, a withdraw error 
is found to exist or the operating sequence is not latched when 
the power level-reaches the LPSP. In this case, the LOW POWER 
iicht on the RWM ooerator's panel is turned on concurrently with 
aoplication of the insert blocK. All insert blocks are alarmed 
on -he ooerator's :anel oy an ..SER.. BLOCK indicator i~ch: 

S.elect Error. A select error occurs whenever, with the reactor 
o eratina belcw the LPSP, the operator selects a rod otner than 

one con:a=ine in :ne cur-ently latcned roc crcuD or cne current 'J 

:os*:ioned so as to :-use a *vizhaw or insert error. An al rm 

lich: on the RWMI ooeratcr's panel is lit when a select error is 
made.  

n. Rod Test Mode. This is a special mode of RWM ooeration, select

able by a pushbutton on the ocerator's panel, under which the RWIM 

system'will allow any one control rod unlimized move:rent, provided 
al1 other roos are -uli' inserted. If the ROD T-ST cu-utzon 

is pressed wnen -nore than one rod is withdrawn fror the fuilY 
inse-zed position, the system wiil acoly insert and withdraw 
tiocks, and will display the second rod found witndrawn in the 
'.#,-DRA'vJ, EROR windows. The withdrawn rod(s) must. be inserte_ 

nefore noe rod zest recuest will be honorec. When the reauest

11



is honored, the ROD TEST'SELECT-light on the operator's panel 
is lit. The test mode is de-selected by pressing the ROD TEST 
Dushbutton a second time; the ROD TEST SELECT light will then 
extinguish, indicating that tne system has returned to its 
normal operational, mode.  

o.- Manual and Auto Bypass. There are two W;ays in which the rod worth 
minimizer function can be bypassed. Removal of rod sequence 
restraints-above the LPSP and removal of the RWM error alarms 
and displays above the LPAP have been previously described.  
This circumvention of RWM-restraints due to reactor power level 
is referred to as auto byppass, and is indicated on the RWM 
operator's panel by an AUTO bypass indicatior light that is 
turned'on whenever-the-power level is-above the LPAP. In 
addition,-the-operator can~manually defeat the RWM functions 
at any'power level by turning a keylock switch on the operator's 
panel from NORMAL to BYPASS: This is~known as manual bypass of 
the RWM. A MANUAL bypass light on the panel is turned on when
ever this switch is in the.BYPASS position.  

E. COMPONE..• "EScR:PTI (See figure 6) 

. ThIe central component of the rod wirth minimizer is the process 
comouter (GE "AC a02O) which performs reactor core calculaticns, 
provides the reac-or operator with current core.operating data which 
has been collected by plant instrumentation stors rod programs, and 

" co":ares actual rod seouence'-with stored rod seouence programs.  

a. Digital input scanner 

l• Scars incchino data and transmits data to the ccmouter in 
dici-tal 1anua:e upon cc•-and from tne computer program.  

2) Has the following inputs associated with the RWM 

-a •"S failure 

Insert/withdraw per•, -'sive echos 

c) Rod selected and driving signal for RPIS 

d) Control rod identification sional from RPIS 

. Sztroi rod oosition signal from RPIS 

:' cc drift signal fr:-. U

-9-
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g) Above LPAP/LPSP signal 

h) RWM operable signal 

i) Rod test request signal 

j) Place group in/out service request signal 

k) Print notch errors request signal 

1) System diagnostic request signal.  

b. The multiple output controller distributes program output 
"from the process computer central processor to controls and 
indicators on the operator's consoles and RWM operator panel 
to the RWM output buffer, and to other components associated 
with the process computer but not with the RWM.  

c. See the lesson plan on the process computer for more detail.  

2. -, outout buffer 

a. Receives central processor outputs via the multiple out:uz 
controller.  

b. Receives data and control inputs originating at the R;.• operator's 
panel and the reactor oower level signals from zne feecw:a-er 
control system.  

c. ADolies rod blo'cks or permissives to the control rod drive 
sys-em as directed by :ne RW..i program.  

'-c''nz-, on oanel 9-26.  

^.RW4, ooerator's oanel (See ficure 7) 

.zntains al" opera:ing ccn^rc-•s and "Ind:-tors --cr : ..e R syszem.  

b. Miounted on panel 9-5 

c. For details of this panel see section F. instru:,.entation 

" oc.... eravý,.r's panel conzrols and inc'cazors and associatec , ons 
are li•-ed :e~ow': 

C. E- - . Digital Disoia=y 'indows. These r-,c four-clciz 
cisDiays are used to idin:-fy conzrol rocs res:cnsibie for 
:ausin: insert errors. ;he / coordinates o- tne er•or rod are
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-,displayed in the two leftmost positions of each display, 

and the Y coordinates are "shown in-the.Itwo-rightmost positions.  

.he rod which causes the first insert error encountered by the 

program is identified in the upper of the twoINSERT ERROR 

- •displays. if a second inser error occu'rs before the first error 

has been corrected, the second error rod is-identified in the 

--lower display~window. -Each of the-four positions in each window 

-can display the numerals 0 through 9. If there are no insert 

error.s, if the power le'vel is above' the LPAP, or if the RWM is 
bypassed, these windoGis are blanked.' 

b. WITHDRAW ERROR Digital Display Window.. This four-digit display 

-, is used .to identify a 'control 'rod respon'sibl6'for-'a withdraw 

error. Each position can display the'nemerals 0 through 9.  

The X coordinates of the error rod a're shown in the two leftmost 

positions, and Y coordinates are shown 'in the two rightmost 

positions. The-WITHDRAW ERROR display is blanked if there is no 

withdraw error, if the RWM is manually-bypassed, or if the power 
level is above the LPSP ..  

c. ROD GROUP Digital Display Window. Thistwo -digit display is 

used to display-the croup number' of the rod group that is 

,currently latched. -Each of the two positions can display 

the numeral 0 through 9. The window is blanked whenever 

the RWM is bypassed, when the power level is above the LPAP, or 

-whenno sequence, and consequently no-rod'qroup, is latched.  

d. SELECT ERROR Indicator light.: This indica tor lights amber when

ever a control rod is selected which is not contained in the 

-!urently latched rod group or .which is not an error rod 
lesoonsible foran existing rod block. 

e. -,SE, BLOCK indica-orLight.' This indicator lights red wnen

ever an insert block is applied by`the R1" program.  

-- •,• ? -.- , rl, "nd cazor Light. is indicator lights red when

, d a a,-.., blo Is apoliec dy the program.  

7. .itNUAL Indicator Light. This indicator lights red when the RM 

is Manually -bypassed; that J's, wh~enever the keylock switch on 

"-he panel is in the BYPASS position. -" 

z. _-.-rT E LOCK Indicator• Liqht. This in'dicator light.s red when

,era s- -ect b!ck! is -alD-ed 'by -he .' r"r- -

-12ck is aoolie-.' 7-o'et-her with insert and'withdraw blocks.  

- .'ren zre is ini-ialized..and the blocks remain until t, 

:rocram has "eterminEd whether asequence is selected. ,' 

:erae blocks are aiso concurrently a:piied during a system 

.iacnostic rout-ine and wnenever the R.... program is a-.crzed due 

"-,D hard',w;are.or sofT'-ware Failure.
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i. AUTO Indicator Light. This-indicator lights red whenever 

the reactor power level is above the low power alarm point.  

j. :NORMAL - BYPASS Keylock Switch. This switch is used to manually 

bypass the RWM function. It is normally maintained in the 

NORMAL position, in which the key is removable. To bypass the 

RWM when the-power level is below'the LPAP, the key must be 

inserted and the switch turned to the BYPASS position. The 

MANUAL indicator light will then be lit and all error and alarm 
displays and indications will be blanked.  

k. OUT OF SEQ - SYSTEM INITIALIZE Pushbutton Switch/Indicator. The 

SYSTEM INITIALIZER switch is depressed to initialize the RWM 

system. Initialization must be performed whenever the RWM 

has been taken off line, as occ'urs whenever the RWM program is 

aborted. Therefore, following any program abort, the SYSTEM 

INITIALIZE switch must be depressed before the program can 

again be run. The SYSTEM INITIALIZE portion of the window 

lights white while the switch is held down. The amber OUT 

OF SEQ light is turned on under program control whenever the 

LPAP is reached when coming down in power and it is found by 

the program that a withdraw error (or errors) exist, that three 

or more insert errors exist, or that one or more notch errors 

exist. The purpose of the light is to warn the operator that 

there is incompatibility between the operating sequence and the 

exiszing rod positon distribution and that failure to correct 

this condition will cause an insert block to be applied when 
the LPSP is reached.  

" ". ?-:JN OTCH ERR Pushbutton. This s.,itch is used tc request a 

Printcut an the alarm typer listir.g the nurters of all rod 

gro.s, up to a maximum o0 ix, 4i .. ic,' notch errcs exist.  
This request can be made at any tife, as often as desired. The 

orintouz has the following format (assume tnat only groups 5 and 

"..6,rave n.otch errors;.  

Noz:h Error Grojos 5 15i 0 0 0 .  

m. : ,OTCH ERROR Indicator Light. This indicator lionts am, ber when

ever a rod in a notch control group is moved so as to create a 

notch error; that is, to a position at which it is not within 

one notch of every other rod in the grouD. Movemrent of all 

other rods will then be blocked until the notch error is correc-ec, 

:- .nicn zine -he ..:-CH. ERROR .iiht ;i1 be ex-incusihen .  

n.,r''P i"n.UT OF SER - ROUT n7 ^F S_,- :ushbut'cn ,.i:ch/In0icavor.  

The GROUP .,/0UT OF SER switch is used to take a r.ozcn conzrol 

group ou of service, or to return :o service a group previous;y 

removed frcm service. P crouo can be removed from service cnly
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if it is a group in wijich'notch restraints are imposed, if 

there are no notch errors in the ,gr6up,,an-d if a rod in that 
group is, presently selected. 'If these conditions are met, the 
group will be taken out of service when the GROUP IN/OUT OF 
SER switch is preised. The GROUP OUT OF SER light will be lit, 

-and will be lit any time' there'after when any rod in the out 
of service group is selected. To return the group to service, 
a rod in the group must first beselected, and the GROUP IN/OUT 
OFSER switch again pressed. -The GROUP'OUR OF SER light will 
then be extinguished, indicating'that.the group has been returned 
to service. Depending on the positions 'of the rods in the returned 
group relative to the group insert and withdraw limits, it is 
"possible that insert or withdraw errors'may-occur when the group 
Ais returned to service., If this is the case,'-the errors must 
-be corrected before any other rod-movements will be permitted.  

o. ROD TEST - SELECT Pushbutton Switch/Indicator. The ROD TEST 
switch is used to place the RV11 system ih the' rod test mode.  
in order for this to be done, no more than one rod in the 

* entire core can be withdrawn from the-fully inserted position.  
If this condition holds, the SELECT indicator lights white when 
the ROD TEST switch is pressed, indicating that the rod test 
request has been honored and that the system-is now in the rod 
test mode. So long as-this 'mode remains in' force, any one rod 
may be select6d and moved to any position, provided that all 
the cther rods in-the core remain fully inserted.' The rod test 
mode can-be terminated by again pressing the ROD TEST switch, 

at which time the SELECT indicator'will be turned off and the 
RWM system will be returned to its normal operational mode.  

p. SYSTE;1 DIAGr;OST.C Switch/Indicator. This switch can be pressed 
at any zi-ne after -:he system has been initialized -o request 
that the system diagnostic routime be performed. The RWM 
Drogram will thereuDdn be iniziated and will perform the routine, 
w;.ich consists. of cao:lying and zhe~n removing in sequence the inserz 
a.z wi hdra.; blocks. - The operator can ve-rifY the c:-erabi It" C 
-he orc zlcc k circuits by observing that te -. 'INSERPT BLOCK and 

,:,THDRAW BLOCK alarm lights-come on and then go off as the blocks 

are applied and rem6Ved. ' The SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC -indicator lichts 
white when the ý'witch is depressed: It-will remain on, and the 

diagnostic routine/will be'repeazed over and over until the 
switch is cepressed a second time. This'halts the routine and 

exzinguishes the indicator licht.  
c. P,;,,, COH2 - PROGP. BUFF Pushbutton SW;ic.h/-dicazor. The four 

sEcrents cf this i~nicatcr are used to alarm, various hardware 
and software failures within the ?.;, syszem. The pushbutton
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switch is used both to verify that the indicator lights are 
operative and to reset the lamp driver circuits for these in
dicators in the output buffer. The PROGR quadrant of the in
dicator is lit whenever the RWM program is inoperative; i.e., 
whenever the program has been aborted and has not be reinitialized 
or when the RWM is manually bypassed. .The COMP quadrant is lit 
whenever a computer stall or a bit parity check error occurs.  
The RWM quadrant is lit concurrently with either the PROGR or 
COMP quadrants. The BUFF quadrant is lit whenever the three 
computer inputs to the majority voter circuits for any one of 
the select, insert, or withdraw permissive functions are not 
all in the same state. When the pushbutton is depressed, all 
.four of. the indicator quadrants light up for as long as the 
pushbutton is held down. When the pushbutton is released, the 
lamp driver circuits for these indicators in the output buffer 
are reset and, provided none of the failure conditions just 
described are still present, all four of the indicator lights 
are extinguished.  

G. GPERATiOTIAL SUMARY 

1. R.M Startup 

a. Ensure the process computer is operating 

b. Load RW. Sequence A or B into the computer 

c. Place tne NORMAL - BYPASS switch in the NORMAL position 

d. Press the system initialize switch to bring the RWM on the line.  

2. CDerazticn wizh :..io insert errors 

a. 'wher wi-:!dr-awing rods at power levels below the LPSP it can 

tecome recessary or desirable to leave one or two rods at 

cs i -icns 1c,;er :.an their ..-izhdraw limits and enter the next 

b. '.-'hen the group is reached that contains the one or t-wo rocs 

and the positions they are to be left at, withdraw t.he rod or 

rods to their respective position (It is assumed that the croup 

in question is below the E0:t rod density point.) 

c. .. i-r a.. c:"er rods in the :'ouo zo the withdraw l4mi: :ositicn 

S:ro-.
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d. Select any rod in the next higher group. -The program will 

then change up to this group, the ROD GROUP display will 

sh.ow the hi~ner grcup number, and the-one or two rods re

maining inserted in-the lower.group will be identifed as 

insert errors.  

e. The withdrawal sequence can now proceed normally,as long as 

no more than two insert errors are allowed to occur.  

Notes: 1) If the group that is to contain the insert errors is a 

notch control group (i.e. between the 50% rod density 

*point and Ithe LPSP), it may be'necessary to leave all the 

rods in the group within one notchof one another and 

remove the entire group, from service.  

2) There is no parallel to this-procedure to use when coming 

down in power, since no withdraw errors will be tolerated 

by the system.'

3. Latchinc and relatching', 

- a. MAt system initialization and at various other times during RWM 

operazion, thelsystem evaluatesfall control rod positions for 

purposes of updatinlg the'ROD GROUP,'WITHDRAW ERROR, and 

INSERT-ERROR displays and-for determining whether any rcd 

blocks, alarms, or error-indications nded to be generated.  

- b.- This is called latching or relatching 

c. When, it occurs, the latched croup Will be displayed in the 

SCD GROUP windows. It will te the higrest group having less 

-.r.a .hree insert i;ors- n ;:e gro-os Welow it and havinc 

E: .easz one roa withdrawn past-its insert limit.  

d. :r~'af litcn 

V -0s aIre fully insertec at the :ime of R., system 

inm.aiztion, the iatcned ana displayed rod grouo will be 

group I.  

2' When a-rod in group 1 is selected, permissives will be applied 

, Bnd no Elarms s-iloccur.  

-As long as the sequen.ce ;- followed, no alarms or blocks 

OW .p :ener-:ed as toGs are wl:n.rawfn.
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e. Relatch at an intermediate power level 

1) Tf system initialization or relatch occurs at an in
termediate point in the withdraw sequence, where rods 
have been moved out of sequence, controlled recovery 
can still be affected as illustrated in the following 
example: 

Note: Refer to the rod sequence given as figure 4 and 
the rod groups given as figure 5.  

2) Assume the following rod position distribution: 

a) All rods in groups 1 through 3 are fully withdrawn, 
except for one rod in each group - 22-51 in group 1, 
46-55 in group 2, and 18-03 in group 3 - all fully 
inserted.  

b) All rods in groups 4 through 10 are fully inserted 
zo position 0 except for rod 3a-27 in group 4 which 
is fully withdrawn.  

3) At initialization or relatch, the ROD GROUP display will 
show group.3 as the latched grouo.  

a) Rods 22-51 in group 1 and 46-55 in group 2 will be 
displayed as insert errors.  

b) Rod 34-27 in group 4 will be disolayed as a wizhdraw 
error.  

c) The ;ithdraw error .iaI cause_ --he 7- SE"' aarm 
"i- -: to be lit.  

•) The only rods that are allowed to move are the two insert 
e, rods (22-51 and -6-) 5 , e wiz.hfaaw error rod 

3--2_), and all rods in :ne l a:cneo q-ou z -r u .  

L) One way to correct the out of sequence condition is to inserz 
tne withdraw error rod (3d-27) to position 0 

a) This removes the withdraw error, leaves crouo 3 as 
-he latched grout, and leaves rods 22-51 anc -5-5-5 
sis:ýlayed as insert errors.

',ceration can ccntinue as Der g.2
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-5) oAnother way to correct the out of sequence condition 

-is to withdraw either of,-the twoinsert error rods 

"(22-51 or 46-55) or rod 18-03 in'group 3 to position 48.  

"a) The program then 'changes up rand latches group 4.  

b) The twio rods left at position 0 will be displayed 

as insert errors.  

c) OpIerat ion -can continue as'per 6_2 

4.-- Program,-aborts -

a.. -,The RWM prograamrcaf be aborted for a variety of reasons 

K. -listed below.. .  

b. When an abort occurs, the RWM is taken-off the line by the 

- turn-off subroutine, withdraw and insert blocks are applied, 

* .• - and the system must beyre-initialized'biefore the program can 

-. be executed again. " .

c. -Program-aborts are'alarmed at the ope~ator's panel by the RWM 

: ,. • - and PROGR INOP/RESET lights.  

d. -Reason for RWM program aborts.  

-) -RPIS Failure. -When the program is first initiated, it per
forms a series of tests to ve'rifymhardware and software 

operability and to check thevalidity of rod selection input 

data. One of the hardware tests -made is for operability oT 

the rod position information system (RPiS), from which 

,he R'M receives a.! its rod'ief'fication ano rod position 

-- inputs. If zhetesysho",is-thFz the RPIS is failed, the 

progran is aborted'and the follo;.iing message is typed 

on the alarr,'typer:,"RWM;RP- failed".  

e; Invalid Rod Select .Lata. l .s - test of the validity of the 

rod selecticn input data, the prograrn examines two seoarate 

sources of this information'. The two inputs are designated 

as "rod selected" and "rYod seletted & driving". If these 

two inputs are contradictory(specifically, if the "rod 

- selected" input shows no-rod selected while the "rod selected 

& driving" input 'indicates zhat a .rod has been selected, 

"t- te rocra -aborts anc -the follIoiinc message aopears on the 
. .. r r ,'R -, Rodseie ed-& driv4.nc, roc not sel-ected.  

a M y per: -I o -- 
I 

' Invalid Rod i•D• If a rod is in fzact selected, tne program 

checks the identificatior-of -:e-selected rod to ensure that 

it is valid; 'thatis-'that the 'rod identification input ce

fines an actual control rod. "f it does not, the program 

a-ors- and the oslcwin eace ears on the ---ar-, t•,•-e.  

n.-nvc:,i rod identific-iOn.e"
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A) RWM Inoperable. After checking for the presence and 
validity of required inputs, the program then interro
gates and internal digital input to determine if the R.w 
system is operable. The system will be considered operable 
provided it is not bypassed and provided either that 
system initialization has just occured or that the RWM 
was already on line at program initiation. If these 
conditions are not satisfied, the program is aborted and 
the following message is typed on the alarm typer: 
"RWM - RWM operable input logic 0." 

5) Sequence Not Loaded. If the system has just been initialized 
to start the program, a test is made to determine if an 
operating sequence is loaded. If not, the program aborts 
after typing the following message on the alarm typer: 
"RWM - Load sequence before starting." 

6) Rod Scan Failure. When the system has just been initialized 
to start the program, a scan of all the control rod positions 
is called for just after the RWM is placed on line. A control 
rod scan is also demanded when the LPSP is reached while 
coming down in power, to determine whether an insert block 
should be applied. If a scan called for by the program cannot 
De completed, the program aborts and types the following 
message on the alarm typer: :RWMl - Control rod scan failed." 

7) Block or Permissive Failure. Following the initial checks 
of inputs and system operability and, if required, the 
system initialization procedure, the program checks to see 
if the rod blocks and permissives are as last ordered. If 
they are not, it attempts to put them in the oroacer order.  
I= unsurccessful after tnree trys, the mrocran aoor:s and 
issues one of four failure messages on the alarm., zyper 
identifying the block or Pernissive that could not be put 
in its Droper state. The -essaoe formaz is as follows: 

Fl- aied Zoplying twi:dra cr insert) 'b"ock or permiss ive 

L, tower Level Data Bad. The program initiates a five-second 

delay cycle whenever the reactor power level crosses either 
:ne low power set point or the low power alarm point. Boht 
the LPSP and LPAP delay cycle indicators are interrogated 
on each operation of the program to determine where the power 
!eJ.e 'is and 4hezher it is going uo or coming dcwn. If 

•r.r c:ry in~or-a:ion is oD:ained "orm t*e LPSP or LPAP 
,icica:ors (i.e.. i4 'ne :ower level is iroicxazec as being 
sirulanecusly telow the L-? and a:ove -he LAP), tne program 
a:orrs and the following message is zyved on the alarm t/per: 
"Rl'!- LPSP logic G and LPA? looic i.
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9) More than'Three-Insert Errors. When the program checks 

the position of the selected rod against-the insert limit 

for the la-chec group, it zabulates the'humber of insert 

errors todetermine whether an insert block or insert per-.  

missive should be'ap plied. If the insert error count 

totals more than three, the program aborts, since that 

is a condition that should never occur if-the'system is 

operating properly. The following abort message is typed 

on the alarm typer: "RWM - More than three insert errors." 

10) More Than One Withdraw Error. When comparing the selected 

rod's position with the 'latched group withdraw limit, the 

program tests to determine if any withdraw errors exist.  

%If the test indicates.more than'one error,-the program 

"aborts and the following message is typed on the alarm 

typer: "RWM - More than one withdraw error." 

1l) Computer Muiti'ple, Output Controller Failure.- The BCD input 

to the RWM operator's panel required To provide the WITHDRAW 

ERROR, INSERT ERROR, and ROD GROUP displays are supplied 

from the computer multiple output controller, which is also 

"71 •known as the multiple output distributor (M.O.D.). In the 

event of an overload-or other hardware'-failure in this unit, 

the RW44 program is aborted and the' following message appears 

on the alarm typer: "R1M - M.O.D. failed." 

"2) Segment Transfer Failure. In order to reduce the core space 

"that must be ailociated for its operation, the RWM program, 

like a numberrof-other 'large process computer programs, is 

orcanized into separate segments.' There are two segments of 

theR,,4- procra-, only one-of which is occuoyino and being 

Execute in ccre at any civen t'e '.. - ,hen Secmenz One has 

been compleTed. one'of serveral-entry points into Segment 

Two isdesignazed,•depending on current system status, and 

a subroutine 1is enploye -.o transfer Secment Two from drum 

inZ tne core -soace'presrly occupied-by Seg-menz One .  

si-ilar :rr.s-er of Sect.tent One back into core may be called 

at -he completion of Secment Two. Should either of these 

transfers fail to be accomplished, the R.W.M1. program is aborted 

and the followifng message is typed on the alarm typer: 
"RA. transfer failure." 

""-4! sem,,ent

-. ,17u "-',L•7,_r S . . -M 

..;- is :irec-.y re':_-ed -o tne process comouter.  

" :. -o: :osi-.ion and se-ected rod cc7.es from the roa nosiion indication 

-_ :TocKs are -p:Tec to tne reactor manual control system.
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ta. A power level signal based on steam flow-comes from the feedwater 

control system.  

5. The rod sequence control system is considered a backup for the RWM.  

I. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

l. Whenever the'reactor is in the startup or run modes below 20' 

rated power, the RWM shall be operable or a second licensed 

operator shall verify that the operator at the reactor console 

is following the control rod program.  

Note: If this specification cannot be met the reactor shall not 

be started, Or if the reactor is in the run or startup 

modes~at less than 20% rated power, it shall be brought 
to a shutdown condition immediately.  

2. The capability of the RWM shall be verified by the following 
checks: 

a. The correctness of the control rod withdrawal sequence input 

to the process computer shall-be verified before reactor 

startup or. shutdown.  

D. The RWM computer on line diagnostic test shall be successfully 

performed.  

c. Prior to startup, proper annunciation of the selection error 

of at least one" out-of-sequence control rod shall be verified.  

d. Prior -o szarzup, :he rod block function cf the ., shall be 

verified -,, moving an out-of-sequence con^ro" rod.  

e. Prior to obtaining 20'' rated power during rod insertion at 

shuzdown. verify the latching of -:he :ro:er rod group and 

:roDer annunciation after insert errors.
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8. Review of electrical schematic reading and interpretation 

9. Technical Soecifications of the system 

D. GEMERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. Purpose 

a. Monitor critical parameters during all modes of reactor operation 
to protect against conditionsthat could threaten the fuel barriers 
and reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

b. Reactor Protection System (RPS) protects: 

1) Against excessive thermal heat flux that threatens to perfor
ate the fuel cladding or melt the fuel.  

2) Against excessive reactor pressure that threatens to rupture 
the reactor coolant boundary.  

3) To minimize the energy which must be absorbed following a loss 

of coolant accident, and prevent criticality.  

2. System Description 

a. A system of sensors monitoring the critical parameters 'w•hich 
control fast response, high reliability relays.  

•b. The relays, if tripped, will cause a reactor scram.  

c. Definition of Reactor Scram 

1) Raoid insertion of all operable ccntrol rods by: 

a) De-energiza:ion of all scram pilot solenoid valves.  

•; -nergization of I--e :ac.up scram .raives.  

c) Isolation of the scram discharge volume.  

3. Consists of 

a. Two mozor-generator power supplies.  

t. Sensors, relays and bypass circuitry of -he loCic crannels..  

1) There are two i4nde:endent, functionall y. i _entizal rel=a 
logic channels. (RPS Channel A 3 .
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2) Each channel is divided into two identical subchannels for 

reduncancy and reliability.  

"a) Four subchannels constitute the one-out-of-two twice scram 

logic used throughout the system.  

4) The logic is normally energized and is fail-safe (de-energizes 

to trip).  

c. Switches, contacts-,and valves that cause rapid insertion of all 

control rods.  

E. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

I. Power Supply' (Figure I) 

, a'. The RPS consists of two independent trip systems powered by inde

pedent electrical buses.  

i) Normal power to RPS buses A and B is supplied by two motor

cenerator sets.  

a) Motor 

(1) 25"Hp.  

(2") 48V AC 

(3) 3 Phase 

- Generator 

(1) 120V AC 

(2) Single Phase 

,,., 60 hertz 

(a) 18.75 kVA, 15 kW, 0.8:" power factor 

c) X¶otor Generator-Flywheel Specifications 

(1) Steady-State; voltage regulation- = 2e' .60Hz: freouency 

-,chance- l% (N1o load to full load) 

For a ,50% step load chance. vcltase and frequency

15-5, recov.ery to steady-szate wizhin I seccnc.
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(3) With a 3 second voltage interruption; voltage and 
frequency will not drop more than 5-, recovery 
within 5 seconds.  

d) RPS MG Sets A and B supply power to RPS buses B and A 
respectively.  

(1) Each RPS bus and associated circuitry is referred to 
as a scram channel.  

(2) Each cram channel is futher divided into two sub
channels (i.e., A-l, A-2, B-l, B-2).  

e) Power from buses A and B is also used to normally energize 
the S.39A and S.39B scram pilot solenoid valves, on each 
of the Hydraulic Control Units, respectively.  

2) Reserve Power to RPS Bus 

a) From 480V Shutdown Board lB via the Unit Preffered Trans
fo rme r.  

b) Interlocked so that both RPS buses connot be simuzaneously 
fed from reserve power.  

-c) Interlocked to prevent paralleling RPS fiG set with 

reserve power 

2. Scram Valves (Figure 2) 

a. =urpose: 

To provide a oa-h fcr scram water flow when air pressure to thern 

is relieved.  
. re: •air ef ;valves := .vcrauiic Control Unit (1i5 units to---_s 

.re :)i c.i 

O•ozh valves are normally closed.  

1) Scram Outlet Valve F-39B) 

a) Vents CRD "over piston" area to scram discharge volume.  

t) Open faster than inlet valve on scrarm.  

{i) Stroncer spring 

(2) Shorter run of air piping, hence fas-er air pressure 
bleed off.
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2) Scram inlet valve (F-39A): 

Applies accumulator pressure to the CRD "under piston" area.  

c. Valve Construction 

"1) Air-to-close.  

2) Spring-to-open.  

3) Controlled by a solenoid operated~pilot valve. (Scram pilot 
solenoid valve) 

4) Air pressure to-the scram valves* is from-the 100 psig Control 

air system reduced to 75 psig.  

3. Scram Pilot Solenoid Valves (Figure 2) 

a. Purpose: 

i) To direct air pressure to the scram valves, holding the scram 

valves shut.  

2) By repositioning, when tripped, to rapidly bleed air pressure 

from the scram valves.  

b. Functional Description 

1) Two valves per pair of scram valves (Both valves must de

energize tc vent air from the scram valves on a particular 
Hvdr=.uiic Conzrol Unit).  

2) The valves are-divided into two sets.  

a) The S.3SA val ves are enerc-i ze d Y -S BS A sa t).  

3) The S.39Z valves-are energized by RPS Bus B (a set).  

c) The.Hydrauloic Control Units (LiCU's) are physically separated 

in the Reactor Building,-half on eitner side of the drywell 

d) Each set is divided into four groups of valves (Group I, 

,r i,,iiZies curren- recui remen t tnr, jcn cr.:=czcs and 

relays, hence increases con.:cnen- :,.i .  

(2) Each croup c3nzains aBout I /- of :.e HCU's.
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e) Subchannel Trips 

(1) A trip in RPS subchannel A-I or A-2 will de
energize the S-39A valves in all four groups.  

(2) A trip in RPS subchannel B-I or B-2 will de
energize the S-39B valves in all four groups.  

c. Construction 

1) Three-way valves 

2) 120V AC, solenoid operated 

4. Scram Discharge Volume (Figure 2) 

a. Purpose: 

To provide a volume of piping sized to receive scram discharge 
..,ater from the control rod drive "over piston" area as a result 
of a reactor scram.  

b. Construction 

.) ?arallel 6" piping, above -:he Hydraulic Control Units, connected 
bjy a cor.on header at Cne end.  

-C. Tnstrument Volume 

"- ) urpcse: 

".:%i pcin: in -.-n= systme it provi-des the -,eans t l detect 
the ;ressure of any aater in the scram discharge volume.  

2 Cons:.r-c:ior 

a) A -2" diamezer verzical tank 

b) Uses float switches for alarms, rod block and acram 
func:ions.  

z), ins-rumenzation 

- 'l~• lilcns 

-; ' : £l- -• 25 ,alions 

c) S:ran 50 a alior.s
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~5. Scram Discharge Volume Vent and Drain Valves (Figure 2) 

a. Purpose: 

To isolate the scram discharge volume upon a scram to limit leakage 

of reactor water past the CRD seals following a scram.  

b. Quantity 

I) -Two ve'nt valves,' one 'for the scram discharge volume above the

"ea'st Hydraul-ic Control Units; one above the west.  

2) One drain valve off the scram discharge instrument volume.  

c. Construction 

1) Air-to-open 

2) Spring-to-close 

3) Nlormally held open by'Control air, reduced-to 75 psig through 

the t-wo solenoid operated pilot valves.  

a) A 3-way, 120V AC solenoid valve 

b) Cn-e valve (S-374) is normally energized by RPS Bus A; 
the other (S-37B) by RPS Bus B.  

c) Both pilots de-energize on a scram, porting air from 
the vent and drain valves whicn close.  

" r Disc Vol. Isol. Test; Test S,.:itch 

a* -uroose: .. .  

7- Erovie a,5ans o0 iso ng the scra' discharce iolume 

-:o permit leakage rate tesi.ing of the scram discharge 
valves.  

b) Design 

S.aitch is located on Panel 9-5 aoron.  

c) :-nctional £escripzicn: 

A. A solenoid opera=ed, 3-way. pio'. -'a -e
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(2)' The valve is between the content air line and the 
scram discharge instrument volume solenoid pilot 
valves.  

(3) Normally de-energized; supplied by 120V AC from the 
instrument and control bus A.  

(4) Going to isolate 'With the test switch energizes the 
test valve (S-36), blocks air to and vents air from 
the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves which 
then close.  

6. Backup Scram Valves (Figure 2) 

a. Purpose: 

To provide a redundant means of bleeding air from the scram valves 
as a result of a scram signal.  

b. Functional Description: 

1) Two pair of valves located near the Hydraulic Control Units.  

2) The valves are in the control air system between the air main 
and the scram valves air supply header.  

3) On a scram, the valves block air supply to the header and 
vent the header to atmosphere.  

L .... r..:ive scram t'%-es: 

a) ;Jormal - 90" control rod travel occurs by -.2.5 seconds 
:ypiCally; .5.0 seconds maximum.  

'. -ckuo scr• vaves ,- �20 control rod zravel, -. 5 

seconds.  

c. Construction 

"2 Four, 3-w;ay, 250V DC solenoid valves, arranged in two 

redundant pairs.  

2' '.or-cily de-ener-iz=d 

Sj7:liec from -,e 2_O/."r. D eactor ".0 Boards A and B.  

::S Channels A and B must both trip (scram) to close con-ac-s 
:o er-ergize each valve.  

•-e: -ZrerciZino any valve ,i cause A scr•m.
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-5) Downstream Check Valves

a) Ensures that a failure or blockage of the downstream 

valve (F-35B or F-70B) will not impair the capility 

of the :upstream valve to scram the reactor.  

b) The only failure of the downstream valve that would 

present problems is one that blocks all ports.  

"- . . ....  

7. Separation of Components 

a. Redundant Trip Subchannels (sensors, wiring, transmitter, ampli

.fiers,'etc.) are: 

1) Electrically 

2) Mlechanically 

3) Physically 

independent so that -they are unlikely to be disabled by a common 

cause except for electrical power failure.  

b. The two-trip channels are physically separated from each other 

- and from other -eoui-ment to minimize the proability of inter

actions that mioht increase the possioility of false scrams or 

failure to scram.  

c. Each :rip sensor, relay, subchannel and channel is clearly iden

-:-"led to reduce the possibility of -iaintenance personnel (or 

others) causing inadvertent :ris or. undesired operations.  

RPS SES•S::" LOGIC 

-"cT- e -ollowinn dS:ussion ,is to De carried out in crter to assure 

c-,udents can in-erpret schema-ic diagrams Figure 3 thrcu:n 

.,7 are-to be used to assist students in understanding the schematic 

fdiacrams. Eiectricalischematics are shown de-energized. Relay 

numbers are from Reference 2.  

O. -ne-Cut-Of-Two Twice Locic 

. .. n ,�r ',,-um -i,,'tS o0 e R S 11are-_ arrari:e_ in l-ou:-of-2 t-lice coin

cient (oczurin- az the-sa-.e tire cr lace) trip logic.  

b. -n examole of this is the. reactor vessel hi ch oressure scram 

(fO15 psig.
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1) There are four (4) pressure switches in the vessel high 
pressure scram logic.  

a) On figure 7.  

(1) Pressure switches PS3-22 A and B tap the vessel 
through the instrument penetration on one side of 
the vessel.  

(2) PS-3-22 C and D tap the vessel at -08e'.  

2) On figure 3 

a) High pressure, as sensed by. PS3-22A through D, opens 
contacts in the Channel A & B scram sensor relays.  

b) PS-3-22A & C from opposite sides of the vessel, de
energize relay 5A-K5 A & C respectively. (Channel 
A scram sensor Relays) 

c) PS3-22 B & D de-energize relays 5A-K5 B & D respectively.  
(Channel B scram sensor relays not shown).  

d) De-ener.gize relays 5A-K5 A & C open redundant contacts 
in the Channel A scrani relay logic. (The second contact 
fro, the sa-e relay is provided to increase system 

reliability.) 

e) 5A-K5 B & D open redundant contacts in Channel B 

not shown.  

-) 5A-<=-A de-energizes (drops cut) EA-Ki4 A S E.  

) -A,-K5C de-erer.-izes ;A-KIAC & G.  

r. Canres A scram Di z s3lenoid valves (s-39A, ficure ") 

i) De-energized 5A-KiA or C will de-energize the solenoids 
for arouos ! & IV of Channel A (the S-39A valves in those 
two grcuos).  

j) _e-eneri•zed EA-K•-E or G will de-enercize tne solencids 
for grouos " & III.  

•" '-• l,-Sc•- x a,- :) lE) 

a; .f ...... senses reactor . . -ressurey 
,ollowing the orevious relay logic:
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(1) 5A-K5A drops oit (de-energizes).  

(2) Then 5APKO4A & E drop out.  

-(3) The S-39A scram'pilot soienoid valves - Group I, II, 

III and IV de-energize.  

b) This is a half-scram and results from one (in this case).  

or both sensors in only Channel A, orChannel B, reaching 

its trip point. (Vtote that the S-39B scram pilot solenoid 

valvesare holding air to the scram inlet and outlet 

-. valves and S-37BIon the Instrument Volume vent and drain 

vales- see figure 2 - so no scram occurs.) 

6) Scram 

_a) Assume that Channel A is tripped as above.  

b) By the same relay logic, but in the B Channel, a half
scram can be realized.  

c) if PS3-22D was tripped, then; 

(1) 5A-K5D drops out'(de-energizes).  

(•) 5A-K14 D &H drop out.  

(3) The four groups of S039B valves (scram pilot 
solenoids de-energize producing a half-scram.  

•-1) The half-scram results from one or Wo-h sensors 
in only Channel.B, or Channel A, reaching its 
trip point.  

d) A..en both RPS CThanbel A B are tripped, all &f t.ne scram 

milot solenoids are te-energized and the cott-ol rois are 
rapidly inserted into the core.  

e) Thus a reactor scram occurs from a minimum of i or 2 tripped 

sensors in both-channels, hence the meaning of i-out-of2 
twice logic.  

2. Reac:or S:ra- Signals and Arrangement 

a. Subchannel :est Swi-ch (Figure 3) 

- Purpose 

Allows for testing each suochannel trip func. ons.
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2) Four, one per subchannel 

3) Keylocked, two position - Normal and Trip 

a) "Trip" de-energizes that channel's 180 relays producing a 

hal f-scram.  

b. Turbine Stop Valves, 101 Closure 

1) Purpose: 

-To anticipate the pressure, neutron flux, and fuel cladding 
surface heat flux increase caused by the rapid closure of the 
turbine stop valves.  

2) Design 

a) Each of the four turbine stop valves is equipped with 
position switches.  

b) These switches will provide a valve closed signal to the 
RPS logic.  

(1) Set at < 900 of full open.  

2) Func:ional Description (Fi-:ure 6) 

a) The position switch conzacts are arranged so that any two 
stop, valves can be closed causing no more than a single 
c.annel (RPS Channel A or 3) :rip - a half-scram.  

t) Closure of any combina-.on of three stoo valves ;wuill cause 

a scram in all cases.  

-xa-:ie c- T..o Stop Valve :'osure 

o) 2o.e stop /alves - an: 3.  

b) :n the RPS Channel: 

(I 5A-Kl C &,G drop out, which 

(2' De-enernizes :he S-IsA scram oilot solenoid valves - a 
na- -scram.  

"•:n :;..e 3 RPS Channel: 

"7;e .-elays remain energized because: 

•a, A oarallei :a:I is still closed around the 

cr,:ac-s :er"ec ,aper. te 3 sto- --alves 
are 2 '. 9 :e_..
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d) From the logic -It can be determined that: (Figure 6) 

"I() Closing-one %.alve does not cause even a half-scram.  

(2). Closing 1 and 4 or 2 and 3 at the same time does not 
yield even a half-scram.  

(3) Closing any other combination of two valves will cause 
"a half-scram.-,- 

(4) Any combination of three or more valves closed (<90,.  

- Full Open) willrcause a reactor.scram.  

6) Bypassed when power is <30% as sensed by turbine first stage 
pressure.  

c. Generator-Load Reject Scram 

1) Purpose: 

To anticipate the rapid increase in pressuire and neutron flux 
resulting from fast-closure of the turbine control valves due 
to a load rejection.  

2) Definition of load reject: 

"Greater than 40"! mismatch between generator stator amps and 
turbine crossover pressure.  

2) Design 

} load reject signal will eneraize the fast actir.a sclenoid 
valves on "the control valveac:uators, which removes 
hydraulic trip fluid pressure.  

- 7 Trip sicraai comes from pressure switches cn -he fast acting 

-trio- contrci-.I,:STC-) suoply to the control valv=E disc :L.m-s 
(Refer to EHC Hydraulics) Loss of this pressure will cause 
a-rapidrclosure-of.the control valves.  

c) Circuitry is desinged such that the pressure switch on 

either cohtrol valve I or 3 ill .:rip (de-energize) RPS 
Channel A.

,4 1 ith.er control vaive 2 cr ."ii' trio "S Channel I-'
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4) These switches will also provide a scram signal on loss of 

hydraulic trip fluid pressure when a load reject signal is 

not present - loss of hydraulic fluid pressure can result 

in a fast closure of the control valves.  

5) Scram Bypass 

This scram is bypassed when power is <30% as measured by 

turbine first stage pressure.  

d. Scram Discharge Volume High Level, 50 Gallons 

1) .Purpose: 

To initiate a scram while adequate volume is available to 

receive scram discharge water to assure that all operable 
drives will fully insert.  

2) Design 

a) Four independent, non-indicating float switches are 
provided on the scram discharge instrument volume.  
(Figure 7) 

b) Two float switches from opposite legs of the instrument 

volurme provide the l-out-of-2 logic for the RPS channels.  

3) Functional Description 

a) LS 85-45 A or C are capable of trinpinc Chbannel A.  

b) LS S5--5 3 or D will trip Channel B.  

) �Scrai- Bypass (Figure 3) 
- .:.ust be a-l= to bypass this scram, as it is received 

following all other scrams due-to water from the control 

rod drives, to allow for resetting a scram. (Scram reset 

is discussed later.) 

b) A two position, keylock switch on Panel 9-5 

(1) Normal and Bypass 

c ) The node s;,;itch must be in Sh',.-,ton or R.efuel for bypass 
capabilities.
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- Note 

Going-to Startup/Hot-Standby position with a high level in 

the instrument volume will cause a scram regardless of 
Bypass switch position.  

f. Condenser Low Vacuum, 23" Hg 

- - 1) Purpose 

a) 7To perform as a backup scram to the turbine stop valve 
closure-scram. .  

b) Anticipates stop valve closure (Turbine Trip) on'loss 
of vacuum (19"Hg),and sub.sequent scram.  

(1) The stop valve closure scram function alone is adequate 
to prevent the clad safety limit from being exceeded.  

(2) This scram Occurs before the stop valves close, thus 

the resulting transient is less severe.  

c) Anticipates loss of the condenser as a heat sink.  

"2) Desi gi 

a)- Four vacuum switches to monitor condenser vacuum.  

b) One swi.ch each for condenser sections E and C.  

c) Two swi:ches for Section A.  

3; Func:ional Description (Figure 7) 

a) Channel A-auxiliary trip-relays are de-energized "y swizches 

on.section A-& 3.  

b) Channel B is controlled by the other switch on the A condenser 

section and the Section C switch.  

c) Logic is l-out-of-2 twice.  

- Scram :'.,pass: (Figure, 3) 

This scram is bypassed ;,,hen reactor pressure is <10c5 psig 

and mode swi-tch is not in RUN.

a. M.'ain Stsam isolation Valves C,:sure, <90' Fulii ý-n 

, ur-ose: 
o a•n, oa~e t-he pressure and flux transients wnich occur duri ng 

-cnr-,al sr .nadvertent isoia-:ion valve closure.
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2) Design 

a) The scram l-ogic is identical to that for turbine stop 
valve closure.  

3) Functional Description (Figures 6 & 7) 

a) Main steam line inboard and outboard isolation valve 
position switch contacts are in series in the subchannel 
logic.  

(1) The concern here is isolation of steam lines, not the 
total number of valves shut.  

b) As with turbine stop valves, a maximum of two steam lines 
may be isolated (<90.' full open on MS IVs) without 
scramming the reactor.  

(1) Isolating one steam line does not cause even a half-scram.  

(2) Isolating steam lines A and D or B and C does not 
cause even a half-scram.  

(3) Isolating any other combination of two main s.eam lines 
will cause a half-scram.  

(4) Isolating any combination of three main steam lines 
will cause a reactor scram.  

- "ote 

At high power levels it is possible to cause a scram by 
fuli/ cl osi n 1 an .S IV. The scram is caused by high steam 

flo-w sensed in tie o-her ste-am line flow restrictors ;.ri~ch 

caJsses a Grcuo ' isola-.ion. ',,hen the '(S ."Vis •o s.,-t cn 
tne isolation the reac:or scrams.  

"~) Scram Bypass: 

This scram is bypassed when reactor pressure is <1055 psig and 
mode switch is not in Run.  

D -i - r'."'eVI s rs., rs . -2 

1) Purpose: 

Two ;sig indica:es a leak in the primary system within :he dry
,,•ei.. .i! scra. limits -.ne amount of ene-yv and pressure trans

'nitted -1j rw. - -;u'Ing a design basi_ accident. and or-event 

'-ecr-:za•,i .- en :-e core 's refIc ded.
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2) -- Design: 

Signal comes from four independent-pressure switches.  

,3) Functional Description (Figures 31& 7) 

-Trip logic is'the straight 'forward'l-out-of-2 twice.  

4) Scram Bypass: 

* There is no bypass of this scram.  

"i. Reactor Hiah Pressure, 1055 psig 

-1) Purpose : 

To~serve as a backup scram to the high neutron .flux scram to 

limit vessel pres'sure to a value below the reactor vessel 

pressure safety limit.  

2) 'Design: 

Previously'discussed 'under F.l.b' 

3) Functicnal Description: 

Previously discussed under F.l.b: 

2) Scram Bypass: 

There is no bypass of this scram.  

. Keactor Low Water Level + 10" 

i *. ur-po5C 

Prevents power operation at water levels lower than those assumed 
in the safets.analysis- Low waterlevel indicates that the 

reactor core is in danger of having inadequated cooling.  

2) Desion: 

Sicnal is from four (,) level indica ina switc-es.  

,) Funicticnal Descrirtion (Figure 3 ; -7 

a) One switch' from eacch sensing leC controls a sc.arne' 

relay.  

7-Te ioaic is 1-out-of-2 -Z.;ice.
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k. Lain Steam Line High Radiation, 3 Times Normal 

1) Purpose: 

Increased radiation level in the steam line tunnel above 

thit due to the normal nitrogen and oxygen radioactivity 
(Ni , N16 , 0 T9), is indication of fuel failure. This 
scram reduces the source of such radiation.  

2) Design 

a) Four logarithmic radiation monitors are used.  

b) Installed as-a cluster.  

(1) Approximately equidistant from all steam lines.  

(2) Each detector is exposed to approximately the 
same total radiation level from all four steam lines.  

3) Functional Description (Figures 3 & 7) 

a) Logic is l-out-of-2 twice.  

L_) Scram Bypass: 

There is no bypass of this scram.  

1. '::Eutron ';onitoring --.~ ,',ste , (ký''.'S) 

:. ; r:ose: 

To provide hich flux scram protection from well below the power 

rance to full :ower conditions.  

2) esi;, (Figure 3) 

a) Each RPS subchannel is provided with two sets of two contacts.  

b) Each of these redundant sets of contacts can be tripped by its 

resoective ,S trip logic.  

2. Punc-ionai Description (-iure 3) 

a) :ntermedia:e Range Nionizor (IRr) 

( ) A total of eight I?", instruments, four per RPS cnar.nel
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(a) IRM's A, C, E, and G are in RPS Channel A.  

-(b) IR;.1's B, D, F, and H are in RPS Channel B.  

(2) Logic is l-out-bf-4 twice.  

(3) Scram Trip Point Settings 

Scram Set Point 

IRM Hi-Hi 120/125 of scale 

IRM Inop Switch not in Operate, or module 
unplugged, or High Volt. PWR.  
Sup. Low Voltage 

(4) Scram Bypass' 

(a) Only one IRM per RPS channel may be manually by

- passed due to physical arrangement of the bypass 
switch.  

(b) Automatically bypassed in Run, under normal 

conditions (more later).  

b) Average Power Range Mlonitors, (APRM) 

(1)- Logic is-l-out-of-3 twice.  

(2) A total of'six (6) AP?!''s feed RPS - to each 

channel.  

(a) One APRI in each channel is u-sed ...,ice.  

(b). RPS A-I RPS A-2 

A"PRI' A & E CE E 

RPS B-1 RPS B-2 

APRM B & F B & D
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(3) Scram Trip Point Settings 

Scram Set Point

APRM Hi-Hi* 

APRM Hi-Hi* 

APRM Inop

15% tin Startup) 

.66W + 54% 

Module unplugged - Switch not in 
Operate - <14 assigned LPRM's in 
Operate

(4) Scram Bypass 

(a) Only one-APRM per RPS channel may be manually 
bypassed due to physical arrangement of the 
bypass switch.  

(b) The 15% Startup scram is bypassed when the mode 
switch is in Run. (This is done with the APRM 
circuitry and is not shown here.*) 

c) Companion IRI/APR1.

(1I) Ensures sufficient- overlap of nuclear 
when transferring from Startup to Run 

(2) Logic is l-out-of-4 twice.  

(3) Interrelationships are as follows 

3i- - comopanion - .

RPS A-1 

RPS A-1 

RPS A-2 

RPS B-1 

RPS B-1 

RPS B-2 

.PS B-2

instrumentation 
and conversely.

AI.'

3 

B B

F 
0

sa me A? R., trip un'- re, a - and is discussed -n ' e--S -r r~m P IE,, "
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(4) Scram Trip Point Setting: 

APRM downscale (3/125) and companion IRM Hi-Hi or 
inop.  

(5) Scram Bypass: 

Automatically bypassed when mode switch is not in Run.  

d) The NMS trip relays- C5AA-K2's) go-two places.  

(1) The subchannel scram relays (5A-K14's) and, 

(2) The initial fuel loading instrument trip relays 

m. Initial Loading Noncoincident Instrument Trips (Figure 3) 

1) Purpose: 

To provide noncoincident huclear instrumentation scram 
capability during initial core loading.  

2) Design: 

The RPS subchannel trip relay contacts are arranged such that 

both RPS Channel A & B are tripped upon any nuclear instrumen
tation'trip. (Any single SRM, IRHl or APRM trip - this is the 

meaning of noncoincidence.) 

3) Functional Description 

a) Four scram sensor relays (EA-K13's) two per RPS channel, 
each of which is tripped by 

'I)- SRM Hi-Hi (5 x 105-aps) or, 

(2) A ;Ieutron 'ionitor System subchannel relay (0A-0i2's).  
(IRM or APRM trip.) 

b) Each scram sensor relay de-energizes Reactor Manual Scram 

relays (SA-K15's) in both RPS Channels A & B.  

c) The Reactor Manual-Scram relays de-energize the scram pilot 

valve solenoids for the RPS channel. (Figure -, 

(1 The S-39A valves are in RPS Channel A.  

(2) The @-39B valves are in RPS Channel B.  

ý ;Scram Bypass
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a) This scram is normally bypassed by shorting links installed 
around the auxiliary trip relay contacts in the manual scram 
ci rcui ts.  

b) There are two shorzing links per RPS channel, a total of four.  

c) The shorting links are normally installed after initial 
fuel loading is complete.  

n. Mode Switch in Shutdown (Figure 3) 

1) Purpose: 

.To provide an alternate normal method of scramming the reactor.  

2) Design: 

This is the only scram that can be caused by actuation of 
a single component.  

3) Functional Description 

a) Two contacts serve as inputs to the RPS A3 subchannels.  

4) Scram Bypass 

a) Automatically, by circuitry, following 2 second time delay.  

- b) Allows reactor scram to be reset with the mode switch in 
Shutdown. (Discussed later under F.3.c. Reactor Scram Reset) 

o. "anual Scram (Figure 3) 

1) Purpose: 

Allows operator to scram the reactor in advance of imminent 
tri)s, an.d -o folow up u-:omatic scrams.  

\2, £esign 

a) Two manual, back-lit red, push-knobs.  

b) One per RPS Channel.  

3) Functional Description: 

Bctn knobs must be pushed :o inilia:e a reactor scram. one in 
each RPS Channel.
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4) Scram Bypass: 

There is no bypass 'for this scram.  

3. Other RPS Furnctions 

a. Backup Scram Valve Controls 

1) Purpose: 

To provide a means of energizing the backup scram valve solenoid, 
thus-bleeding air.from .the scram valves - a backup scram.  

2) Design (Figure 2) 

"* a) Four solenoid Valv'es arranged in two pairs; either is capable 
"of providing the scram.  

6) Power"supplies to the solenoids are two 250V DC buses.  

c) The solenoids are normally de-energized.  

3) Functional Description: (Figure 4) 

The lo.gic is disigned such that a trip of: 

a) 'AnysubchannelVin both RPS channels is required. To 
energize- any of the backup scram valves.  

b. Scram Discharae Volume Vent Marn Drain Valve Con.trls 

1) Purpose: 

-o •rovide the necessary circuizry to isolate the scram dis
ca volume on a reac-or scram s zna.  

2) Design: (Figure 2) 

See Sectio'nE.5.b' 

3) FunctI onaDe~criDtion':- (Figure 2 &-Z) 

-' -_o-h solenoid vali es (S-37A$.-SE ..,rhen de-enercize". -ed 
oTT instrument air -;nicn: 

(1) Closes :ne drain valve, and 

(2) .Closes the vent valves.
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"b) Solenoid valve S-374 is de-energized by the same relay logic 

as the S-39A Group I scram pilot valve solenoids.  

c) Solenoid valve S-37B is controlled by the S-39B Group I 
logic.  

1) Bypass: 

None.  

c. Reactor Scram Reset (Figure 3 & 4) 

1) Purpose 

a) To re-energize the Reactor Scram Relays, the Manual Scram 

Relays and Ithe scram pilot solenoid valve.  

b) To open the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves.  

c) An de-energize the backup scram valve solenoids.  

2) Design 

a) A three position switch: 

(1) Spring returned to Normal.  

(2) Left, resets groups A-2, A-3. B-2, B-3 

13) Right, resets grcu-Js A-I A-4, 3-1. 3

2) Rese.ting a Half-Scram 

=" Cause of scram must be csrrected or bypassed (if possible 

and noz Ii..i-ed by the Tec•nicai Specifica:ions or operating 

procedures).  

b) Turn scram reset switch both directions 

C) Observe that the scram pilot group lights ccme on.  

-) .ese-:in: a Full Scram 

x, pace mode sw.itch in Shu-_o,...'n or Refuel.  

b) Correct cause of scram.
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c) Ensures no scram conditions exist, other than Channel 

A/B Disch.Volume High Level (scram annunciator for Hi-Hi

Level - 50 gallons).  

d) Bypass scram discharge volume high level scram with' 
"keylock switch.  

e)- Turn scram reset' switch both directions (observe scram 
'pilot-group:lights come on).  

f) Leave mode switch in Shutdown or Refuel until scram 
i discharge volume high level scram clears (going to Startup 

will cause a-scram regardless of bypass switch position).  

"Note: 

Once mode-switch is taken out of S/D position, returing 

it to S/D will cause another scram.  

511 Time Delays 

--- a) Ten second automatic reset of mode switch is Shutdown, 

previously mentioned. (Following relays are in Reference 
2 prints).  

(1) In ,Mode Switch position except .shutdown, 15AK-16 is 

de-energized', and relaySA-K17 is energized.  

(2) 5A-K16 coing to Shutdcwn picks up (energizes) 

(a) Closes one conzact in Manual Scram. circuizry 

bypassing the S/D scram.  

'). Opens a contact in the 5A-:'17 relay circuitry.  

(3) Relay--A-K17 then de-energizes following a 2 second 

time delay.  

(a) Closes the other contact in the Manual Scram 

circuitry, bypass complete.  

b) Peactor Reset Time :el"ay (Figure 4) 

"I1 P,;rpose : 

To ensure that all rods -have complieed their scram 

stroke'.before any scran can be rese-.  

() Functional Description 

(a) This i-,,e telay -rovides the x:ove purpose if zhe 

mode s;i:ch is -aken to Refuet ins-ead of Shut-owfn 

followinc a scran..
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(b) The 5A-K29 relay are normally de-energized and are 
controlled by the same logic as the backup scram 
valves.  

(c) When the 5A-K29 relays are picked up on a scram: 

i. The contacts shown on Figure- open.  

ii. Contacts to relay 5A-K30 A & B close.  

(d) Following a ten second time delay the 5AK-30 
relays pick up and close contacts to the 5A-K30 
A & B close.  

(e) When the Scram Reset switch is operated in both 
directions the 5A-K19 relays are then energized.  

(f) The 5A-K19 relays close contacts to bypass the 
5A-K14 and 5A-K15 relay seal-in contacts, energizing 
these relays if: 

i. The cause of the scram has been corrected, and 
ii. S/D mode time delay satisfied, if applicable.  

(g) The 5A-K14 and 5A-K15 relays energizing will 
energize the S-39A,& S-39B scram pilot solenoid 
valves.  

d. Ihdividual- Rod Scram Test Switch (Figure 4) 

1) Purpose: 

.o :.rv.i.•e indi.,idual roc scran testing capabil ity, ind eerdent 
or RS trip action.  

2) Funczicnal Description 

a , -s.-i-:ces on "ansl -6 inzerruo--:o-.-4er to tr.e S:ram, 
piloz vaive soienoids scramming individual rocs.  

b) One switch per control rod trips both the Channel A & B 
scram piloz solenoids for one drive.  

S. ::S EVJA 3 4AR Y 
-ýS ...... t " a' S 's 

,. "-:va==•es 07 -'e S's~e-.  

a. -ail'54re of a cco,,cnen:. sensor or relay in any subchannei . to trip 
.:-zen recuired to do so will be backed up by a redundant, identical 
subchannel capazle of perforfing the entir half-scram function.
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"b. Failure of a component in any subchannelin the scrammed condition, 
when not required, will cause a half-scram in the associated channel 
only. - (::o rod rmotion will 6ccur since both channels must he tripped 
to scram control rods.) 

c. The Reactor Protection System is designed to provide the highest 
"pratical degree of plant safety, with continuity of service as the 

second bIasic criterion.' 

"1) "Thebretically, l-out-of-2 twice logic is slightly more reliable 

than 2-out-of-3 and a little less than l-out-of-2.  

2) However, the advantage of this dual logic system is that it can 

"be tested completly~at'full power operation which contributes 
, - significantly to increasing 'reliability.  

2. Possible Problems 

a. Of one of the relays fail or a fuse blows, a half-scram in the 

""; unaffected channel at the same-time could cause one rod, a fourth, or 

one-half of the control rods to scram -' check-white lights for scram 

, ; 'pilot groups.  

.H. TEC.NICAL SPECIFICATIONS -
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION 

1.3...' P.O,-C, .O SYSTE"

Applicability

Applies to the instrumention 
and associated devices which 
initiate a reactor scram.

Objecti ve

To assure the operability of 
the reactor protection system.  

Specification 

The .setpoints,'minimum number 
of trip systems, and minimum 
number of instrument channels 
that must be operable for 
each position of the reactor 
mode switch shall be as given 
in Table 3.1.A.

SURVEILANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A.l REACTOR PROTECTIC:: SYSTEMI 

Applicability 

Ap-plies, to the surveillance of 
the instrumentation and asso
ciated devices which initiate 
reactor scra@.

Objective

To specify the type and frequency 
of surveillance to be applied to 
the protection instrumentation.  

Specification 

A. Instrumentation systems shall 
be functionally tested and 
calibrated as indicated in 
Tables 4.1.A and 4.1.3 respec
tively. (Not incleded here).  

S. Daily during reactor power 
operation at areater than or 
equal to 251; thermal power, 
the maximum total peaking 
factor shall be checked and 
the scram and Rod Biock 
settings g-ives b•y' eua-ions 
in specifications 2.l.A.i 
and 2.1.B shal" be calculated.  

C. When it is 4e:=--`ned :hat a 
channel is faiSed in the :nsa-: 
condition, the other RPS 
channels that monitor the same 
variable shall be functionally 
tested immediately before the 
trip system ccntaining the 
failure is tri::--ed. The :rip 
system contaiinc -:he unsafe 
failure may be :-riped for 
short periods o: time to av-ow 
functional testing of zhe 
other trip syszem. The trip 
system may be in the untripped 
position for no -ore than eici.  
hours zer f`rCticnal test 
period for tis -es-i,.
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TABILE 3.1., 

itEACTOR PROTECTi solt SYTD(CRA) 11ISTRUI(EIUTATIO RF-U'RtlfE1!

"I-o 

li:t

Tri,_1'inctiofl

HodteU In j1hicl, Flanctiofl 
- tjfwit fle OPeratble 

S h u t - S t a r t u p /h o t R 
Trip 'Lcvcl S tti - 'do .ni Echiel1U7) Sc n b R n-

I Itlode !;%:itch in silutdownf

I ltzmue'I. Scramn 

11~(16) 
3 hg It 

3 .

< 120/1251 JIndicat~ed

x 

x 

K

x 

x 

x

(5) 

(5)

,Act lon(t) 

1 .A 

I.A 

I.A 10

At-III I '( 16) , 

itl'VIU)(
< 15% rALcd power 

(13) 
'-3 Indlcn1te6d On- Scald

2 h11gh 1teaCLor, pressure < 1055 pIIIg

P~iI~uC (14)

'1 hIgh tinr Level, In 
S r rain 
Dtqui-hitrae Tank

<2 Ool-g 

> 530" abovC VeOUCI zero

< 50 Gallons

x X (17) 
X X (17) 

x(10) (11 

x(B x (8) 

x K.

X x (2)
K

2 
2 
2 
2

X(12)

l.A 
I.A 
LA 

l.A

or or 
or

1.E: LB 
1.11

x

L.A

K

x

'x
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TABLE 3.1.A (Continued)

"till. tllt .  

'uI Ir I •y•. j,, (l)•

4 

2 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2

Modes in Which Function Must Be Operahle

Trip. Iu'nctLion

Miin StleaU Line Isolation 
Valve Closure 

uiinbllum Cont. Valve rdst 
Clomire 

hirbiile SIop) Valve Closuire 

[hlrhl i I(in Coi.rol Valve 

Loss ol Control Oil 

I'ressbire 

TuiLi nil First Stage 
Pre!b51reC Permi ss ive 

luyrh)ile Condenser Low 

14iin Steaiul Line High 
Iillci iLion (14)

Tril Level SettinJ 

< 10% Valve Closure 

Upon trip of the fast 
acting solenoid valves 

< 10% Valve Closure 

> 550 psig 

< 154 psig 

> 23 In. 11g. Vacuum 

< 3X Normal Full Power 
Bickground (20)

Refuel (7)

X(3)(6) 

x(4) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(l8) 

X(3) 

X(9)

Startup/llot 
S ýta ndlby_

x(Q)(6) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(3) 

X(9)

Run

X(6) 

X(4) 

X(4) 

X(4) • 

X(08) 

x 

x(9)

Act i o, _).  

I .Aor I .C 

1 .A or 1.1) 

l.A or I .D 

1 .A or 1 .I) 

(19) 

1 .A or .C 

l.A or 1 .C

0



NOTES FOR 7AR.LE 3-1-A 

I., Thc-e r S.l be vaco ozer;.'.bJ.e cr t:pe :ps~ fo each.  

if :o in.w'nmer of operal ~ ntc-e p:tk 

cannot be =ez_!or both' trip sysze~s, th-e appropriate actions I1±5ted 

below- shall be takn.  

A. , n-.tiate inertion of' opez-able' rods a-ad cooplete r. sartlon o! all 

operaible roda' withi4 f ourhoura.-.  

B.- R1educe, power -Icvel to 172% ranSe ahe p2.aca n~ode svit~ch in the 

Star6upl1~oý Standlby position ' Irhin 8hours.  

C. Red1uce turbine'load a.ýd c~lose 'Lii7L zrz= l±ine ". clation valve., 

vJthlin 8 hours.  

D. Reduce po.er -to -less than 30;:-o! rated.  

2. Scrami dischar-r vol.~a hig~h bypaas may be used in sh~o~or re!'_el 

* -to bypass scr.nm diseha.r:-. Iol---e ,sc'r_:, with. -cont:rol rod !;Acck- !or 

-reactor protecctof syste= reset.  

3.Bypasesed If -rcactor pressure 1055 psia and -mode s-ditzh not in run.  

4.Bypassed vhen turb.ine !f_.rnt stage pressure- is ieis 'thian 1 pzs..  

* .Iml's are bypassed *ahen A2a'aare onscale and the reactor =ccie swtch 

is in the run position..  

6. The deisl~m per=i:s closure 6f any two litns vit~hout a -scram am 

:7. 'W-h n the r.esc~or i3 subqcri__Ica an- t.e' reac: or % - -e:tet 1 

icss t P 22.~ 1f Fh =o~ ctcns- ned tm lba Z~ " 

A. Xodje svitch _'nuc*

B. lManua~. scram 

C. High flux 17..M 

Dl. SCrtz% dich~r:z volu~e h..;. i.. 

sc--, 

B. Not r e;~. c ~ za oe le -:'4-e= prfZr: c~n:azC4=En i==gr:yI 

9..- :lot- reare !:mi ~-I-S:e 43:ZzA'j.--
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10. 'lot required to operate .-then the reactor pressure vessel head id not 
bolted to the vessel.  

11. The APRM downscale trip function is only active when the reactor mode 
switch is in run.  

12. The APRM downscale trip is automatically bypassed when the IRM instru
mentation is operable and not high.  

13. Less than 14 operable LPRM1's will cause a trip system trip.  

14. Channel sharedby-Reactor Protection System and Primary Containment 

and Reactor Vessel Isolation Control System. A channel failure may 
be a channel failure in each system.  

15. The APRI 15" scram is bypassed in the Run Mlode.  

15. Channel shared by Reactor Protection System and Reactor Manual Control 

System (Rod Block Portion). A channel failure may be a channel in 
each system.  

17. Not require'd while performing low power physics tests at atmospheric 

pressure during or-after refueling at power levels not to exceed 5 MW(t).  

18. Operability is required when normal first-stage pressure is below 
30-1 (<__I"7 psig).  

19. Action l.A or I.D shall be taken only if the 'permissive fails in such 

a manner to :crevent the affected RPS logic from performirg its intended 

fjnc-ion. O-herwise, no ac-ion is relquired.  

20. An alarm setting of 1.5 times rnorma! backround at rated power shall 

e es-ablis.ed 6o alert the operator to abnormal radiation levels in 
ri a ''coo!_=-n .
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2.3.1 Bases 

The reactor protection system automatically initiates a reactor scram to: 

1. Preserve-the integrity'of the fuel cladding.  

"2 2. -Preserve-the-integrity-of the reactor coolant system.  

" 3. 'MI nimize thee-energy which-,must be absorbed-following a loss of 

"co6lant accident, and prevent .criticality.  

_ - This'.'s'pecification provides the limiting conditions-for operation 
_-":necess ary'to-preserve the ability-of the-system to tolerate single 

failures and still perform its intended .function even during periods 

"* when instrument channels may be out of service because of maintenance.  

Whe'n necessary, one channel may be-made operable for brief intervals 

- -' to c6nduct'required functional tests and calibrations.  

"-The reactor protection system is made up of two independent trip systems.  

There are usually four channels provided to monitor each critical parameter 

with t';Jo channels-in each trip system. The outputs of the channels in a 

trip syszem are combined in a logic such-that either channel trip will 

trip that system. .he-simultaneous tripping of both trip systems will 

produce a reactor scram.  

"The svs-:ei. has a-reliability greater than that of a 2 out of 3 system 

and somewhat less than that of a 1 out of 2 system.  

With :he exception of the Average Power Range 1,onitor (APP.:M) channels, the 

inter-.ediate ,anae 11onitor (IRM) channels, .he "lain Stea•, Tsolazion Valve 

closr- ar Ed The Turbine Stoc Valve ciosure, each trip sytem logic has 

one instr'er, channel. ",he the minimum condition for operaTzion on the 

number of'bDerable instrument -channels per untripped protection trip system 

is -et or if it cannot-be-met and the effected protection trip system 

i e=-d in a tripped con.izion, the effectiveness of the "rotecticn 

S:-eserved; i.e., the system cAn :-lerate a singie failure and 

szill. peirform its intended:function of-scramming the reactor. Three ,?." 

instrume n'channles'are providedforeach protection trip system.  

Each proz-ection trip' system has-one more APM thanis necessary to meet 

the niri�r~ur number 'required per channel:• This allows the bypassing of one 

?Y er 5rbtection trip system for maintenance, zesting or calibration.  

- R I channels .have also been - d,,-de to allow for .-cassinc :f 

cne' z ,ch •hannel . The bases for the scran settinc for the .R%, AP?:, '•.i h 

reac-Cr nressure, -reactor lo'w water ,ievel, ',S:V closure, turbine controi 

vai"e fast c~osure, turbine stor valve ýiosure and- loss of condenser 

ilac-.un are ciscussed in the Lesson ?lans deaiing with that equipment 

or i 'struerntation.
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2.1 Bases 

Instrumentation (pressure switches) for the drywell and provided to 
detect a loss of coolant accident and initiate the core standby 
cooling equipment. A high dryell pressure scram is provided at the 
same setting as the core cooling system, (CSCS) initiation to minimize 
the energy which must be accommodated during a loss of coolant 
accident and to prevent return to criticality. This instrumentation 
is a backup to the reactor vessel waterjlevel instrumentation.  

High ridiation levels in the main steam line tunnel above that due to 
the normal nitrogen and oxygen radioactivity is an indication of leaking 
fuel. A'scram is initiated whenever such radiation level exceeds 
three times nonrmal background. The purpose of, this scram is to reduce 
the source of such radiation to the extent necessary to prevent re
lease of radioactive material to the turbine. An alarm is initiated 
whenever the radiation level exceeds 1.5 times normal background to 
alert the operator to possible seroius radioactivity spikes due to 
abnormal core behavior. The air ejector off-gas monitors serve to 
back up the main steam line monitors to provide further assurance 
against release of radioactive materials to site environs by isolating 
the main condenser off-gas line to the main stack.  

A reactor mode switch is provided which actuates or bypasses the 
various scram functions appropriate to :he particular plant operating 
Status.  

The manual scram function is active in all modes, thus providing for 
a -eans of rapidly inserting control rods durinn ail modes of reactor 
oe-azion.  

The IR, system (123/125 scram) in conjunczion with the APRM system 
(15 scra.m) provides paozec-ion aiainst excessive power levels and 
s-cr- .-•-:-r :ercz-s in the startun and inrermediate •o:;er ran:e-.  

The control rod drive scram system is desinged so -hat aB1 of tne 

water which is discharged from the reactor by a scram can be 

accc-.modated in the discharge piping. The discharge volume tank 
accommodates in excess to50 gallons of water and is the low point 
in *.he piping. 'No cred;it .,-as taken for tchis volume in the design 
of -,e discharge pioing as concerns the amount of iater which must 
be ac..r,-,odated dur'n: a scr-am. ]uri •_ nor-al operation n•e "'shar-e 
:ca.•e is emty: howe'.er, snculJ i- f-i1 with ,,:ate-. the .a-er di5

,r-ec :o -ne oioin- -rom the reac:or could not be accommocazed 
_-1:n would result in Sl. scram a,:nes or partical contrs. rod insertion.  

7o _,reclude this occurance. level swi-ches have ved in the 
,-s:rjument volume ;whic• alarm and scram the reactor wahen the volume
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of water reaches 50 gallons. As indicated above, there is sufficient 

volume in the piping to accommodate the scram without inpairment of 

the scram times or amount of insertion of the control rods. This function 

shuts the reactor down while sufficient volume remains to accommodate 

the discharge water and precludes the situation in which a scram 

would be required but not be able to perform its function adequately.  

A source range monitor (SRM) system is also provided to supply additional 

neutron level information during startup but has no scram functions.  

Thus, the IRM is required in the-Refuel and Startup modes. In the power 

range the APR11 system provides required protection. Thus, the IRM 

System is not required in the Run mode.  

The high reactor pressure, high drywell pressure, reactor low water 

level and scram discharge volume high level scrams are required for 

Startup and Run modes of plant operation. they are, therefore, re

quired to be operable for these modes of reqctor operation.  

The requirement to have the scram functions as indicated in Table 

3.1.1 operable in the Refule mode is to assure that shifting to the 

Refuel mode during reactor power operation does not diminish the 

need for the reactor protection system.  

The turbine condenser low vacuum scram is only required during power 

operation and must be bypassed to start up the unit. Below 154 psig 

turbine first stage pressure (30", of rated), the scram signal die to 

turbine stop valve closure, turbine control valve fast closure, and 

-urbine-control val.ve loss of contol oil pressure, is bypassed because 

flux and pressure scram are adequate to protect the reactor.  

:.cause of -he APR.downscale limit of >3: when in the Run mode and 

hign level limit of <45" when in the Startup Mode, the transition 

bet:..een the Startup and Run Modes must be made with the APRM instrumenta

tion indicating between 3Y and 15:' of rated power or a control rod 

_-r-zi will occjr. !n addition, the 1R." syszem n m-sz be indic •r,, below 

:he >ich Flux setting (120/125 of scale) or a scram will occur ,hen 

in the Startup t,:ode. For normal operating conditions, whese limits 

provide assurance of overlap between the IRM system and APRM system so 

-hat there are no "gaps" in the power level indications (i.e., the power 

level is continuously monitored from beginning of startup to full 

cower and from full power to shutdown). 'When power is being reduced, if 

a transfer to the Startup mode is made and the iRM's have not been 

fuI y inserted (a maloperaziona", but not imcossibie condition) a 

con-trol rod block im.mediazel'y occurs so tha- reactivity insertion by 

ccr.-rol rod withdrawal cannoz occur.
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BWR SYSTEMS 

LESSON PLAN 

-"'E IN ,.R!-U1L IOIPO ONSTEM- '"r' 

. REACTOR 'I..JU COITROL SYSTIEAID ROD POSITiO, IONFOR,'TI1, SY-TE, 

B. REFERENCES 

1. BWR Systems Manual, Chapter 7.2 

2. :GEK 45837- Reactor Manual Control - Browns Ferry 

3. GEK 32539A - Rod Position Information System'- Browns Ferry 

4. Browns Ferry Procedures' 

"a. Operating Instructions'OI-85' 

b. Surveillance Instructions S14.10.A.1 

5. Browns Ferry' Prints 

a. M~lechanical Control Diagram 47W610-85 

b. Mechanical Logic Diagram 47W611-85 

6. Final Safety Analysis Report- Browns Ferry 

7. Technical Specifications - Browns Ferry 

8. Card File 7.2 

1. To understand the purpose of the system.  

2. To tecz-e familiar with major sys-em components and their 

jr, O-i ons.  

.3. To understand system instrumentation,Iinterlock, alarmms, and 

setooi nts.  

,L. To understand the automatic actiors and limitations of :he system.  

7. Tc beco:me familiar with systen, overatifon.  

--"--L :•--CRATO4• ' "Ficure i1 

1. uroose .- Reactor 'Ianual Control System (RP.CS
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a. To cause control rod movement by providing the necessary 
electrical signals to the solenoid operated directional 
control valves on the CRD hydraulic control unit.  

1) Controls Valve Operating Sequence 

2) Controls Valve Timing 

b. To prohibit movement of control rods during certain potentially 
unsafe conditions.  

2. Purpose - Rod Position Information System (RPIS) 

To provide operator and related systems with control rod position 
and alarm information.  

3. Major Components of Reactor Manual Control System 

a. Full Core Display (Figure 2) 

b. Four Rod Display (Figure 3) 

c. Pushbutton Select Matrix (Figure A) 

d. ".anual Control Switches on 9-5 Panel 

1) CRD Control Switch 

2) CRD ,otch Override Switch 

3) CRz Rod Power Switch 

") Rod Craft Alarn Test Switch 

T Ti er Test S.i-ch 

e. Indicating Lights on Panel 9-5 Apron Section 

1) Movement Control Lights 

2) Timer ';alfunction Lichts 

' ?e-el ".ode One Tod •er~issi':e Lizht 

-. .-'u-oatic Seuence Timer- and =el'ays 

-.. Ia-:r Componen-ts cf Rod Posi-i"on :nformation -ysten 

a. Reed s-.i-c orcoe :n center of ccnzroi roc _ri ie 

S"- , and four i D•s:,ays b. Jis~l=.-s on -anei -- " " cze an .~. ...
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"COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

i. Full Core Display (Top of Panel 9-5) (Figure 2) 

a. Full Core Display consists of: 

1) Individual 4 Light Display 

2) Digital Readouts 

3) Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM) Hi-Low Indicating 
"Lights, 

b. Arrangement 

Displays are arranged on panel in the same configuration 

as the rods in the core. ' 

c. Individual A Light Display 

1) indicates-Control Rod Status

2) White Light 

indicates rod is selected (labeled with rod's core location 

'code) 

3) Red Light 

'ndicates RodlDrift (labeled drift' 

,) Amber Lioht 

Indicates accumulator-trouble (labeled Accum) 

- l o 0, Pressure 970 ssig 

b) Hi H 20 level 37 cc leakage pass accumulator seal 

5) Blue Light 

:ndicates both inlet and outlet scram valves open (labeled 

1' Gi'es notch position cf yod from Rod Posizicn :nfor-.ation 

Qsv-. (RPI-)
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2) Indicates rod limits with red and green back lighting 

a) Red back light for full out 

b) Green back light for full in 

e. LPRM Hi-Lo Indicating Lights 

1) Purpose 

To indicate when LRPM chamber outputs are not within normal 
power range flux levels.  

2) White Lights 

Hi flux above acceptable power level 

3) White Lights 

Lo flux - LPRM not yet on scale 

4) Not part of reactor manual control, will be discussed 
in depth in LPRM lesson plan.  

2. Four Rod Display (Panel 9-5 below full core display) (Figure 3) 

a. Displays group containing selected rod and adjacent 3 rods.  

1) Core is divided into groups for rod selection ourposes 
only (Figure 5).  

2) Each group contains A rods in a square pattern surrounded 
by an LPRM string at each corner.  

3• The L?-i strina locazions are rearesen'eo y do- :s on oush

but-on select matrix.  

b. LPR!,• string outputs disoiayed on reters.  

1) Shows inputs to rod block monitor syster.  

7 : Is:lays power around rod to be -,oved.  

2 "f L•. is bypassed, ,ezer a" read zero and .nite LPRM' 

byoassed light beside meter will -ight (Refer :• ROM 
Lesson Plan).
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c. Y-'st crouDs contain 4 rods and d LPR.., strings. However, crouos 

-at the periphery may contain only 1, 2, or 3 rods and LPRM 

strings. Digital displays for missing rods will be blank.  

.,d. Center, white lights indicate which rod of group is selected.  

3. Push'button SelecftMatrix (Panel '9-5 Apron Section) (Figure 4) 

a. Arrangement 

Arrangement of pushbuttons corresponds to arrangement of rods 

in core.  

b. Pushbuttons 

Each pushbutton selects one of the 185 rods in the core. More 

than one rod'cannot be'selected at'the same time. Pushing a 

.second pushbutton deselects the first.  

c. Backlighting (White) 

1) Bright backlighting on pushbutton indicates selected rod.  

2) Dim backlighting is used by Rod Sequence Control System 

- for rod group identification.  

d. LPR'.' Input to RBM System 

Pushbutton also selects LPRflstrir.cs for input to meters and 

to : od -'lock Monitcr (REM) systerm; initia:es P.-B nulling 

"seAuence-(disciss in Rod Block -onitor presentation).  

*. ,'anuai Control Switches on 9-5 Panel (Figure 4) 

A. CRD Control Switcn 

I Three Positions (Listed Counter Clockwise) 

S.a) Rod Out Notch" 

b) Off 

c) Rod in 

.Spring Return :o Off
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) initiates notzh in and rnotch out cycles (nozch movemenz 
means moving control rod from one even position indication 
to the next, i.e., one notch on the CRD i'ndex tube).  

NOTE: Also suppliesý signal to RSCS'Group Notch Control 
- Logic indicating direction of control rod movement.  

4) If held in notch out, will complete one notch out cycle 
and stop.  

5) If held in Rod In, will move rod continuously in until 

released.  

b. CRD Notch Override Switch 

1) Three Positions (Listed Counter Clockwise) 

a) Notch Override 

b) Off 

"c) Emergen'cy In 

2) Spring Return to Off 

3) Notch Override Position 

a) Allcws for continous withdrawal of control rod.  

D) Used in conjunction wizh Rod Vovenent Ccr.trol 
Switch Notch Out position.  

:) insjres deliberate ocerator action for continuous 
....r,,a - r.usz use -,ao hancs.  

d) Must be moved before or simultaneously with rod move
ment control switch.  

e) ý'mber light above switch lights during notch override 
ac:i on.  

"' E',eraency In Position 

B) 3yoasses all interlocks to insert rod except •od 
,orth Iinimizer insert block anG any select 

blocks.
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b) Acts directly on directional control valves - byDasses 
ti mer.  

c) No settle function - forces water past seals in CRD 
while settling into notch.  

c. CRD Rod Power Switch 

1) Two Positions - On, Off 

"2) "Furnishes Power to Select Matrix 

3) Only Method of Manually De-selecting All Rods 

4) Never Turhed Off' During Normal Operation 

d- Rod Drift Alarm Tes-t Switch 

1)- Purpose 

To test drift alarm circuitry.  

2) Three Posi.tions (Listed Counter-Clockwise) 

-a) Test 

b) Neutral 

c) Reset 

3) Spring Return'to INeutral 

A) Operation 

"- rod'passes an ood numbered reec switch position 

"after the -normal 'timer cycle,-the rod drift alarm 

will actuate. This switch will provide the reset of 

the drift licht after rod is in the proper - even 
numbered - position.  

b) Any rod that moves frcm.an-even numbered position 

when it is not selected or being Dositioned, will 

cive a drif: aiarmr imrmediately.  

c) Teszing is Derformed D,, holding tne test swizch :o 

"test' while moving a control rod. The drift alarm 

will actuate when rod .asses odd numbered reed 
swi tch.
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d) During normal rod movemenz, the drift alarm, is bypassed 
on the selected rod while the automatic sequence timer 
is cycling to permit the normal sequence without an 
alarm.  

e. Timer Test Switch 

1) Purpose 

To test the operation of the auxiliary timer and select 
block functions.  

NOTE: A select block is an interlock which deenergizes 
the select power to the select matrix deselecting 
the selected rod and preventing further selection 
of rods until the block has been cleared.  

2) The withdrawal portion of a normal notch out sequence takes 
1.5 seconds.  

3) A 2 second auxiliary timer monitors this interval.  

4) If withdrawal signal is sent to directional control valves 
for more than two seconds, auxiliary timer will time out.  

5) When auxiliary timer times out, it will generate a select 
block which-deselects rod.  

6) This prevents a faulty master timer from causing an uncon
trolled withdrawal signal.  

7) Aux. timer is defeated by CRD Jotch Override switch.  

-" luxiiiarv tiner furczions onr.1 curin.q w.tndraw cn c-.  
notch out cycle; it does not operate durina any other kind 
of rod movement.  

9) Three Position Switch 

a) Test 

5i ,•euzral 

c, Rese: 

10) Spring Return to Neutral 

11) Test Position

I
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a) Allows Testing of Auxiliary Timer 

b) Starts Aux.iliary Timer and Lights Block Test Light 

c) After 2 seconds, the block test goes out, select 
block light goes on. and select block deselects rod.  

12) Reset position - resets;select block after test or after 
real timer malfunction has been cleared.  

13) *Neutral - no contacts made 

f. Switches on panel 9-5'apron section not part of Reactor 
Manual Control System.  

1) Manual Scram Pushbuttons 

a) Part of Reactor Protection System 

b) Allow operator to manually scram reactor control 
rods 

2) Scram Rese.t Switch (Not Shown) 

a) Part of Reactor Protection System 

b) Allows operator to reset scram relays after initiation 
signal has cleared.  

S, -ode Switch 

a) Determines 'Mode of Reactor Operation 

1) Shutdown 

2) Refuel 

3) Startup 

S4) Run 

b) Reactor para•meters Ite=merature, pressure, neutron 
flux, etc.) determir .wnicr. mo•e re=ctor can be ODer.  
ated in wizhout proteciive action-(scram or isolation).  

c) Interlocks with Reactor vanual Ccntrol System on many 
rod blocks (See Section I).
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Indi:a-. rg Liahtss on Panel 9-5 ffprcn Section) (Ficure -) 

a. r1ovement Control Lights 

1) Rod Out Permissive 

a) White Light 

b) Indicates No Rod Withdraw Blocks 'Present 

-NOTE: RSCS Rod Withdraw Blocks Do Not Affect 
This Light.  

c) Rod cannot be withdrawn if light is not lit.  

d) Has no effect on insert motion, i.e., rod can be 
inserted with light out.  

2) Rod Out Settle 

a) Amber Light 

b) Indicates rod is in settle portion of cycle.  

c) Directional control valve 120 is open.  

3) Rod Out 

a', Red Li.ht 

b) Indica-es wizhdraw signal sent to ccntrol valves.  

c) Directional contcrol valves 120 and 122 are ooen.  

L) Rod In 

a) Green Light 

b) Indicates insert signal sent to control valves.  

c) Directional control valves 121 and 123 are ocen.  

b. -½er :'Ialfunction Liqhts 

1) "_elect Biock
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a) Re6i Light 

b) Indicates *select 6lock-fromtimer malfunction 

2) Block Test 

a) White Light 

b) Illuminated when timer test switch taken to test.  

c) Used for timing -auxiliary timer 

c. Refuel Mode One Rod Permissive Light 

1) White Light 

2) Lights in refuel mode only when all rods are at 00 or 

in full in overtravel (discussed later under Rod Position 

Information System): 

6. Automatic Sequence Timer (Figures 6 and 7) 

a. Purpose 

To control the sequence timing of the normal insert and with

drawal rod movements. One timer controls both cycles.  

b. .,Iultifiex Timer 

l) Driven by synchronous .o-zr throucn scienoid ooerated 

clutch.  

2) Cam Dlate operates contacts 

3) Rset by spring when clutch is disengaged.  

c. 7 Cohtacts on Timer 

1) Timer Interl6ck and Reset (0-9 sec.) 

a) Seals.,in Timer Sequence 

o) Resets Timer at End 'of Secuence 

2) 'Jniatch (0.20-0.85 sec.)
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a) :nergizes insert bus (valves 121, 123) to drive rod 
in far enough to release collet fingers from index 
tube notch so that rod can then be driven past that 
notch.  

b) Part of Withdraw Cycle 

3) Drive Out (0.85-2.35 sec.) 

a) Energizes withdraw bus (valves 120, 122) to drive rod 
out past index tube notch.  

b) Main Part of Withdraw Cycle 

c) Follows Unlatch 

4) Settle Out (1.2-8.35 sec.) 

a) Energizes settle bus (valve 120) to allow next notch 
in index tube to settle onto collet fingers.  

"b) Part of Withdraw Cycle 

c) Overlaps drive out to keep from shutting and then 
immediately reopening valve 120.  

5) Drive In (0:4-3.3 sec.) 
a) Enercizes insert bus to drive rod in a little oast 

next notch.  

o) First Part of Insert Cycle 

A) S7ete :n (2.0-7.8 sec.) 

a) Energizes settle bus (valve 120) to allow next notch 

in index tube to settle back onto collet fingers.  

b) Comletes insert Cycle 

c) Overlaos drive in cycle to reduce oressure transients 
c;aused vy reversa, of flow in withdraw and insert 

-neaders.
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' 7) Cycle-Auxiliary;(O-9.8'sec.) 

a) Generates rod driving signal to seal in select matrix 

and bypass• drift alarm.  

- b) Closed entire cycle until timer is completely reset.  

8) Either settle (insert or withdraw) timing signals RSCS 

"Group Notch.'Control' that a timing cycle has occurred.  

7. Rod Pos-ition Information System (RPIS) (Figure 8) 

Sa. -System consists of: 

.) Probe inside CRD piston tubes containing 53 reed switches.  

2) Electronics t6.translate reed.switch closures to numeric 
position information.  

b. Reed Switch Assembly 

1) 53 Reed Switches 

2) Designated SOO thrugh S52

Control'Room DisDlay

-Greenlicht 
Green light 
O00: readout

-01 readout 
02 readout

- _o readout 
- No readout

lr readout' .  
Red light - No readout 
"Ove'rtravel'' annuncia

tion - no readout

Rod Position 

Overtravel beyond full-in.  
normal full-in (latched) 

Normal full-in (latched) 
Halfway between 00 and 02 
Latched posizion 02 

Normal full-out (latchec) 

":ormal full-out (latched) 
Overtravel beyond full-out

3) Red and Green Lights in Table Above 

"a; r.e and creen iiants snow uD as tackliichfL.n on diaigaI 

d4 so 1 avs.  

} Switches S52 and'SOO close nearly simultaneously to 
show 00 with green backlighting.

.Switch 
Switch 
Number 

.S=2 

S5O SO0 

S02

Inches 
From Full 
"Insert

-l-i/a 

:0 

3.

146

-� '-I 

S�9 
350
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c) Switches SA8 and S49 close simultaneously to show 48 
readout wiz- red backl-*n:ing.  

d) Switches S52 and S49 are also used by the RSCS.  

(1) Provide "Full-In", "Full-Out" signals for RSCS 
logic at >50% rod density.  

(2) Bypass switch for each rod will allow bypassing 
S52 or S49 (See*RSCS Lesson Plan).  

e) "S51 picked up after scram - necessary since rods are 
driven to in overtravel and S52 won't be picked up, 
which maintains green light.  

f) Backlighting not present on 4 rod display, only on 

full core display.  

4) Position Readouts 

a) On Full Core Display (Figure 2) 

b) On 4-Rod Display (Figure 3 and 5) 

c. Translation Electronics 

1) Each position probe (each CRD Unit) has a printed circuit 
card in panel 9-27 in auxiliary instrument room.  

2' Card translates reed switch clcsures to nureric readout.  

�) If electronic malfunction is detected, an RPIS IOP is 
cenera-ed, indicating RPIS data may not be correct. IuP 

includes: 

a) Card Pulled 

b) Internal Logic Stall 
1) RPiS I"NOP Gives Select 3lock 

d. Provides oCsiticn information to: 

"-ui Core Dis)ay 

2) Fcur RoG Disolay 

rProcess CcrDu:er and Rod .or-h Mi.ir~:er
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A) Rod SelectfLogic (Refuel;All Rods 'In Information) 

5) :Drift Circuitry (Odd Reed Switches) 

6)' Scram Timing Recorder-, 

.7) RSCS (Full-In, Full Out ONLY) 

F. INSTRUMENTATION 

I. Control. Room 

a. Full Core Display 

b. Four Rod Display 

c. Pushbutton Select Matrix

2. Ala rm, interlocks 

a. Annunciators 

Annunciator 

Rod Drift 

RWo Rod Block 

SRoc ,4i =cra•;al 

Rod Select NElock
Ti Y a lfunc

zO cn 

RPIS inooerative 

Rod Overtravel

Description 

Rod not in latched position when rod not being 

driven by Reactor 'Manual .Con:rol System.  

Select: Insert, or Withdraw block from Rod Worth 

Minimi zer 

Rcd,withdraw motion is blocked (See Table I for 

list oficoncilions causihg rod blocks).  

,Rod slect block caused 'by 0timer failing in 

withdraw -cycle.' 

Malfunction -in Rod ?Position information System 

"Indicates a control rod drive has been withdrawn 
, past 4-8.  

"-:f occurs, Andicates tha: rc& is sur.couled .r.T 
drive.

b. Syszem interlocks 

") :nte:nai S.,ste innterlocks
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a) RPIS Inop Causes Select Block 

D) Timer Malfunction Causes Select Block 

c) Rod Driving Signal Bypasses Odd Reed Switch Drift 
Alarm 

2) Interlocks on RMCS from Other Systems - Rod Blocks 

a) Select Block: 

(1) Rod Worth Minimizer < 

(2) Rod Sequence Control System 

b) Insert Block 

(1) From Rod Worth Minimizer 

(2) From Rod Sequence Control System 

c) Withdraw (Out) Blocks (See Table and Figure 1) 

(1)" From Nuclear Instrumentation 

(2) From Rod Worth Minimizer 

(3) From Refueling Equipment 

(4) From Rod Sequence Control System 

40TE: Rod blocks are oresent while refueling to keep from moving 

rods while core modifications are in orogress. This prevents 

aading reactivity to core by two different modes simultaneously 

,'-cvina rods and adding fuel). which would be a violation of 
tasic operational philosopny.  

(5) From Scram Instrument Volume 

(6) From Mode Switch in Shutdown 

NCTE: Shutcwn mode inolies all rods inserted. To assure this. moce 

s~l:ih sends scram signal to Reactor Prczection System !or 

ini:iai 2 seconds that switch is in shutcown, inserting any 

rods that mignz te withdrawn. and sends a continous rod out 

b ock to prohibit any rod withorawa .  

3) Interlocks on Other Syszems from RMCS
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Refueling equipment power inrterlocks from all rods in.  

NOTE: This prevents loadi'ng fuel into the core while all.rods are not 
full in. This minimizes the possibility of an accidental 

Scriticality.-du-ing,ýfuel loading, ,since,,if fuel is loaded per 
design, reactor should be shut down under all conditions with 
"full core'loaded-and all rods .in (Refer to Refueling Lesson 
Plan). .

G. SYSTEM OPERATIONAL SUMMARY (Figure 10) 

1. Rod Selection 

a. Rod Select Power 

b. RSCS Interlocks Satisfied 

c. •No Select Block ,.

1) RPIS Inop 

2) RVWM Select Block 

3) 'These select blocks seal -in during the tinex cycle so that 
- a roc cannot be, deselected during rod movement.  

d. No Timer Malfunction Select Block 

,) :-ot bvyassed by rod drivinc signal so iz can deselec: 
duri-n: :-imer cycle.  

2) Only detects malfunction,-f driv•e out portion of timer 
cycle.  

e. Selec-: -,atrix pushoutton chooses rod and energizes sel=c

relays if rod in proper sequence.  

f: Select relays' connect timer to proper directional control 

valves.  

2. ozch in Cycle 

a. 70d: Selectec

5. Rod Move7ent control switch movee. to "Rod-In' position (not 
i r, Off)

! .
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c. ;o RSCS insert Blccks 

d. No RWM Insert Blocks 

e. Rod Movement Control Switch Not In Rod Out Notch Position 

f. Insert motion is selected and sealed in for one timer cycle, 

allowing drive in and settle in contacts to act on select 

relays, and operates proper stabilizing valves.  

3. Continuous In 

a. Uses Basic Notch In Cycle 

b. Generated by holding Rod Movement Control Switch in the Rod 

In position.  

c. This interrupts timer motor power at beginning of Drive In 

cycle (0.t sec.) stopping timer at that point in sequence.  

d. Insert bus holds valves 121 and 123 open during this period, 

and proper stabilizing valves.  

e. When Rod Movement Control Switch is released, timer motor 

restarts, completing Notch In cycle, moving control rod one 
additional notch.  

f. Insert block bypasses Continuous In, completing timer cycle 

and blocking further insert motion.  

g. RSCS Group Ilotch Control also bypasses Continuous in, allowing 
only notch insertion.  

**. v *ot ,*'.&

a. Rod Selected 

b. Rod movement control switch moved to Rod Out Notch position 

c. .,o RSCS Ouz Blocks 

:•c Rcd Cuz Blocks 

e. "'o ,X'. u: 31ocks 

f. ,B%. ,Juied (Only Necessary if >30: %Ower)
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a. -.oc movement control switch not in -Rod In' positi on.  

h. Withdraw motion is selected and-sealed in-'for one' timer cycle, 
allowing unlatch, drive out and settle out contacts to act on 

select relays, and proper'stabilizing valves..  

5. Rod Out Notch Override 

a. Requires simultaneous actuation of. both Rod Movement Control 

Sw'tch and Rod Out Notch:Override Switch.  

b. Both switches must be held until one notch before movement is 

terminated.  

c. Uses Basic Notch Out Cycle 

d.. Interruots timer motor power at beginning of-drive out cycle 

(0.85 sec.) stopping timer motor at that point in sequence.  

e. Withdraw bus holds valves 120 an'd 122 open during this time 

and proper stabilizing valves.  

f. When switches are released, timer completes cycle, moving rod 

one more notch.  

.g. W'ithdraw block will bypass notch override and restart timer 

motor to complete notch out cycle'and causes out block.  

h. .SCE Gruou :Notch Control aisc bypasses the :Notch Overrce 

a.ic wing only :Notch Withdrawai.  

i. -oz, Rod Out Notch Override and Continous In are bypassed by 

_:E• 1noD so that ti:er will I =-ciete cycle, removinr '-cd 

•i.vin. bvDass fro-'selecz bIock-'w-*hich deselects rc-.  

-6. -Emergency In 

a.- Allows for. insertion of rods if the timer has failed.  

b. ?yDasses timer se-uencing and enercizes the 121 and i23 solenoid 

c. "c setzle function is Droviced. " 

d. n, inert Blocks will override Emergency in.  

7. 41.er .I-*:Jfunc-i.on
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a. r.ecks ienzV cf time drive out contacts stay closec.  

b. Bypassed by Notch Override 

c. Causes select block if Drive Out contacts closed longer than 
2 seconds.  

8. Drift Alarm 

a. Odd reed switch closes or rod not select and driving is not 

at a latched position.  

b. Check to see if that rod is driving.  

c. If that rod not driving, drift alarm.  

d. Test switch bypasses rod driving signal, causing drift alarm 
during normal rod motion.  

H. RELATION:SHIPS TO OTHER SYSTEMS 

1. Power Supplies 

a. Select power and RPIS power frcr uninterruotible power ,'-M-G 
set.  

b. All other power-from instrument bus 

2. Ou::uts to Other Systems 

a. Gerates directional control valves (-120, -121, -122, -123) 

and stabilizing valves in CD Hydraulic System.  

t. Vrt-i.es rod Dosition inrat:.n :o &.,, process csmDuZer, 
and RSCS.  

c. Provides select information to RBM, RWM and RSCS Systems.  

a. Provides direction and movement information to the RSCS.  

3. Rod --.ccks from O-her Systems 

a. ",euzron Monitoring System, 

b. Pod North Minimizer 

c. Q'- eling Ecuio-ent
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o. R~o Sequence Control System 

e. Scram Instrument Volume 

f. $ode Switch in Shutdown 

I. TECH SPEC REQUIREMENTS 

There are no Tech Spec requirements directly associated with the 

Reactor Manual Control System. These are listed in table 1 along 

with other Rod Block functions.



Revision 

Date 

BWR 'SYSTEMS 

LESSON PLAN 

A. OFF GAS SYSTEM 

B. REFERENCES 

1. Boiling Water Reactor Systems Manual Chapter 8.1 

2. Browns Ferry FSAR Chapter 9.5• 

3. Browns Ferry FSAR Chapter 9.6 

4. Browns Ferry FSAR Chapter 1.6 

-. Peachbottom BWR Discussion 11.2 

6. BWR Radwaste Manual Chapter 3.1 

Sr. OBJECTIVES 

1. Purpose and Design'Basis of th• System 

2. 1.'.ajor System Components and Flow Paths 

3. Off-Gas Sources and Production 

•. Syszem instrumentation and Isolations 

5. Technical Specifications 

:,:1REF DESCRI'TION 

. res=-n Easis 

a. To reduce the off-site exposures at the -nearest 'site boundary 

to less than the established maximum limit (10 mr/year), based 

on a nominal plant with -lOO;OOO oc/second-noble gas discharce 

after a 30.minute holdup time. The system musz be capable of 

safe mechanical 'operatio at ,rel.ease':rates U0 to 300,000 ;.c/seconc.  

D.. To-:7ni ize zhe dischar-e of'oaricaZe dauchTter prcducs.  

z. 0 .,'"o•resZonise time t6-abhbr7.aI co nditio.ns.  

0 d . 7-To -,n6imize explosion- ha:ard -of hydrogen and cxygen rix-ure.  

e. To -4nimize oersonnel exposure.
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2. ,ajor Components (Use Transparency) (Figure 1) 

a. 'lain Condenser Off Gas Outlet 

b. 3-Stage Steam Jet Air Ejectors 

c. Pre-Heater 

d. Catalytic Recombiner 

e. Off-Gas Condenser 

f. Water Separator 

a. Dehumidification Coil 

h. 6 hour Holdup Line 

i. Cooler Condenser 

j. Refrigerated Glycol Solution Storage and Pumping Equipment 

k. M.oisture Separator 

1. Reheater 

•. Pre-Filter 

n. Charcoai Filzers 

o. -fterfil:er 

.:. S z =-::.  

. 'ain Condenser (Figure 2) 

a. Suction fron bcth end of condensers through 2 12" lines.  

=no 'C" :ordensers have a i-" vacuum brezker on them 

•n. :h can :,e 3:erated fro-i czntrz room oanei 3 to 'ren- ir 
r-no the condensers and break vacuum.  

",~ote: ,Reer to Ccndenser and Circjlating Water lesson plan 

for 7cre detail of condenser desian.
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2.• Off Gas Inlet Isolation Valves (Valves 2 - 7 cn Figure 2) 

a. 12" electric-motor operated butterfly valves (6 valves).  

b. Located in low pressure feedwater heater area near condenser.  

c. No automatic features to valves operator controlled from 

control room panel 8 switches.  

3. Precooler 

*a. Located just above SJAE room in turbine building 

1) Adjacent to'condenser vacuum hogging pumps 

,4.-' Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE)'(Figure 3) 

a. Three-stage 'Unit located in SJAE room off turbine building.  

1) First Stage 

a) Utilizes inter-condenser for exhaust 

(]) Condensate system provides cooling medium 

b) Normal steam'flow path from main steam equalizing 

header through motor operated isolation valve and 

pressure control valve set at z200 psig.  

c) Alternate szeam flow pazh fro.m house boiler for 

startup.  

2) Second Stace 

a) Takes a suction on intercondenser.  

b) •team'drivingflow same as first stage.  

3) Third Stage Discharges to Off-Gas Pre-Heater 

a) Pormal steam from mian steam eaualizing header 

zhrouch a motor ocera.ted isolption valve and a 

pressure control valve set at -- 20 psi, 

b) :lternate steam flow ,ath from nouse boiler for 

szartuD.  

c) Dilutes hydrogen gas concentration to less than 
.bv oiume.  

d) Provides system driving force.
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e) .-.ir line from service air for syszem purge prior 
to startup.  

f) Provides driving force for H2 analyzer sample.  

4) Normal flow rate of dry gases at air ejector at 130°F 

and 1 atm.  

a) Between 200 and 300 SCFM 

b) Off-Gas Composition 

154 SCFM H2 (from Reactor Water Decomposition) 

77 SCFM 02 (from Reactor Water Decomposition) 

18.5 SCFM Air Leakage (Inleakage to Turbine 
Condenser) 

46 SCFM Water Vapor (Saturate 

1-95-.5 SCFM 

5) Valve Control (SJAE Unit "A" Described Unit "B" Functionally 
Identical) 

a) Motor Operated Steam Admission Valves (Valves 155 

and 172 on Figure 3) from Main Steam.  

(1) N'orrlal Open znrough Control Switch 

(2) .uto Qoens if: 

(a) Auto starz if SJ.E 'E" iniziatec or 

(I) Condenser "acuu-. is rnoz >20" .-c Vacuum or 

(c) SJAE "A" does not have a start signal to 
it.  

b) Air ooerated steam admission valves (valves 15) and 
166 on Figure 3) from main ste-m 

S;Nor--a" ooer Bnc conzrol s.ear -ressuee a- 200 

psig through control switcn and timed delay it.  

(a) SJA`E "A" has a start signal, 

(b) Condenser is >20" H,- vacuum, 

" J3E " s---m soiaticn ttozor o:er•a-ed 
valves are closed.
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-() Condensate pressure to SJAE conoenser ".  
is >60,psig, ý 

(e) SJAE condenser'"A" condensate inlet and 

outletyalves are not closed, and 

(f) If time delay above has elapsed steam pres

Asur mustbe above 190 psig or valves will 
close.  

(2) 'Auto-open with same permissives above if con

trol switch is in auto and an Auto Start of 

SJAE "A" is initiated.  

(3) Auto closing dfthie valves occurs if any of the 

above permissives are lost.  

c) Air ejector suction and discharge valves (valves 

11 and 14 on Figure 2) 

(1) Suction Opens if: 

(a) SJAE "A" has a start signal, 

(b) Condenser vacuum is &20" Hg vacuum, and 

(c) The control switch for the valve is in open.  

(2)ý Suctionc!oses if any of :he above signals are 

lost.  

(3) Discharge Opens if: 

'a) SJAE'"A" his a start signal 

(b)f Condenser vacuum is >20" Hg vacuum, 

(c) lain steam pressure is >150 psig, and 

(d) The cont.ol switch is in the open position.

f -
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(4) Discharge closes if any of the above signals 
are lost.  

d) SJAE "A" Start Signal 

(1) Signal "A" 

(a) Off Gas Pressure <10 psig in one of two 
logic, 

(b) Off Gas Temperature <165o twice, and 

(c) HS-90-155 in Auto.  

(2) Signal "B" 

(a) Off Gas Pressure <10 psig is twice,, 

(b) Off Gas Temperature <165 0 F in one of 
two logic, and 

(c) HS-90-155 in Auto.  

-3) From the above logics it follows that any of 
the following combinations will terminate the 
start signal.  

(a) Both pressure switches seeing >10 psig 
in the holdup volume.  

(D) Both teemperature switches seeing >_165 0 F 
in the holdup volume.  

(c) Either of the pressure swit:h.es seeing 
10 psic wizh ei-her tem.eratures switch 

seein >-165 0 F in the holdup volume.  

e) Aut o Start of SJAE "A" Initiate 

(1) SJAE "A" Steam Inlet Control Switch in Auto, 

`2, SJAE 'A"" Suczion Valve in C•en, 

,,' SjAE 'B" Steam Inlet Valve Ocenec.  

(-.) Condenser Vacuum <25" Fa. Vacuum, and 

j SGAE nas a St-rt Sicnal.
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5. Off-Gas Preheater - (Two required one operating one standby) 

".a. Location - Recombiner.-Room-of' Turbine Building 

b. Purpose 

.'I) -Superheats steam-gas mixture exiting from the steam jet 

-.: -air ejector for efficient catalytic recombiner operation 
('L350°F).  

""a) Alarm in control off gas temperature from preheater 

"low set at 200 0 F.  

2) Ensures absence of water which poisons recombiner 

catalyst.  

c. Type 

)• U-tube heat exchangers '5.8 x lO5 Btu/hour each 

"2) Single pass carbon 'steel shell (Off-Gas) 

- . a) .Shell design pressure 350,psig and temperature 00 °F.  

3) Multi.-pass stainless steel 'tubes (steam) 

a) Tube design pressure 1000 psig'and*575°F 

d. Steam used for heating rather thah electric to Drevent 

expi osi on.  

1) Steam from main steam equalizing header through pressure 

reculator at psig for normal operation.  

I'. Steam from auxiliary-boile- tnrough D'ressure reculator 

.. at psig for-startu.  

3) Limits~temperature to <400°F inevent of loss of 
off-gas flow.  

",' Heatinq steam drains to rain-conoenser.  

. Ca v:Ic Recomnzner (Two reauired one ooera-ina one szand,-'y 

a. _,c-,ion - Reccmbiner.,Room of -urDine7 Builcino
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b. Purpose 

1,) Recombines--hydrogen and-oqxy~gehl gas into water vapor 
(superh-eat6d'Ctea.at.&ayariable temperature based 

onn Ho._ (ýorayy 09oF)me 

2) Must reduce hydrogen concentration t"6,1=6, I o ...... .  
for conditions of low air-flow. (Defined as one-third 
normal air flow.) 

"a) An'intentional air bleed equal to low air flow is 
used when turbine condenser air in-leakage falls 
below minimum.  

3) Catalyst causes mixture to burn slowly rather than 
explode.  

a) Design heat transfer 2.2 x 106 Btu/hour/unit.  

4) Freons, oil, halogens and water act as poisons to the 
catalyst.  

5) Each recombiner has an external heating element to 
keep the spare unit at 350°F.  

6) Alarms in control room catalyst temperature off normal.  

a) High - 875 0 F 

o) Lo. - 350

c. Construction 

Stainless s-:eel cartridge, low alloy steel shell. Catalyst 
:ar-ricge containing- a precious metal catalyst on nichrome 
s-.rcs or porous, nondusting ceramic.-'Catalyst cartridge 
to be reolaceabie without removing vessel. 350 psig design 
pressure. 900OF design temperature.  

7. Off-Gas Condenser 

a. Lzca:ion - Reccmb--er Rocn of Turbine Building 

b. Durpose - cools suoerheazed steam and condenses water vaoor.  

TIuen: will be i130 0F.  

ýaý:ed 1 .2515 - W zulhcur.
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c. Type - U-Tube Heat Exchanger 

1). ,Single Pass Shell (Steamad Air) 

"a) Design Pressure 350 psig 

2) 'Multi-Pass Stainless-Steel Tubes 600 ft. 2 Surface 
Area (Condensate) 

a)- Design Pressure 250 psig,

d. .Cooling water from condenser hotwell downstream of gland 
.,seal condenser.  

"-e. Drainso main condensei (gravity and vaicuum) 

f. Gas flow downstream of condenser consists'mainly of air 
inleakage (18.5 SCFM),and noble gases.  

1) Alarm off gas condenser gas outlet temperature high 
at 140 0 F.  

-2) -.Alarm gasI flow off c6ndenser discharge high 13.5 SCFM, 

.iow 4.0 SCFM.

S. Wazer Separator o 

a. Removes moisture entrained in off-gas c6ndenser effluent.  

b. Drains to off-gas conrdenser.  

c. Carbon steel sh'ell, stainless steel wire mesh.  

d. Zesign conditions 350 psig and 2500F.  

uen&midifier oil 

a. Located in off gas pipe chase of turbine buildina.  

10. 6 Hour.Holduo Volume 

a. Description,- 54 inch pipe, 596 feet lonc, underground in 

:ri^ i y cf ventilation- s Z c.k 

D. ,c jrOSC 

1) R, educe .A-ctivity Downstream.
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2.) .old for decay of shorter half-lived Xenons 
to particulate daughters. Allows particles 
by the prefilter rather than the charcoal.

a) 54Xe 1 38  1 " 
54 14 min.

and Kryptons 
to be removed

55CS138 (particulate) 32 min-> 56Ba 1 3 8 (stable)

b) Kr8 8  > >38Sr88 (stable) 
36 2.8 hr 37b 18 

(parti cul ate)

c. Actual holdup time will be approximately 6 hours with 18.5 SCFM 
air flow due to removal of radiolytic H2 and 0,. This lowers 
the flow rate and increases holdup time from o iginal 30 minutes 
to new value of 6 hours.  

ll.- Cooler Condensers (Two required one operating one in standby) 

a. Location 

b. Purpose - Further cools qas-steam mixture for moisture control.  

Cools to A50 F. If the gas is saturated at 45 0 F., then at 740F., 
the relative humidity will be 33%ý which implies that the 
moisture content of the gas is less than l.  

1) Rated 1.1 x l05 Btu/hour each 

c. Tvoy- - U-Tube Heat Exchanger 

. Sincle pass stainless steel shell (vacor and air! 
a) Rated design pressure 250 psi 9 

2; .u, -sass stainless s.eel tube (water and ethylene 
gl.,col) 
a) Rated design pressure 100 psig 

d. Charcoal efficiency is a function of moisture content (Figure a) 

e. Dra-.ns to eouipnent drains in Radwaste.  

f. -es:n soecification for system is : -oisture.  

'2. -l:co, SolJtion Storace and Punmoing Ecuicnent

a. Loc-ation
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b. Purpose - SuDplies cooling medium to cooler condenser.  

c. Freon refrigeration unit cools glycol .(temperature limits 
33F - 36 0 F).  

d. Components 

1) 'Glycol Storage Tank 

a) 3000 g-ailon carbon steel tank 7.5 feet in diameter 
9.5.feet high 

2) Glycol Pumps and-Motor.Drives (Two required) 

a) 65 gal./min., 5 H.P. electrical, 

3) Glycol Tank Agitator and Motor Drive -: 

a) EliminatesThermal9Gradients in Tank 

b) 2 H.P.  

a) Glycol: Solution Refrigerators and Motor Drives (Two 
required) 

"a) %9 x 104 Btu/hr. each,-single'stage"vapor compressor, 
20 H.P.- 

b) Conventional refricerator,units u/chilihnc self
contained and pump exchancers, glycol exit 
solution- temperature,350 • .  

"3. M.oisture SeDarator (Two reauired one ooerating one szancby) 

"-a. Location 

b. Puroose - Removes moisture from cooled'gas exiting cooler 
condenser. - , - ;: ai, ,

c. 'Construction Carbon steel shell'8ta'ihless steel wire 
mesn, 350 psig design pressuFe, 15-0 Fdesign te7-erazure.  

", PRene-er ,V 

.a 'L Icazion - -

b. Purnose - Heats cas t 0-to-opt-mu:,x teoerazure for cnrarccac 
(77Co:.  

c. S:-istrucicin - Carton steel sneli ',- surBace area.  
i,00 psic process pipe design pressure, 350 pslc sneli 
"-tesin :ressure -'O0OF snell ano :ube aesion te,:-era:ure.
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15. Prefilter 

a. Location- Filter Building 

b. Purpose - Removes particulate daughter products (99.91 of 
0.30 micron particles) 

1) 160 cfm rating at I" H 2 0 P "clean" alarm in control room 
prefilter high AP, 10" H20 ,P 

c. Construction - Carbon steel shell. High efficiency moisture 
resistant filter element, flanged shell, 350 psig design 
pressure, 150 0 F design-temperature.  

16. Charcoal Adsorbers 

a. Location 

b. Purpose - Delay Noble Gas (Xenon and Krypton) by Adsorption 

c. ProDerties of Activated Charcoal: 

1) Hign Adsorption for Krypton and Xenon 

2) High Physical Stability 

3) High Surface Area 

) Low 'ressure Drop 

5) High Ignition Temoerature (>480 0 F) 

5) Dust-Free Structure 

d. Carbon adsorber vault maintained at 770 + 20 oy air condition
ing unizs.  

e. Bypass valve (valve 113B on Figure 2) used during initial 
startuD and~during periods of low activity operation. Will 
close autcnatically and the adsoroer bed inlet valve (1131A 
on Figure 2) 44i1l automatic-=i- ocen if either of the -wo 
car=.cn :ed sa.ple syste , r aci:-ilon rrcnitors sees a hign, 
.ich high or high high high alarm.  

f charcoal Deds with total weicn, of 18 tons. Vessels 
are A feet in diameter with an overall heignt of 21 feet! 

-5 fee . of wnich is charcoal.  

"' esi:n :ressure 350 psig cnc Esign temoeratire ,O5F
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c. Krypton and Xenon Holdup Time 

Kd M 
-holdup F 

Kd = dynamic adsorption coefficient (determined experimentally 
for each gas) - function of temperature, pressure and 
moisture content.  

M = mass of charcoal (18 tons) 

F = flow rate of gas and air (18.5 SCFM) 

Xenon holup time = 181 hours (design specification assuming 
K KX300Y Expected to be-30,days.  

Krypton holdup time = 15.7 hours (design specification 

assuming KKr - 18) Expected to be >40 hours.  

h. Decontamination Factor (Table'l)' 

1) Definition- The activity leaving charcoal bed after some 
holdup time compared to before charcoal bed installed.  

2)_ Very dependent on flow rate and fission gas distribution.  

17. After-Filter .  

a. -Locaiorn , Under near _tack 

b. Filers radioactive fines and daughters products which escape from 
frron cha.rcoal.  

c. Constr-c;ic n icen-icai to prefilter 

18. Off-Gas Isoiation'Valvei(Vclve 22 on Figure 2) 

-a. :solates Off Gas Release to Stack 

b. ir Operated Gate ;al1e ...  

c. ,or-al open and close control on control room :anelE 

c. -uzo c --se if hic .radiation. is detected by -the carbon bed 

sample sys"em.
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1) Two Elements 

a) Isolation Logic/Upscale High High High and One 
Cownscale 

b) 2 Upscale High High High or 

c) 2 Downscale 

e. Auto Closes if SJAE Start Signal is Lost 

19. Dilutioh Chamber and Fans 

a. Dilution Chamber (1 Per Unit) 

1) Purpose - provide a volume to mix fresh air provided 
by the stack dilution fans with off gas prior to stack 
discharge.  

a) Dilutes in residual hydrogen prior to release 
precluding an explosive mixture in stack.  

b. Dilution Fans 

1) 2-i00f capacity fans/unit 

a) Standby pump auto start (if selected to auto) on 
trip of running pump.  

2) Suc:ion from fresh air discharge to dilution chamber.  

20. S:ack 

. rovides for greater dispersion of fission gases than a 
-• -. tc is 

b. ",ain source of activity leaving stack'is Xe1 3 3 with a T1/2 
of 5.3 days.  

c. '-ajor source of long lived activity is Kr85 '.lO.5 year half 
ife) w.4ich contributes <20 •c/second.  

- . cn:enser Focging Vacuum Pump 

a. .• c -Just above SJAE room in turbine buildino near 
-:recooi e .
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b. Flow (rated) 3000 SCFM @ 15" Hg 

c. :.ermoves air from condenser shell and establisnes sufficienz 

vacuum for condenser operation at 20 to 25" of Hg.  

d. Requires sealing water from pump to operate.  

e. Discharges to stack via 'the gland seal holdup line.  

f. Hogging pump can not be started unless:-

1) Seal water pump is running, 

-2) Main steam line radiation is <3 x normal, and 

3) Condenser vacuum is 27" Hg. 

_g. Hogging pump will auto trip if: 

1) Condenser vacuum is >27" Hg, or 

2) MIain steam line rad. is __3'x normal-,or 

3) Seal water*pump trips', or,'

L-) Condenser vacuum is >22" Hg and Rx. Pressure is >_600 psig.  

h. Hogging pump suction valve ýqill auto close 'if: 

V M'ain steam li ne rad. is -_3 x -normal, or 

2' Condenser vacuum is'-22" Ha and Rx'Press 2_600 psig.  

22. Gland Seal Condenser 

a. Loca-ion - SJAE Room 

b. -Condenses 'turbine seal steam and removes non-condensables.  

c. Single pass gland steam, double pass cooling water.  

d. Discharge flow path" -"

1 2 Szeam Packing Exhausters (SP) 

a .,orraly maintain 10-12, nchesof w. ater vacuum on 

condenser by throttling discnarce valve.  

b) Standby unit uto szarts if.,cuu, f~lis to -" 
vacuuM.
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2) 1.75 minute holdup pipe 

a) 24" pipe 1750 feet long 

b) Allows decay of N1 6 , 09 

3) Contributes .8 mR/year at site boundary.  

F. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 

1. Off-Gas.Pressure High ( 10 psig) 

a. This is a l-out-of-2-twice isolation logic which protects 
against an explosion in the holdup piping. It should be 
accompanied by a high temperature alarm if an explosion 
has occurred. Either trip channel will alarm.  

b. The following valves should isolate: (valve numbers refer 
tzo Figure 2) 

1) Off-Gas Isolation (28) 

2) Filter Drain Valves (Not Shown) 

3) Holdup Volume Drain (Not Shown) 

4) Dehumidification Coil Drain (Not Shown) 

5) SJAE Discharce Valve (la, 18) 

' ./S3JAE Steam Isolation Valve (,CV i-155, 1-5l-65 on 
Figure 3) 

7) SJAE Drain Valve (",'ot Shown% 

B, SJAE',i r inlet '.aive (I1, .5) 

9) SJAE Steam Control Valve (PCV 1-151, PCV 1-1-153 on 
Figure 3) 

'. Off :as High Temperature (1600 F) 

a. Za-re as Sff Gas Pressure H-ion 

0ff Sas -ressure Hich 3.5 psig 

a. -his is a 1 out of 2 logic that orevents opening drain 
vailves and establishes en alterne-e zlew oath for offaas 
flo-w when the off cas syszem is in use.
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b. The following valves should isolate: 

1) Dehumidification Coil Drain Valve 

2) Filter Drain Valves 

3) Holdup Volume Drain Valve 
L 0 

4. Main Steam Pressure Low 150 psig 

a. This is-a one out of two logic which prevents attempted 

air ejector operation with out.sufficient steam pressure.  

b. The following valves should auto isolate: 

1) SJAE Discharge Valve 

2) SJAE Drain Valve 

3)- SJAE Air.Operated Steam Admission Pressure Control 
Valves 

a) Time delay around isolation for startup 

5. A.dsorber Off Gas Radiation.High 

-Two'radiation elements-in off~gas sample system 

b. - .1lar s 

1) .Hi "i-Hi 1.13 x 10 cos 
2)^- Hi 4"80 

2) Hi Hi 2.-i x 10 cps.  

4) Downscal e 

c. Trips Off Gas Isolation Valve (28 on Figure'2) 

, 1 oth Channels 4i Hi Hi •or 

-) n rhr,,e Hi Hi Hi and the .zner Charnel >o'.nscale Cr 

..... - -" -Bo'h Cnannels `ownscaie
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d. initiates charcoal adsorbers by opening adsorber inlet 
:alve (~i.A ,icure 2) and closnc adsorter bt:ass valve 
,113B on Ficure 2) 

1) Any Channel Hi, Hi Hi or Hi Hi Hi 

6. Condenser Vacuum Low <25" Hg Vacuum 

a. Initiates Air Ejector Auto Start of Selected Standby Air Ejector 

b. The.following valves should respond: 

1) The steam admission valves (motor and air operated) for 
the standby SJAE should open.  

2) The motor operated steam admission valves for the running 

SJAE should shut.  

7. Condenser Vacuum Low <20" Hg Vacuum 

a. Ensures sufficient vacuum has been established prior to SJAE 
initiation.  

b. Auto close the-following valves: 

1) SJAE Suc-ionn Valves (11 and 14 on Figure 2) 

2) SJAE Discharge Valves (15 and 18 on Figure 2) 

,- SJrE :-,in D, Vaalves (;o- h c...n 

. z ' S7E '=,a-n-'dmission Va'es (o .oor and AI, Operated) 

Corc•ense• •acuun, Hiahg >27" HP Vacuum 

.- rv:: res-r .'acuum Hoc'.cin
-, .imprcDer :o cose.  

b. ?rovides r.ne lollowing res;onse: 

) Tri;s and interlock, stri)-:ed :he hogging oumo.  

f....">22" 'acuum with '.eactor Pressure 
"- 'r, " S.-^r 

a e ý:e~ation sf concenser va:uurn nocc' 4n :umD inder 
-nese ccnci-ions a•,d isolates ý.ocainc -"umo suction valve.
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10. Hogging Pump Seal Water Pump

a. TriDs and interlocks trippea the hogging pumo to prevent 
damage.  

11. Main Steam Line Radiation Hi Hi 

a. Prevents hogging pump operation after fuel element failure 
hby tripping-the hogging pump and isolated it's suction valve.  

12. Gland'Seal Cbndenser Shell'Side Vacuum-Low <5" H20 Vacuum 

-. Auto starts nonrunning steam packing exhauster 

13. SJAECondenser Condensate Pressure Low <60 psig 

a. Prevents operating SJAE with insufficient cooling water flow.  

b. Auto shuts SJAE'air operated-steam admission valves.  

c. Interiocks-off of the SJAE condenser condensate inlet and 
outlet valves will do the same thinc if either 'of them 
are closed. - "' - - -

1L. Major Alarms 

a. Off Gas Average Release Rate willbe exceeded 

i) Indicates activity in the early portion of the holdup 
vo'ume is >2500 mr/hr.  

4 f $as RaGiation Hign 

) indicates activity in the early oortion' of tne hoiduD 
volmie is >5G- mr/hr.

c. Stack'Gas Radiation High 

1) Indicates activity high in stack cas sample >3.8 x 103 ct 

d. Stack Gas Radiation High High 

":ndicates activity snin i5 stack :as samile >7.6 x 1 : 

e. Gff Gas !vcrccen Fnayvzer Higan "larm '>= 

I1 indicates recomDiner failure and zossible ex~losive 
mi*:ure.az the inlez of the holdup volume.

Ds
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f. Off Gas Filter P High (10" H2 0 at either operating prefilter 
or after filter) 

) :ndicates need to switch filters 

g. ?reheater Discharge Temperature Low 2000F 

h. Recombiner Catalyst Temperature HIgh (875°F/Low, 350 F) 

i. Off Gas Condenser Gas Discharge Temperature High 1400F 

j. Off.Gas Condenser Gas Flow High (13.55 cfm/low,4.0 scfm) 

k. Cooler Condenser Discharge Temperature High (d8 0F/low, 42 0 F) 

1. Glycol Solution Temperature High ( 360F/low, 330F) 

m. Gas Reheater Humidity High 48°F Dew Point 

n. Carbon Bed Temperature High 80°F 

o. Carbon Vault Temperature High 800F 

G. SYSTEM FEATURES AND INTERRELAT IONSHIPS 

1. Gas Sources 

a. Drywell Purge 

b. Ventilation Systems 

i" adv.as-e 

2 7 Turtine Euilding 
"" : : o- Eu'iidinr 

c. Gland Seal Steam 

d. -'echanical Vacuum Pumo 

e. SLJE Discnarge 

"aditolyic Deco.ocsiz4on := r.-aoer 

20 - 2
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2) Production Directly Proportional to Reactor Power.  

o • a)K,.03 - .055OSCFM/MW thermal , 

3) -ir ,inle=.kaae zo Cordenser 

a) 18.5 SCFM 

, .4)_ Activation Gases,,
16 1 6+ l 

a) 8016 + o 7N + P 

7N16 0- .>806 + 
,.7 7A4-sec. 80 o 

I-b), 018 + 0on 8 0 

'° ' ;'•19 - '19 + • 

8 29 sec. 9 

c) 816 + P1  -13 He 
3 C13 

-7 -lOmin.2 6 ' 

d)' Important because tney,make.,the system a significant 
radiation hazard during operation.  

5) Fission Products (Noble Gases)" 

a X E 135 T,,2 9 hours -

D) r8  3 hours b)36. T1i2 

I!_ d) r- 131. 8.. ...  

d)5J3111 (soluble in water) T 8 days 

a) e1 33- 527 days !most prevalent source at e) ,K' 2.  s s :c k)
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2. Dilution of air ejector off-gas with steam to less than d Dercent 
hydrogen by volume to eliminate the explosion potential.  

3. Recombination of radiolytic hydrogen and oxygen into water to 
recuce gas volume to be treated. Produces superheated smean.  

A•. Condensation of bulk water vapor.  

5. Lag storage of the gas for 30 minutes to decay the bulk of the 
short-lived isotopes.  

6. Further condensation of moisture from the gas to a 450 F. dewpoint.  

7. Reheatiig off gas to ambient temperature (740) 

8. Filtration of solid decay daughters from the off-gas.  

9. Dynamic adsorption of Krypton and Xenon isotopes on activated 
carbon at 770 F.  

lO. Final filtration of off-gas.  

11. Monitoring of off-gas.  

12. Disposal of decayed off-gas to atmosphere.  

13. Returning condensate to process or the waste system for cleanup 
or recycle.  

I. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

1. Release Limits 

a. rnzen:: Keep as low as possile: in any event, wiithin 
10 CFR 20 limits.  

. instantaneous Limits 

1" Gross activity, other than :-131 and particulates with 
8 day TI/2: 

0.13 1.a6 

Where: 

= release rate from :J;circ exhausz fans in Y" secs.
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"- 02 : release rate;from main stack in Ci/secs.  

a) IOrderly reduction of power unti~l within limits 

-2) 131 ana partui s..- ths- w,7. >S days 

03 Q4 

.33 4+ 4 <

where: 

Q3'= -release from building.exhaust vents in Ci/secs.  

-Q4= release rate from main-stack in Ci/sec.  

a) ,Orderly reduction of power until within limits 

c. Average'Limits 

1) Gross Gaseous Activity

a) .10 Ci/sec. averaged-over any-calendar quarter 

S (1) Calendar 'cuarter defined in 10 CFR 20.3 

paragraph (4).  

-'(a)' >_12 <14 consecutive weeks 

" .(b) First-quarter-begins in Jinuary 

(c) No day may be included in more than one 

calendar quarter or omitted from any 

calendar cuarter.  

t)" -.15 Ci/sec. averaged over any-dS hour period must 
be reportein writing'to the-Direc-or, Directoraze 

of Licensing in 1C days.  

"2) - 1-131 -aind particulates wiih z 1 1 2 >8 days 

a) .8 Ci/sec. averaged over any calendar quarter 

"- (l)-Seeil.! €.-l).a).(Il).abovefor calendar quarter 

- •2 •definition."
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b) .4 Ci/sec. averaged over a week must be reoorted 
in writing to the Director, Directorate of Licensing 
in 10 days.  

d. 3ases for Total Gas and 1-131 and ;articu'ates wi4h /2 
-8 days.  

1) 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix B Column 1 limits in unrestricted 
areas.  

2) Constants -determined by annual average site meteorology 
and an exposure dose of 500 mrem/year whole body.  

3) '1-131 and particulate with TI/2 8 days also include 
factor of 700.  

4) Reason 1-131 and 8 day particulate limit is gross is 
because 10 CFR Part 20 Appendix B, Table II, Note 2.c.  
apply's more severe limits to release of unknown mixtures 
than it does to know.  

2. Monitoring Requirements 

a. A.11 radioactive gases released to the environment shall be 
monitored and recorded.  

1) For effluent streams having continuous monitoring capa
tility, tne activity and flow rate shall be monitored 
and recorded to enable release rates of gross radio
activity to be determined on an hourly basis.  

b. Curirng release from stack, the follcwinc conditions must be 

!) The cross -, activity monitor, the iodine samier and 
-ar-:icuiate sapler shall be oneratina.  

< "s-.cati-n devices caDanle o-" :i-i g caseous release 
rates from the 'ain stack tc wi:nin -ne values specified 
above shall be ooerating.  

2j if, for an effluent release path there is no monitor 

:cerable, an eouivalent monitor can be substituted to 
monitor this effluent release oath or no effluents 

-sna.1 e released thrcucn -tnat e-u"ent release oa-n 
sj.' cn ,-oni-or i_" -ace ava, .=Se.
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a) A monitoring channel may b'e out of service for 4 

hours for functional testing and calibration without 

providing a temporary monitor.  

b) All waste gas monitors shall be calibrated at least 

quarterly by means of a known radioactive source.  

Each monitor shall have an instrument channel test 

at least monthly and a sensor check at least daily.  

c) If the requirements for the stack gas monitor are 

not satisfied, the reactor shall be in Hot Shutdown 

in 24 hours.  

.4) At least one main stack monitor channel must be operating 

whenever any units SJAE, mechanical vacuum pump, or SBGT 

is in service.  

5) Mechanical Vacuum Pump Isolation 

a) The mechanical vacuum pump shall be capable of being 

automatically isolated and secured on a signal of 

high radioactivity in the steam lines whenever the 

main steam isolation valves are open.  

*b) At lea'st once during each operating cycle verify 

automatic securing and isolation of the mechanical 

vacuum pump.  

3. Sampling Requirements 

a. Samples of offq'as effluents shall be analyzed at least weekly 

tc determine the identity and quantity of the principal 

radionuClides being released.


